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~IRELANDS CAMPUS OF BOWLING GREEN
•sTATE UNIVERSITY
.
·

THE MISSION OF FIRELANDS CAMPUS

·•

Firelands Campus strives to increase students' understanding of the world in which they
live so that they may participate rationally in society's decisions. The campus is primarily
student-oriented and endeavors to provide the academic atmosphere, the human association,
and the discipline vital to a student's total development.
Firelands Campus interprets its mission through activities related-to its students, to the
community it serves, and to the faculty and staff. It recognizes, through its activities, the
necessity for open interaction among students, faculty, and the community.
A major emphasis at Firelands Campus has been and continues to be the offering of
university caliber instruction by a qualified resident university faculty. Firelands is in a unique
position to combine this university caliber instruction with an academic climate and size
conducive to close contact and interaction am.ong students, faculty, and the community. This
interaction is manifest in a variety of pre-baccalaureate and two-year associate degree
programs, extension, and continuing education. offerings.

THE CAMPUS
Firelands is a state assisted regional branch campus of Bowling Green State University.
The campus is located at the Rye Beach Road intersection of Ohio State Routes 2 and 6 in
Huron~ Ohio.

ACCREDITATION
Firelands Campus of Bowling Green State University is fully accredited by the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Accreditation is also accorded to Firelands as
a college of Bowling Green State University by appropriate regional and national agencies.
The University is fully accredited to the doctoral level by North Central Association of
Schools and Colleges. Several colleges and departments of the university are accredited in
their respective fields. These specific accreditations are: American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB), College of Business; National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE), Teacher Education; State Department of Education, Teacher
Education; National Association of Schools of Music (NASM), College of Musical Arts;
American Chemical Society, Chemistry; American Psychological Association, Psychology;
and the National League for Nursing, Nursing.

HISTORY OF THE FIRELANDS CAMPUS
The Firelands Campus traces its beginning to Bowling Green State University classes which
were first taught in Sandusky in the fall of 1946 in cooperation with the SanduskyBoard of
Education primarily to help educate returning U.S. service veterans. Karl Whinnery, then
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·':~su-~eriryten=aerl,~ qfcSar.d~sky 'schoois7 was iQstr~~e!J~!ll:in .organiz;ngJhe program. T-be. fi~st~
- classes met at'Sandusky High· School_ during the evening. .
_
_ _
_ :·
-· :~- · :~_lassenyer~ _di~cof1ti nued it~ 1948:ancJ-were resumed in ·i 9 53 wflen· Mr-::Wh)n n~ry; \Nno. '<;- ·
.;._,;h~,f[~e_fj [eg~ <!~ iuR~r:i ri!~IlQ.ent,)Je<;ame the fi ~st director oLth e S~[ldusky:A<:aderjl i c ·Genfer.:. -·- -•
~ He:askep fg(UJiiversity
aidin;organizing-a
two-year,..cadet
teaclierprogram
which-had·.
- '~f:\.>·.=.-; «--.·~.tr""~•.: ... ....-""'."',~.:.~ ""'>
-~.-.~•""
,.;,....
·,r•~--""::,
.,._·r '. ·
· · ~
"" -·· '·.· · _
~
-~a first:year:enrdllmentof 30. Two years. later, several courses of the Colleges of'Arts and
~Sciences and Business'Adininistration were added· to theOCenter's Cl:lrriculum.
.
<-:; f'y1r.-~hipn~ry was ~u_q:_eeded.l)y.~a'y;'mond Brickley in 1957imd:bY ErvinCirpenter in
. 1965, Qr. )fiin~s 1-'f. McBri9e, the' first full::time directc;>r,was}lppointed i_n July, 196!?. His
:'titl~'was changed to Dean'in 197( D'r. M. Douglas Reed• succeeded Dr. McBride as Dean
,'ln_;\9.7~, ": · . . .
.
_
.
·
,:. 'J,he_fJr?t,mqy.e tqward ?:perrnal)ent,i:ampu~ w~s t~ken in 196Jwhen the.txchange Cl.ub.
F<?f S~nd~sky; lh~ Si'mdusk)i Area Chamber of Commerce,: an~ Bowli_~g Creep State University
'"'offltials;began'aiscussjng ihe'futl.ii-e'ofhigher-'education in tlie area..
.
7:.: .tdditional'meetings,wete ~eld in _1964wnen the plan 'for full-tirrie cam'pus; .rather than
}a_cgmi:nunitycollege; W;:J.sadqpted. The Committee on Educational Develppm~nt (COED);
~ _ 'inc9-rpor'ated in' i\thrch;·lQ65, ·gui8ed the project .
·
. _
· .>- ~f QnNovemoer 2·4, f965; the·sowfing·Green State tJniversity Board ofTruste¢s granted .
~~ .~'1?P8~o.v;;~.lfor a f911-tirr:u;~d~.Y,/n:ignt;prarich.i::anipu~ to serve Erie,.Huron, and Ottawa Counties.
· · - · The-Oh).Q J?Qacd ot Regents set·Marc~_~l, J966, as-thedeadline for citizens in-the an~a to
c5k--..- ' "'c:o....:
fu $f{Od;066_,bef_ore·tl1ejtate•wpu ld:release$L8 fT1 iII ion for the p'roject:l i1
Imost . •
-'~ ..~i~~~rh_Lim!~-g~?Ss;r_oc;>t~. ~ffprt,~<;itizer;t~. of.the ;tri.-CQl:l rity area pledged~or:confr.ibute_d-more ·
.
···•- 'tnafi·$1 :l mdlion 1 nearly double.th~.quota.- · .
.
.. . .. ,
.
~~ ·.:·:: -~ ·- ·:~ ·c':'·-rB€i1arri~·';F'fi-ei~-nd~" was thosen a tom meeting on ·october 18, 1966,-and.
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· ::·'~p~;,ov~d-~y B~wlln'g;Gr~~n S~at~-U_H~~ersi_ty Trustees on ja~uarY 6, J967.T~e ~am¢r~i:illl~

~f( ~:

~~h.e~earl~ h_1~to;ry of.~~e:c,e~19n "!'hen 1t cons1sted o.f la~d a!lo.cNed to ~onnect1cut farrulies
~s ~?.rTIPer1.~at1p_n fpr d~m~ges,sufferec;l from the burnmg of homes and prop~rty at the hanqs
.o'f.the'British in:the;Revolu'tion~ryWaf. · ·
- ·
·
· ·_
..
, ,. ~' A~•Sit~ Sejectjor:r(:or:J'\'mitiee'reconiinended the land to be purchased for the campus; and·
~P~?v?! ':Y~s ~iye~ by~<;=O~Q~hichAS,:qt,~irec;! the_lan_d and cl~eqed ipo the. State of Ohio.

<>J ~ ;.
r- '

~h'~~~·•·:~ini~!alic~~str~~tidn -'.e>n•June'22., l9~7.:bids for construction 6i ti(o b~ild;rigs

)or~the Eirelands·C.impus were opened in the office of the state architect in Columbus. .
•Gro"und'was:brbken oi{Ju1V1 o; 1967; when Gove·rnor James· A. Rhddes and. Representative
.
·.
.
·>EtheiG:-Swanbeck,turried·the first· spidefuls ofearth:
•
:
~ _Const(uctior{requirep iipprqximat~ly 14 months. In the me_antime, classes, with an
-. · :exp.~nded c9r~fculum, coatinuedto rrleetin the excellenrfacilities of Sandusky Bigh School .
. ,"~-<~-·'fl'l'effrstfwo~air;coriditioned:bu'ildings of brick~rid concrete design contain 9~:(000 squa're
..:f.eeqofflqor~space. ThEi_4hr~e-~~bry,West-Builqing has 28dassrooms and.laboratories, a fattiity)'
lourige, :30 faculty offices, .three.conferenc~ rooms, an instructional media center, a language
:l:abo"rattiry for discand tape recordings, the 90-seat auditorium-like Firelands Room,- student ·
·
· ·
· · .,
· ·•lecl<.ers;·and,cof,nmuters' 16tmge. - · . · ·
;'. Tbe. E}!St_§uitdi!lg.!s twc.>.;;~o!:!_.es ~igQ,,\:vitb t~e entir~se~ond floor utili~ed by the library ...··
''J:Iie":firsfflbdr houses admin_istrative offices, bookstore, receiving.aepartment, mai I room, anq
':rlie~hariicai'equipmerit"th'e camr}us groiJnds have oeen landsdped 'witn numerous~decid;:;'ous ..
.-trees; shrubs, and e~ergreens outlin[r\g the .driveways,- parking areas, campus· lake, and c.ourt.
_.· -- At th-e bas.e of.the. flagstaff Orlth~.court circl~ is a plaque memorializi.ng the _Firelands area_
- o.<;,:_;:"· \\iCtlfia tir~n:Ze s'eafmar~ihg.tht! site ot1he 'campus:
'
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~- · '· Pha~~·iJ: Building ~rograilr .lh 19M';'the OhiO Board of Regents design<:ted Firelands Campus:
,:·.· . to·offer- tedl'nical edudtion programs ih th'e trkounty area. The'i 08th Genel-al Ass~moly of' ' '• ·'
. ·c-. !he _?tate4,9hi~.in 1970 apprppriatep.$2.5 ~ill ion fQrthe c,onstrudion and ~qujprnent> · ,. ;_
~:-~>~}Urp ~~ils~;tl_~~ildj~g,'Jbe ne}'V.fqcili,!i~_s opened in Septem?er, 197,2, t~us incre~sipg \he:·-" ~ ·. - ~-.· student cap£i~lty of F1relands and the van~ty·of courses offered. Two-year car:eer eOucat1on ,
'"' ' ·-~· . p'rog1ams havebeeb de'velopecfwhich -Utilize speeial facilities in this newbUilding.
. ·
.-: -_ -:•. A'Q·ERJ<;: (~nergy;;po\yer;,.lnstrumentation, and Control) .laboratory ¢oinprisestl'ie main
. · porti'on of the buildingwith facilities for the new engineering technologies. The IDEA .
. ; :; ~Qng.f:ucu<?n;-'D~tyiqr,istrati()n, Exhibition, and Activities} area is a i:nulti-purpqse facility whidi
...:: .. <ill.so~.e!')!es a~'! gyrnpasiuin.wi1IJ aqjacent~l)ower and dressing rooms: A 300cseattheatre, ...
~ . Y,er)pete[ii!,.!iJudent:reneation area, cqmputer center, and-faculty:offices were also included·.
rfi Plfase 11 .., · _,.. ·,_ -· · : " ·
· ··
· · · '
·
· ·.·
.
· ·
.- ...
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ACADEMIC OBjECTIVES AND ORGANIZATION
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Firelands Campus is organized as a college of Bowling Green State University. The campus
has three academic departments: Natural and Social Sciences, Humanities, and Applied
Sciences. The departments are structured by academic discipline:

Natural and Social Sciences

Humanities

Applied Sciences

Biology
Chemistry
Mathematics
Geography
Political Science
History
Sociology
Psychology

English
Speech
Languages
Philosophy
Art
Library
Physical Education

Applied Science/Technology
Applied Business
Computer Science
Information Systems
Medical Record Technology

. -./

Firelands Campus offers a diversity of academic program options. The first two years of
some 120 baccalaureate programs available at the Bowling Green Campus are also offered at
Firelands. Courses in disciplines including: accounting, art, biology, broadcasting, business,
chemistry, computer science, economics, education, English, finance and insurance,
French, geography, geology, health and physical education, history, home economics, industrial education and technology, information systems, journalism, legal studies, .management, mathematics, philosophy, physics, popular culture, political science, psychology,
sociology, Spanish, speech, statistics and theatre.
Firefands also provides two-year program options in Associate of Arts, primarily for transfer,
and in Applied Business and Applied Science, primarily directed toward more immediate
employment at the end of the program.
The Campus is strongly committed to career exploration and feels that through its program
diversity it can provide students with the option of exploring various career areas along with
the ability to shift career choices with minimal inconvenience or loss of credit.

College of Education
Bachelor of Science in Education
Bachelor of Science in Technology

College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor

of Science
of Arts
of Fine Arts
of Liberal Studies

College of Business Administration
Associate in Applied Business
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Bachelor of Science in Economics

\
/

6

I

-:'.Aollege of Health and Community Services

W

Bachelor of Science

·

· College of Musical Arts
Bachelor of Music

School of Journalism
Bachelor of Science in Journalism

School of Art
Bachelor of Fine Arts

School of Speech Communication
Bachelor of Arts in Communication
Firelands also offers two years of general studies courses leading to the Associate of Arts
degree. Conferring of the Associate of Arts degree signifies students have reached the half-way
point in the progression toward a baccalaureate degree when prescribed courses, insuring a
liberal and general education, have been completed.
The Associate of Arts degree program is designed to provide pre-baccalaureate students
with sound academic backgrounds in a breadth of academic disciplines. Credits earned are
transferable to four-year programs. The program offers students flexibility sufficient to meet
general studies requirements of college or university programs they may enter. The intent
is to provide a liberal background within a two-year program. In addition, a concentration
is available in one or two disciplines in the areas of the student's primary interests. Seven
general studies programs have been developed in the following areas:

Arts and Sciences

:'::
•

HUMANITIES-Presents the foundation of a bachelor of arts program with concentrations
in approved humanities areas within the framework of Firelands course offerings.
LIBERAL STUDIES-Offers undecided students an opportunity to sample a variety of
disciplines while insuring a well-rounded background in preparation for continuing study.
SCIENCE-Presents the foundation of a bachelor of science program with concentrations
in mathematics and appropriate science courses of students' interests to provide a foundation
for continuing study .
SOCIAL SCIENCE-Offers the foundation of a bachelor of arts program with concentrations
approved social science areas within the framework of Firelands course offerings.

Pre-Business Administration

·

Includes the general education requirements and business foundations in mathematics,
accounting, economics, and statistics.

Education
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION-Offers students seeking certification in elementary education
courses prescribed by colleges of education during the first two years in a framework that
insures a broad· background of study.
SECONDARY EDUCATION-Offersthe_general education requirements of colleges of
education and sufficient opportunity for students to meet major and minor requirements in
courses offered at Firelands.
Also offered are two-year, career-oriented curricula leading to the Associate of Applied
Science and Associate of Applied Business degrees. Such programs prepare students for
immediate employment in area communities and elsewhere, and also may be transferred to
similarly oriented baccalaureate degree programs with little or no loss of credit.
Associate degree programs in applied areas are designed to prepare students to enter
employment upon graduation. General studies or group requirements usually are not part of
the curriculum. Courses are taken in some related general studies fields (e.g., English, speech,
. psychology), in approp"riately related disciplines (e.g., applied mathematics and science,
physical science), and in specific major areas (e.g., environmental health, industrial education,
and technology).

Associate of Applied Business
Business Management Technology
Computer Science Technology
Executive Secretarial Technology

Associate of Applied Science
Electro-Mechanical Technology
Electronics Engineering Technology
Engineering Design Technology
'...

Environmental Health
Medical Record Technology
7
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·-'~:,.s~~Ii~g-qre~ri State .Uni~~rslt~, ihcl~di~g F_irelands Campus~ is onthe quarter sys~em.

·":

.!~r.e~ lO~~~~e~; t!'!r!lls a~~ a f<~ur-d.av, y.J5~mll}atlonpenod follow1.ng ~a<;:hte~m Cf2mR[Jse,the
. _,
~:,_, .
"'~'?ai:lerrij_c year. 'A f\JIJ summer session schedule'is also provided.
..
~~"::::,:. ""' .•.. · -~ Tne campus operates.on a·9aytime/eyening schedule: 8 a.ni. until10p.m. Registrati'on _by
~{'--: .- . -- ~ ai:l"indivldualstl!den.t is permitted in-daytime classes; evening classes,
combinatic:mef . •

= •. :'

~

ma

;r:if --~- ' : ·' .IZ9t~~-lri_~tru<;:tio~~is sup~rVis~d by memb~rs of the regular academic _staffof Firelimd~ and/or.

1

"'"~·~:-i ·'! ·-;J3ow]iri'g:GreenState;UI)iversity?
; : '
· ·
· · ·.. _
):: ,:_ . ··~ .·. Ui?P~J:diyision_ cowses (junior; senior, and graduate level) are offered in a~dition~o)he :.
;::;~- . _ :; ·S<?_mses [ist~<.liri}his~bunetin~ JhOse:colJjses are administered by_th~Office gf Extension.
' ~.(1: ;' .,_. -·.· •;_...·_ S_ _ e· r~_iC.esf.in. :t.~e-~o.lleg_e ·_of Edu_ca. tion ·a.tB_.·.?w!in. g Green. _and the. Office of t_hei\ssistarit Dean .
~ ~-.1~.. _, .. :;, at.-F1rela11ds .. A v.anety ofllon-credit,contmumg educat1on courses are·also offered.
~ ~/:._ . :_ . ., ·~ ~Ex~ry reason~ble ~ffo~ is :made to <:>ffE!r courses as annollnced, bl!t the right isrese.rved tQ
;; -~""' :; . - - withdraw ar:iy course'frorii tlie schedule if eri"rollment is insufficient.

~~~J~·· ~~~

~:.;; · · " .

~

' -~- ~~ .~"'-

{1.~·R.E~T~

· _ ":
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.

F.J.teliods~C~~pus~op~ned:in s·~pt~r:nber, 1968, with 500 ~tudents: Th~ enrollment has

·q-e~n-markedbysteady"grow.th sihce'that time. Students are primarii.Y. from th:e t~i~cQunty area .. ·
of'Obi6;~iricJ[JaingHie~J4ur'0"n; and oitiiwa:counties. An increasing rn.ii:nber.of students 'are'-'

~...~."

·. enroliLnwfrq_m other parts ef.Ohio, ard e~ch·terrn some students:come f(om ouUof-state: . .

.;:1,__:·:-""
-~·:.· ;

· ~ -~~roll.mentforfallterni of 197~ exceeded -1,100 with more than half being full-time
. stuqent(An erir01lrrienfceiling has not qeen''established for the campus, alttlciugh fadlities
can~accemmodate 2~000: .
. . .
. .
:: .A2tivitjes arid progran:ls have developed aithe CalllpUS primarily through s~udent
.

"·. · · ; ·

~_l_"':'.

.

. ~ ,.

.

:~ .
ta,:~~- . .~··

'-·rnitla~i~e~ EV~rY atterrJPtJ1aS 8~en

·-

maae tO erlcourage students to assi~t in the: development

~i:.:
·oko;cu~:_ricular prog_rar:n:s of:relevance to·th~ir interests and attitudes.
~--~;,~ ~.<:: · .FACULTY ·. -:
·
' ·
·

··

_

·

:i~:-),:- :·; ::~·f'i~~~~.~d~ i·;:}o~un~!eJ~ ha~e afi~~,re~id~·Rt u~.ivers!ty f,ac~lty. As ?f Symrner ~uar;ter ·

~

··:
•
· : 1976;full-ti me fatuity nu.IJ!b.ered) 1;_ 1~ 'Nitb Doctora I degrees, J w1th.a Mastewf Fme .Arts,
:_:;_~·: ,f ; _;; -;g:_~Jtb·M~st~fs.0],:pos~ Masters, 2 wi!h Masters plus Profe_ss!onal .Engineeringtic¢nses, an.9 '1'
~.; ·:~
· .~~t~ ~ B~c~e!.or q(Sc,!~nce plus ~egl§te~~d Record Admm1strato~. . "

-.· ·"' ·_- :·
i . ·.

~- · :_ · :.. tls'RARY ·

~~ ~ -~

rke 1i15raryof tile F·irei'ands Camp~s of Bowling Green Stale Univ~rsity' enablet students
=~. -~-- · -'. t0-,e'1n<;:h,th~iJ equcation~thrq~gh full~use.of its information resou~ces. · · ·.
;p ~-:~;.> ~- -~- ·~-->~Jil5rO:fY f;i?n5fb9ok.i~ (\vaila!Jie in th~ library for i11formation about use of the facilities of.
, , .'', _ ··, · ·tile librar-y. Que?tions conce_rning library·operations are welcome and .will receivE!
~;,
;~t01ffP,tagen(iof1~'Th~ Fi~laQ.ds<bbraryiS,establ ished:for'service to the students; faculty; .
!fr~:·:.·
·~iti:!l<;;omiJlu~it~_a_ndisint!'!reste~in~?mrnentsonitso~erat!qn., _·
·.
.
'".S,hce the s(?nng ofl972 th~ F1relands L1brary has enJoyed>tro.ng ~uppprt ofthe Fn~nds of.·
t9·.··
.i~2~
.-; tn_.·.e'r.trelifn. ds·._campus'Li~ra.ry.;a_n~;o_· rgani~tio_n of-stu?ents, fa.culty, and a:re_ ~ citiiens·wh9 .
!l<.-~;;:, .~.:,
vyqrk~topr~O\it<le:~pe_Cialresot;J_r~esaf']Q:pr,omote the l1brary. Students are mv1ted-tcp take an~.'-·;;-;.. -~~;
~ttive rol.e inthe Friends'program.
·
·
.

i;;

·

rJ--. ·_·

~?~'·· :; ,'. ciGJ~s,~uN:G·s~;VItES;: ~·'·
!il· \:.; .· :. :,,,; Fi~~lan:9.s C;:ampus~eJ:~<::ourages~the positiv~ d~veldpment.of·~tude~ts 'and-their growth: in• ~-... - ,. '"
~-:_~)_f·:i ·. 1~.• ~~-i[~~;~tJf~ts~ci~;;e_~~it.~~?~c.r:~~--~~·~~~~.·::.r~-~s~:fa~!~ ~;~~~ii~~r~~a;~~~r-~ta_i~~::.-;~~;~~;r:~_:~ .~. -~e'<t.• ~: ""~ ,':
~l~-::'.1·~ .. ·; _n:;lat1<;msh1ps: human sexuahty, dsug· us~, adJustment, and effect1ve study habitS, The.s~ .ser,v1ces ._
· -"'.-

lf1i~6~;: ~ :.; efth~:til~~~~g~ .~;~~~~t~:~~;~i~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~::r:p~r~~~i:~~e~~~~b~~;~~,; ~~~~J;:~~i; . ;.';
-q-~reer, intere~t di.:\gnos~ic'testing:s_ervices·: The Coun_s~ling Office is st~ffe_d by J licens_e-p· '. _' ~- ' ·
m ~.;-' ;: prof~~~IO,naJ psy~tJoiOgiSt and aJI Interactions are. priVileged COmmUnl<;atlon (ln,d COilfJdentJaJ. .,
J{-~,;

~~;:~ -:~_:,
~;::~:·1·,.,_; __ ,.
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CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT SERVICES ..
•

consolidat~~ ~~re~; Pi:nn~~g-~ndPiacement

Firelands Campus maintains a
Service.
This office provides career information and assists students in developing resumes, letters
of recommendation, and techniques for job interviewing leading to employment In the
Occupational Information Center, information on particular careers, reference materials, and
area employment possibilities are available to students. The Firelands Placement Service
assists students in gaining part-time and summer employment, as well as full-time employment
for Associate Degree graduates. Students with baccalaureate degrees use the Bowling Green
Placement Office in seeking employment.

TUTORING SERVICES
Recognizing that students may, occasionally, experience academic difficulties in a
particular area of study, Firelands Campus provides a student tutoring program at no charge.
Student tutors are approved by faculty members in the area of the tutor's academic
competency. Students are eligible to receive tutoring services following a conference with
their individual instructor. This service is coordinated through the Counseling Office of
Firelands Campus .

•
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.OMISSIONS

Firelands Campus offers a personalized approach to persons interested in pursuing
admission and/or course work.
Admissions Office representatives are eager to work with individual students or groups
concerning admission requirements, academic programs, and cocurricular activities at
Firelands.
Interested persons are encouraged to visit the campus. Campus tours, class observation and
opportunities to discuss academic programs with faculty coordinating those programs are all
available by contacting the Admissions Office.
The Admissions Office also provides (nformation regarding off-campus housing in the
Sandusky/Huron area to potential students.
.
Admission to some degree programs is restricted due to the facilities or availability of field
lacement positions. The Office of Admissions can provide an exact statement of requirements
•
· at your request.
For further information, tours, or an admissions interview please contact the Office of
Admissions, Firelands Campus, Bowling Green State University, 901 Rye Beach Road, Huron,
Ohio 44839 (419/433-5560).

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Regular Freshman Students

•

Any Ohio high school graduate who has never attended a college or university is eligible
to submit an Application for Admission to the Director of Admissions, Bowling Green State
University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.
Early application is necessary since formal admission must be approved prior to registration
for classes. An application for admission may be obtained from the Admissions Office at the
Firelands Campus or from the Admissions Office at the Bowling Green Campus. High school
seniors are encouraged to submit applications early in their senior year.
An application for admission to the fall quarter, 1976 must be submitted prior to
September 1, 1976.
An application for admission to the winter quarter, 1977 must be submitted prior to
December 1, 1976.
·
An application for admission to the spring quarter, 1977 must be submitted prior to March
1, 1977.
Each application for admission is processed in the Admissions Office at the Bowling Green
campus of Bowling Green State University.
A nonrefundable $25 Application Fee must accompany the application for admission. '
An official high school transcript must be submitted by each applicant. Each freshman
applicant is required to submit official American College Test (ACT) results unless he/she has
been graduated from high school three or more years prior to applying. Applicants intending
to enroll·in baccalaureate programs should take the regular ACT battery. Those planning to
enroll in two-year career education programs must take the Career Planning Program (CPP)
r the ACT. The student's high school counselor should be consulted for details concerning
11
.
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B,owling'Gr~n State' UniversitY's transfer adr!lissLon requirement, a student who has
. ·. atte'"naep anotHer ~accr~~ed. college or university is considered for admission:
:1 ;'If he/s,he ,~as earned ·at least· 90.-quarter- hours with a scholastic average;equivalent
.• tQ ,f ,4.0 JI'J a.;4.0,system.,
.
.
:Ufhe/she has earried less than 90 q·uarter hours with a scholastic average equivalent
· to:a.2!5'in a4.0.system. A.student whose accumulative average'is between 2:0 and 2.5
_,
m~y be ·considered for admission upon petition. After an. initial evaluation of the
·. ~ompl,eted admission: crede11tials by the Office of.Admissions, a_ student_ in the petition.
$,. ~~ •• ·•
_range'(2.0to 2.5) is s~nttfie Petitlo.n Form by the Office of Admissions. Upbn the return
_
' ofthisforfD, an·admission decision is made by the dean of the college to which-the
· ·;.student is ·applying in consultatiol'] with the_Director of Admissions.
.
A"stu"deht who ·cannot meet the above admission policies and who has not attended
~·.1 ·- · • · :.another·i.:ollege or university for. a p~riod of one or more years may be considered for
'"',.
.-~~Probationary' !tdmission by, petitiohing . tlje Director of Admissions·,
~·r:.:
;_·. -~ p~~so~ wbo JS.a~~{arded J?ro~?tionary Adm~ssion need.s to. redJuce his/he~:_qu.alitv. point
~· .. i: "
defiCiency by at least four points' in order to continue the ~ollqwing qyarter. Due to limited
~i~
~ac~'Qerylic and:residence ba1Eaccommodati6ns, Probationary Admissi.<)n is av'ailable to the
;irn.a.L!:J c:;?m,g\-,lz:.<?nlx_ f()r}h.t::
Prof?ationar,y Admission :is availaf?le .at f.irelands .
., .· -. · ·
· , Cam-pusfor atF quarters of the academic: year. ·
·
.
W.· ·~·- . ~ ·
·· · :r.he transfer-student·who wishes to enroll at the UniversiJY as an Linde~graduate uses. the
t · · :
~. ::reg~lar.App/icatior:i Form. The·University requires a record of the applicant's high s1=hool
,· · .': . . ,.creoitsfr.orrrthe principal or guidance director of the high school from which the student has
,'~een gr_adJi~.te~.
·
~ ., ' ;.
· . 6:n offlci,iii'tr~nscript of credit is required from each college and/or university that the
~r·-;.·. :;:,:.-.• ·"_,,· . , ;·~tud.~nt~ha~ att,ended. ifhistranscript must be mailed to the Director of Admissions by the
·ins(jtl,Jtion :and· ,isn.ota<;cepted frc;>Jl1 the stud.ent. In adqition, a tra11~fer recommendation card
~ << ',:
"'"must' be compl~te<;l by 'the p'er'son'nel 'dean of the last institution attended, and sent directly
= :, . , .,
.. :to tbe Directoi;,of .Standards qndiPro<iedtJres,at Bowling Green· State ljniVersity. This card'
~:- · · · ,.
)n~~i be o~ fil~.b~fore formal~admission can be granted.
·
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~nclassified Degree-Holder
. _ -. _. .
A student who has an earned degree in higher education arid who wishes to enroll in
undergraduate courses without pursuing another degree is classified as an unclassified
degree-holder. There ·is no limitation on the number of courses in which students classified
as such may enroll. The only admission requirements for this type of student is official
confirmation froni the appropriate institution of the highest degree received.

W

READMISSION OF FORMER STUDENTS
A student who has not been in continuous attendance during the regular academic year
(excluding Summer Quarter) must complete the Application for Readmission form. A copy of
this form may be obtained from the Registrar. A former student who has transferred to another
college or university since the last enrollment at Bowling Green State University may be
considered for readmission and must submit the Application for Readmission form and a
complete transcript of his/her scholastic record and evidence of good standing, both personal
and academic, at the institution last attended. A 2.0 accumulative average (on a 4.0 system)
is required.

CREDIT BY EXAMINATION
Firelands Campus is an official CLEP test center. The College Level Examination Program
provides an opportunity for students to receive college credit for knowledge acquired through
correspondence courses, educational television, adult education program, on-the-job
experiences, and independent study. CLEP General Examinations provide an opportunity for
credit in five basic areas of the Liberal Arts: English Composition, Humanities, Mathematics,
Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences-History. Depending upon his/her scores on each
General Examination, a student may earn between 3 to 9 credits in each of the five General
Examination areas. The CLEP program is administered through the Firelands Campus
Counseling Office and students may receive registration forms and CLEP information from the
Firelands Counselor .

•
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tf-EGISTRATION AND RECORDS -,-,,.

The Office of the Registrar is responsible for each student's registration for classes and for
the academic records of each student.
Services provided include issuing transcripts of credit upon request of the 'student and
processing applications for obtaining benefits under the Social Security Act.
This office also processes an Application for Readmission from a former student, evaluates
credentials from other colleges and universities, and determines the eligibility of a student for
participation in athletics and membership in honor societies.
A student's identification card also is obtained through the Office of the Registrar.

ACADEMIC ADVISING
•

·

All students (except Continuing Education) enrolled at Firelands Campus are assigned to
faculty advisers at their initial registration. Students are assigned to faculty advisers based on
their program interests, so that maximum academic benefit is made of their relationship.
Advisers assist in the selection of courses, assuring that requirements and course prerequisites
are met, recommendation of suitable electives, etc. Faculty advisers also provide career
guidance in addition to the assistance offered by the Office of the Coordinator of Counseling
and Placement at Firelands. Students without an adviser should contact the program
advisement office and receive an assignment. It is, however, the primary responsibility of each
student to select appropriate courses to meet degree requirements.

CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS
A student is classified as follows in a baccalaureate degree program requiring a total of 183
quarter hours: freshman, 0-44 hours; sophomore, 45-89 hours; junior, 90-134 hours; senior,
135 hours to graduation.
Regular students admitted as new freshmen or transfers are classified on the basis of degree
program and credit hours completed. Transient, unclassified, and degree-holding students do
not receive classification (i.e. freshman, sophomore, etc.) since they are not following regular
degree programs.

TIME OF REGISTRATION

•

Since late entrance is a handicap to academic achievement, every student is expected to
register for classes during the time announced for registration.
No student entering after the close of the first week of a quarter is permitted to carry a full
program of courses without the permission of the dean of the college in which he/she is
enrolled.
Registration for Firelands courses can be accepted only at Firelands Campus at the times
specified and will not be accepted at the Bowling Green Campus .
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• ·.• f,\njundergra9opte .may drop a course during the first three weeks of a quarteF with a grade
oLW. A stud~nt'who-drops a course during the fourth through the sixth week of a quarter .
r~ceiv~s a·grade'•of-WP·or WF according to his/her standing in the course. A grade:of WF Is
.a~sigl}~9~to .cpur~es 9roppe~ after the sixth week of a qu_arter. The _WF grade is interpreted as
· ar:\ .F :grade when calculating the cumulative grade average. A student should. not terminate
J<:;lass ·?tte.~d~!Jc~ witHou(~ompl~ting:the~official withdrawal notice or change of schedule
. J.qrijl.;.S~~gent~&:h.o.register.ar.~d:laterdecide notto attend, prior to the beginning of classes,
- .. ..
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shoulc!send the Registrar's Office a letter of withdrawal.
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than seven calendar days after the beginning of Classes for a quarter. The 5-U option is
permitted in courses taken as fulfillment" of major, minor, and group requirements or electives
in accordance with standards established by the appropriate undergraduate college and
departmental councils. College and departmental standards on 5-U options are available to
the student through his or her academic adviser.
A grade of 5 is interpreted as falling within the range of A to C and carries full credit. A
grade of U is interpreted as D to F and carries no credit. Neither grade is considered in the
accumulative point average.
When a student withdraws from a course with the permission of the dean of the college,
the course is marked W-withdrawn; WP-withdrawn passing; or WF-withdrawn failing.

•

·REPEATING A COURSE
If a student has received an F (fai.ling grade) or a low grade, he/she may repeat a course
with the approval of the dean of the college in which he/she is enrolled. When a student
repeats a course in which he/she has received a failing grade, or has received a D grade in a
course in which a grade of at least C is prerequisite for another course, the credit hours and
quality points for the repeat registration only are used in. computing the point average. If the
student repeats a course in which he/she previously earned a passing grade, only the credit
hours earned in the latest registration are applicable toward a degree.
If a course was originally taken for a letter grade (A,B,C,D,F), it must be repeated for a
letter grade if the student desires to eliminate the first grade from the accumulative grade
point average computation.

INCOMPLETE MARKS

.

The mark of !-incomplete-is given when, for some acceptable reason, a student fails to
take the final examination or to meet some other definite requirement in a course.
The mark of I may be removed and a grade may be substituted for it if a student makes up
the deficiencies to the satisfaction of the instructor.
Unless an extension of time is granted by the academic dean, a mark of I must be
removed by February 15, May 15, August 15, and November 15 of the same year for the fall,
winter, spring, and summer quarters respectively.

•

POINTS AND POINT AVERAGES
To facilitate the averaging of grades, the following quality points are assigned to each mark:
For each hour of A-4 points;
For each hour of B-3 points;
For each hour of C-2 points;
For each hour of D- 1 point;
For each hour of F or WF-0 points;
For each hour of 1-0 points after the deadline for removal.
A student's point average is obtained by dividing the total number of points earned by the
total number of.hours undertaken excluding courses in which the marks 5, U, W, or WP are
recorded. The hours for which a mark of I is recorded are excluded from point average
computation until the deadline for removal.

ACADEMIC WARNING
A freshman or sophomore is warned of unsatisfacto(y progress when the accumulative
point hours and quality points indicate that he/she is deficient from a C (2.0) average by more
than five quality points.

ACADEMIC PROBATION
The academic standing of a freshman or sophomore is considered unsatisfactory and he/she
is placed on academic probation when the accumulative point hours and quality points
indicate that he/she is deficient from a C (2.0) average by more than 10 quality points.
The academic standing of <l junior or senior is considered unsatisfactory and the student is
placed on academic probation when his/her accumulative point hours and quality points
indicate the student is deficient from a 2.0 average by more than five quality points .

•
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,. :i"fl
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<;~ccumulativ~ average QY mor~:than 10 quality points.
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ni~ l..,_
an9-:t<) the·parents 0r guardian. ' ' .
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~ :•.j'-~· ... ~-f:'t_!'i~"'~]bseoof'the''pre~e(fing quarter. Stu,deni? in associate 'degree 'programs af Firelands may
~:~:r~:,;;,
g,etitj_<;m th'~ :fireland_; ~C,.ademi~ :Affairs·Cofnmittee for reinstatement: Any courses for which a
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d~eleted u.ponar;ademiG dismissal.
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~.i;~.·.·;·;···.: :·.·.· aii)d 0,~-tlire~:t. he- p~oce9·9· ral~gui_1:171ires·_of s~udenf'dis~iplirie. Every stud·e-nt shou'ld e._x_amin~
m·t~~ ,~1.. ; ; t\1~. q!lner,ill {3ull.etm,· Student Gwde, and F~relands Student Handbook, and ·be famtliar.wlth
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·the1r contents: _ .
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. . ~N/tJ]d~nt'f6'una·gui1~;6Niolating·or·Hishonoring Uni~ersit/regulations or ofb~ing
·."1•involved~in moral or ethicai rniscor.~duct may be dismissed: When; io the judgment of~
~. ~;'tJ~,iv!rfitJ o_~!cf~ls, stll~~~{~. ~lctCQns are~delete~i?us:to others or threate~ the orderliness;_
. ;~ana. well-bemg ofthe Umverslty, he/she may be diSmissed.
'
:: ;1The' studeot is.·held responsible for apparatus he/she' loses or damages and for materials
~,·,~::,.:..,_.. ~~~~st~~ i,nclciss and/or ir) laborator.ies. :rhis does.not apply towear resulting:froin
~:-,, :.. nq~ma,l u~age.- _· . .
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: ~~<_:':) -r~·~sJ~d-~~t :i~. ~-~pe~tecl:to <!ttend regularly a~l cla~se~ ·for- which he/sh~ is enroll_ed.~lnstructo;s.
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o'Fannounce md1v1dual attendance pol1c1es dunng the f1rst week of classes.
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•'''>:repdiiY transferred ifthey ar~~grahted:by a university anq/cir are par:t of a degree program.
"ffirelariqs Cariipu~;offe.rs tnese options· by providing university credits from Ho'wli'ng Green
~~;,@··
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.- . . . . ....
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FEES AND CHARGES

The student who attends Firelands Campus of Bowling Green State University pays lower
fees than one who attends classes on the Bowling Green Campus.
An undergraduate student who is an Ohio resident enrolled for 10 or more credit hours pays
an Instructional Fee of $230 per quarter and a General Fee of $25 per quarter for a total
of $255. A student registering for 9 hours or less pays $26 per hour.
A student classified as a non-resident who is enrolled for 10 or more credit hours pays a
Non-resident Fee of $400 per quarter in addition to the Instructional and General Fees for a
total of $655.
A non-resident pays a fee of $40 per hour in addition to the $26 mentioned previously if
the student is enrolled for 9 hours or less.
Graduate students pay both an Instructional Fee and a General Fee. Instructional Fee for
Ohio residents registering for 11 or more quarter hours is $330 per quarter with a General
Fee of $25 per quarter for a total of $355. Ohio residents registering for less than 11 quarter
hours pay an Instructional Fee of $30 per credit hour and a General Fee of$3 per credit hour
for a total of $33 per hour.
Non-resident graduate students are assessed a Non-resident Fee of $40 per credit hour up
to a maximum of $400 in addition to the Instructional and General Fees.
Both undergraduate and graduate students registering for more than 18 credit hours pay an
Excess Credit Fee of $15 per credit hour. Fees are subject to change with approval by the
Board of Trustees.

PAYMENT OF FEES AND CHARGES
All fees and charges are payable in advance of the quarter for which the student is enrolled.
A student who pays fees after the first day of classes in a given quarter is assessed a Late
Payment Fee of $5 a day, including Saturdays and Sundays.

REFUND OF fEES
In case of a student's formal withdrawal from the University in any quarter, fees, except for
the Application Fees, are refunded on the following basis: during the calendar week (Sunday
through Saturday) in which classes begin, 90 per cent; during the second calendar week,
80 per cent; during the third calendar week, 60 per cent; during the fourth calendar week,
40 per cent; after the fourth week, no refund. A student withdrawing under discipline forfeits
all rights to the return of any portion of the fees. A student who stops attending classes and
does not complete a formal withdrawal notice is not entitled to any refund. Refunds normally
require approximately four weeks to be processed.
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>":·. :t: ···r .:the C~ntral:Soya~Compariy .of Bellevue, Ohio, awards two)249 scholarships. Applicants .

'~f,;,~ 5~·musfJ~si,ae· ini·the ·lfelle\iqe·Sc~~ol :District including Bellevue, 'Lyme, York, and Thompson. ;,..
':;;_;, );:: ·-'~- Spetial cons_ider().tion. is given.Jo a~son qr daughter qf an employee o( Central Soya.
·. . · · .
;,-:~:~~~~~~-~~:·~:.~~,~~.,~:;~·=·'-~:->.~>! --;,_' ' · ' . ·,
:<·~-~;~ /~COJD ,~cholarship.
·
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.
~ ~-~&1- :;;iJ::-' QJJ,~·of; :l:fl9t;e sc~olars~ip~. sj:J?nsored•_by the Committee ?n.Ed~cational ~evelopinent ..
~;::_;;;.'"-s ;~JCQ~D)·~.YIII be C).Val].able,~eglllnlllg Fall, 1977:.Contact the FltlanCial A1d Off1ce for
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::~r··A_$20'0. ·scn.·?l.arship is·awa~a.e~ oy the Erie C~unty Realtors. Resid.~ncy in Erie C?unt~ is a· .
9~··. }"ti;:~-~ \ ~~~~~,q~~e~.~Qt~ 1an~·-,J?~~~f~r~~~e .~~ ?'·,~~~- to,~~n, ~p~l~~~f1t.. ~l~n n1 n~. to rl]aJor_;n an~, a(e,a~of ~S~t;!_dy · ~~ _ :-:l!h··~;::. ~'~":'aSSOCiate<~· With. busmess~and .industry or, real estate-onented f1elds.
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scholarship award is given to accounting maj9rs by the Firelands Chapter, The

. : ;~- (.4,; ·<;-;Ohi(ySocietyofCe[tifiedtPubljt.Accouj:'ltants.·Applicants must be sophomores au ring the
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Knights of Columbus, Sandusky Firelands Shrine Club, and
·
Singara Grotto Scholarships
The Knights of Columbus-Third and Fourth Degrees,. the Sandusky Firelands Shrine Club,
and the Singara Grotto provide funds for six annual scholarships of $100 each. Applicants
must be graduates or candidates for graduation from Sandusky, St. Mary's Central Catholic,
Perkins, Huron, or Margaretta High Schools. These organizations also provide funds for
campus emergency loans and term loan programs described later in this bulletin.
Milan Chamber of Commerce Scholarship
The Milan Chamber of Commerce annually awards a $250 scholarship. This award is
presented to a student who is a graduate or candidate for graduation from Edison High School.
Milan Mothers Club Scholarship
A current or incoming freshman Firelands student, who is a resident of the Village of' Milan
and who has at least a "C'' grade average overall is eligible for this $250 award.
Plastics Engineers Scholarship
The Ohio Firelands Section of the Society of Plastics Engineers awards two $300
scholarships annually. Preference is given to students interested in science ortechnologyfields
related to chemistry or chemical engineering.
William Parker Scholarship
The William Parker Family awards a $705 scholarship to a Firelands Campus student
annually.
Sandusky Register Scholarships
The Sandusky Register Scholarship Program for the Firelands Campus awards six $450
scholarships each year to Firelands students. Three freshmen and three continuing students
receive the awards. Applicants must reside in Erie or. Huron Counties, the City of Port Clinton,
or Danbury Township of Ottawa County.
The Savings Building and Loan Company Scholarship
The Savings Building and Loan Company of Sandusky awards a $200 scholarship annually
a Firelands Campus student.

ato

.Lyle L Speer Memorial Scholarship
A $100 scholarship is awarded to a student from Erie, Huron, or Ottawa Counties who is
enrolled in either the Engineering Design, Electro-Mechanical Engineering, or Electronics
Engineering Technology programs.
Robert W. Traver Memorial Scholarship
Established in the memory of Robert W. Traver, former Chief of Police for the City of
Sandusky, the $235 scholarship is awarded annually, with the cooperation of the Mr. Wiggs
Foundation, to a student who is a resident of the City of Sandusky.
Firelands Campus Veteran's Club Scholarship
The Firelands Campus Veteran's Club annually makes available several scholarships to
Firelands Campus students who are honorably' discharged from military service and who are
at least half-time students (6 hours.)
·
Zonta Club Scholarship
A $100 scholarship is awarded by the Zonta Club to a student who has demonstrated a
strong desire to serve others in his/her community or school.
Bowling Green State University Scholarships
The Financial Aid Office in Bowling Green awards scholarships based on a student's high
scholastic achievement and his/her financial needs. The deadline for a new student to file
an application is February 1; for a continuing student the deadline is April 1.
Further information concerning these scholarships, including application information, is
available from the Firelands Campus Coordinator of Financial Aid .

•
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Kiwanis Club of Sandusky loan Program
•

The Kiwanis Club of Sandusky has aloan program available to any student in the Firelands
area. The student may negot1ate a max1mum loan of $250 per year wh1ch IS non-Interest
"bearing while he/sne is in school. An interest rate of six percent per annum is charged once
the student is no longer enrolled at the University. Early repayment of the loan is encouraged
after the student's graduation or termination of enrollment in order to allow financial assistance
to other students.

V.F.W. Post No. 2743 loan Fund
The Norwalk Post No. 2743 of the Veterans of Fqreign Wars has established a loan fund·
for Firelands Campus students. Loans are individually negotiated and no interest is charged
when terms of the loan are met. The loan is administered by an agent of the veteran's
organization, however, information is available at the Firelands Financial Aid Office.

EMERGENCY LOAN FUNDS·
Objective
The objective of the Firelands Campus Emergency Loan Program is to assist students, who
for one reason or another, find it extremely difficult or impossible to make payment for
University Instructional and General Fees by the payment date.

Amount of loan
The maximum loan that may be granted is $250. The size of the loan is contingent on the
time of application and is determined by the person administering the loan fund. All loans
of $250 need the approval of the loan committee, and require a co-signature.

Student Qualifications
The emergency loan program is available to continuing Firelands Campus students who
have a 2.0 accumulative grade point average. Students in their first quarter on campus or those
below a 2.0 average will be considered on an individual basis as funds are available. Transient
students are not eligible for a loan under any circumstances.

Repayment Deadline
•

All loans during any quarter become due as specified in the loan agreement. Students may
re.quest an extension from the loan committee.

Finance Charge
A Finance Charge will be assessed for all loans as follows:
Loan

Finance Charge

1-$ so
$ 51-$ 99
$100-$250

$ 1.00

$

$ 5.00

$ 7.50

late Payment
Students are charged a $.25 per day late payment fee, including Saturday and Sunday, not
to exceed $15. A 3-day grace period is extend~d; however, on the fourth day after the due
date, the late fee will be $1.

Non-Payment
Students not repaying loans by the end of the grace period (3 days after the due date) will
have their class registration for that quarter cancelled and all records in the Office of the
. Registrar frozen. Also, they will be denied registration for any future quarters until the loan
and penalty are repaid.

VETERANS' BENEFITS
Bowling Green State University is approved by the U.S. Veterans Administration for the
education and training of veterans and war orpha.ns under Public Laws 634 and 89-358. The
programs of study in the University are open to men and women eligible for benefits under
these laws. Further information may be obtained from a local office of the U.S. Veterans
Administration or from the Firelands Campus Veterans Office .

••
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STUDENT LIFE AND ACTIVITIES

,'_.

Firelands Campus is committed to providing cocurricular opportunities for students'
personal growth and development. Social, cultural, and athletic programs are sponsored by
various student organizations and academic departments of the University to round out the
education of the student. An opportunity for self-government is afforded each student through
elected representatives or by his/her own election to office. Many academic departments
and student groups provide additional opportunities for learning through lectures, seminars,
and activity programs .
.....,...

STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD (S.A.B.)
..;.·_

The S.A.B. is the student government body on campus. It encourages students to voice
opinions and participate actively in the Firelands Campus community.
Included in the duties and powers of the S.A.B. are the regulation and supervision of all
student elections; membership in campus-wide academic, planning and budgeting
committees; and recognition of student organizations as bona fide. S.A.B. provides leadership
for campus functions and is responsible for the legislation-with administrative approvalof student regulations not specifically covered by University regulations and policy.

BLACK STUDENT UNION
The Black Student Union of Firelands Campus was formed to reflect the culture and values
of Blacks in the Firelands area, and how Firelands Campus can become aware of, and
meet their needs. The BSU is striving to bring Black professors and classes to Firelands, as
well as social activities geared to the Black lifestyle.
The Union is open to all students, faculty, and staff who are Black-minded.

FIRElANDS ENVIRONMENTAL CLUB
The Firelands Environmental Club provides its members with a chance to become more
aware of the environment around them. The club sponsors field trips, seminars, and
social functions to increase environmental awareness.
Membership in the Firelands Environmental Club is open to any student, faculty member,
or interested person from the community.

THE HAVEN
The Haven was established to provide auxiliary services of a personal nature for students,
faculty, and staff at Firelands Campus. It provides centralized information services such as
the distribution and availability of publications and communications concerning academic
and cultural activities offered by the campus.
It is also a place to sit and talk in a quiet lounge-type atmosphere.
-~
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INTRAMURALS
·
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Firelands Campus offers a variety of men's, women's, and coed intramural sports. In
1975-76, nearly 650 students participated in team sports including touch football, volleyball,
basketball, softball, and bowling. Individual. play is offered in badminton, table tennis, golf,
tennis, cross country, and other sports.

THE LAMP
The Firelands Campus Lamp, the student newspaper, provides the student body with news
of campus events and activities and presents topical news and feature articles on a variety
of subjects.
The staff of the newspaper is composed of student volunteers, including the editor, assistant
editor, copy editor, lay-out editor, art editor, sports editor, business manager, staff reporters,
and photographers.
Persons interested in joining the Lamp staff should contact the editor.

PHI BETA LAMBDA
Phi Beta Lambda is an organization for business and secretarial majors and is affiliated with
Future Business Leaders of America.
The chief objective is to develop strong, aggressive leadership among its members so that
future businessmen and women may participate more effectively in business and community
life of which they will be a part.
The group sponsors tours, seminars, community projects, and a special Secretarial
Enrichment Seminar.
·
Membership is open to all business and secretarial majors in good academic standing.

SKI CLUB

•

The Ski Club is open to all student, faculty, and staff members of Firelands who have an
interest in skiing. Its purpose is to promote skiing as a lifetime avocation. Beginners are
welcome.
The club goes s~iing every Friday night during winter quarter, weather permitting, at
Boston Mills Ski Area. Membership drives begin during the fall quarter. Officers for the following
year are elected during spring quarter.
·

SPEECH ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION (S.A.O.)
The S.A.O. is· a student speech and communication activities organization dedicated to
increasing interest, fostering achievement, and recognizing the accomplishments in all of the
allied cultural·arts and crafts of the speech activities program with particular emphasis on
theatre. This organization directly supports programs including Firelands Campus Theatre,
Speech 102, and the Firelands Showcase. These programs offer a wide variety of
communication activities in which to participate including acting parts, extemporaneous
speaking, oral interpretation, original oratory, and two major theatrical offerings. Any student
with a 2.0 accume or a 2.5 for the preceding quarter is eligible to participate. Dr. Ruble and
Dr. Glann are the advisers.

FIRELANDS CAMPUS THEATRE
The Firelands Campus Theatre program entered its eighth season this academic year.
Firelands Campus Theatre presents two major productions a year: one in the.winter quarter,
and one in the spring. The most recent major productions were The Miser, John Brown's Body,
U.S.A., After the Rain, and Sing Out, Sweet Land.
In addition to the major productions, Firelands Showcase programs may be sponsored by
the Speech Activities Organization. Such programs are student .conceived, directed, designed,
and acted. Most rec~nt Showcase programs included student productions of Hello Out There, t
· The Beer Can Tree, Santa Dean, and the Great America·n Fourth of july Parade.
Course credit may be obtained for participation either as a performer, technician, or theatre
management crew worker. The Firelands Campus Theatre is a functioning part of the speech
program at Firelands Campus. The speech program oilers courses for speech and theatre
majors or minors at the freshman and sophomore levels. Participation in all areas of theatre
production is open to any interested student for course credit or as an activity.
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PRE-BACCALAUREATE COURSES
"AND COOPERATIVE DECREE PROGRAMS

""'

Firelands Campus of Bowling Green State University offers a wide variety of courses toward'
the first two years of some 125 baccalaureate majors (in five colleges) available at the Bowling
Green Campus of the University.
Course work is available from the Colleges of Education, Business Administration, Arts and
Sciences, Health and Community Services, and the School of Speech Communication. Courses
are offered in disciplines including accounting, art, biology, broadcasting, business, chemistry,
computer science, economics, education, English, finance and insurance, French, geography,
g~;:ology, health and physical education, history, home economics, industrial education and
technology, journalism, legal studies, management, mathematics, philosophy, physics, popular
.culture, political science, psychology, quantitative analysis and control, sociology, Spanish,
speech, statistics, and theatre.
Since Firelands is a college of Bowling Green State University, course work can usually
be transferred to other colleges and universities without difficulty; not only in Ohio, but
nationally as well.
Firelands Campus participates in or is in the process of developing cooperative degree
programs with neighboring two-year institutions. Following are the cooperative degree
programs presently offered or in the process of development. Other programs may be
forthcoming in the near future. Contact the Office of Admissions at Firelands Campus for
further information.
Program

Cooperating Institution

Fire Science Technology
Nuclear Power Technology

Owens Technical College
Terra Technical College

C)
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: :rheJollowin_g major areas of study are offered by Bowling Green Stat~ University. In
mstance~ 1 the f1rst two years of these majors are available at the Firelands Campus.

College of Arts and Sciences
Afro-American Studies
- American Studie~
Arf .
Art ttistory
" ... Asi~n'Studies
Biology
·Microbiology
Bachelor of'Liberal Studies
Business Administration
Chemistry
Classical Studies
Computer Science
~reative Writing .
Economics
~nglish .
Environmental Studies
·French
_'G'eography
··Geology,
· .Geochemistry
- · Geophysics
Paleobiology
German
·History
Home E_conomics:
Fashion Merchandising
·Food Science and Nutrition
Interior Desfgn
-Te,xtiles a!lP. Clothing
Individually Planned Program
.International Studies
latin
tatin American Studies
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Polhical Science
-Popolar Culture

Pre-Professional Programs:
Pre-Dental
Pre-Engineering
Pre-Law
Pre-Medical
Pre-Mortuary Science
Pre-Occupational Therapy
Pre-Optometry
Pre-Pharmacy
Pre-Physical Therapy
Pre-Podiatry
Pre-Theology
Pre-Veterinary Medicine
Psychology
Russian
Russian Studies
Sociology
Spanish
Speech:
Communication
Radio & T.V. Broadcasting
Speech and Hearing Therapy
Theatre

. College of Business
Administration
Accounting
Advertising
Business Pre-Law
Economics
Environmental Administration
Executive Secretarial
Finance
General Business
Health Care Administration
Information Systems
Insurance
_International Business
journalism:
Broadcast Journalism
Magazine journalism
News Editorial
Photojournalism
Public Relations
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Market 'Research
Office Management
Operations Research
Organization Development
Procurement and Materials
Management
Production and Operations.
Management
.. _
Retailing
Secretarial Administration
·.:.....~·..:)
Selling and Sales Management ·
Statistics

0

College of Education
Teaching Majors
American Studi'es
Asian Studies
Art
Biology
Business Education:
Plan I, with Shorthand
Plan II, without Shorthand
Chemistry
·
Distributive Education
Early Childhood Education
Earth Science
Economics
Elementary Educati~n
English .
Environmental' Science
French
Geography
German
Health
History
Home Economics:
Foods and Nutrition
Teaching at Community and
Technical Level
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Industrial Education:
Plan I, Education
Plan II, Vocational
Plan Ill, Technical
Plan IV, Industrial Education
and Special Education
Plan V, 2 + 2 Program for
Associate Degree Transfer
Students
International Students
Journalism
Latin
Latin American Studies
Library and Educational Media
Mathematics
Music Education
Physical Education:
Men-Secondary Concentration
Men and Women-Elementary
Concentration
Women-Secondary
Concentration

Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Russian
Science Comprehensive
Social Studies
Spanish
Special Education:
Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Educable Mentally Retarded
Learning and Behavioral
Disorders
Trainable Mentally Retarded
Speech General
Speech and clearing Therapy

Applied Microbiology
Child and Family Community
Services
Dietetics (Medical)
Environmental Health
Medical Technology
Nursing
Parasitology and Medical
Entomology
Social Work
Speech Pathology and Audiology

College of Musical Arts
Church Music
History and Literature
Music Education
Performance Studies
Theory and Composition

•

•

College of Health and
Community Services
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PRE-BACCALAUREATE GROUP REQUIREMENTS

Baccalaureate programs of Bowling Green State University specify certain Group
Requirements that students in a four-year program must satisfy. These Group Requirements
offer broad acquaintance with the humanities, social sciences, physical sciences, and
mathematics.

•

Why Group Requirements?
A university education implies more than the learning of specific skills that can be applied
in a career or a job. Rapid changes in our society, new technologies and new discoveries have
created a potential for careers twenty-five years from now that have yet to be defined. The
astronauts who walked on the surface of the moon never had a college course twenty years
ago called "Space Travel: 203." They did, however, study psychology, physics, mathematics,
sociology, and developed innovative, flexible applications of these subjects to space travel.
An artist should know more than color, texture, perspective, and how to use different media.
An artist is a human being influenced by philosophy and literature. He or she should know
how certain cultures have produced particular art forms. To have some broad awareness of the
background of one's culture, the relevance of the past to the present develops one's
humanness. The artist, the engineer, the chemist, the journalist of the twenty-first century must
become "a man of all seasons."
About 160 B.C., Terence, a Roman playwright, wrote these lines for one of his characters: "I
am a man, and nothing that concerns a man can be indifferent to me." History records that
audiences attending the play would give a standing, applauding ovation when the actor spoke
these words.
Like the character in Terence's play, nothing that concerns humanity can be considered
indifferent or irrelevant to the college student.
The academic resources of Bowling Green State University and the Firelands Campus of
Bowling Green are designed to help students discover themselves, their values, their needs,
and, through the courses of the Group Requirements, to gain insight into the challenges of
becoming interesting, involved, sensitive human beings, aware of what it means to be human.

GROUP REQUIREMENTS: BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE
It is recommended that students endeavor to complete baccalaureate Group Requirements as
nearly as possible during the freshman and sophomore years.
The following Bachelor of Arts degree Group Requirements are offered at Firelands Campus:
GROUP 1: English Composition
English 112
Varieties of Writing
Principles of Speech
Speech 102

•

Credit Hours
4 Required
4 Recomm .
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GROUP II: Foreign Languages

·Twenty credit hours are required from Group II. (See the Bowling Green State University
Genera{ Bu/hitin for options of proficiency examinations and alternatives for students with four
v.ears of a foreign language high school program.)

.;

FRENCH
101
102
103
201
202

Elementary French
Elementary French
Elementary French
Intermediate French
Intermediate French

4
4
4
4
4

SPANISH
101
102
103
201
202

Elementary Spanish
Elementary Spanish
Elementary Spanish
Intermediate Spanish
Intermediate Spanish

4
4
4
4
4

··E\
.
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Credit Hours

[

GROUP Ill: Mathematics and Science

Twelve credit hours are the minimum requirement from Group Ill, including at least two
laboratory courses.

r.1

BIOLOGY
101
Man & His Environment
104
General Biology
(above courses are for students having no high school biology courses)
106
General Botany & Microbiology
107
General Zoology
201
Concepts in Biology
203
Ecology & Evolution

Credit Hours

5 (Lab)
5 (Lab)
3
3
5
5

(Lab)
(Lab)
(Lab)
(Lab)

COMPUTER SCIENCE
101
lntro. to Computer I
102
lntro. to Computer II
201
Computer & Programming I
203
Logical Foundations of Computing

5
5
4
4

CHEMISTRY
111
112
121
122
123
213

Elementary Chemistry
Elementary Chemistry
General Chemistry
General Chemistry
General Chemistry
Bio-Organic Chemistry for Non-Science Majors

4
4
5
5
5
4

(Lab)
(Lab)
(Lab)
(Lab)
(Lab)
(Lab)

GEOGRAPHY
125
126
127
213
244

Weather & Climate
Vegetation & Soils
Landform Development Distribution
Meteorology
Elements of Physical Geography

4
4
4
4
5

(Lab)
(Lab)
(Lab)

GEOLOGY
103
104
105
210

Earth Materials
Our Changing Landscape
Our Prehistoric Earth
lntro. to Astronomy

4 (Lab)
4 (Lab)
4 (Lab)
4

:'~
j

(Lab)

f
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One of the following:
Three-and-one-half years of high school mathematics or equivalent, or
Math. 122
Finite Mathematics
or
Math. 124
Basic Calculus
or
Math. 130
Precalculus Mathematics
Math. 121
Topics in Modern Mathematics
and
Phi. 205
Philosophy: Logic

5
5

5
5
4

GROUP IV: Social Sciences
Each student is required to complete six courses selected from at least three of these areas,
with at least three courses in one area.
Credit Hours

ECONOMICS

200
201
202

lntro. to Economics
Principles of Economics
Principles of Economics

4
4
4

World Geography I
World Geography II
Economic Geography
Cultural Geography

3
3
4
5

Emergence of Human Society
The Rise of the West
Europe in the Modern World
The United States to 1877
The United States since 1877
Asian Civilization

4
4
4
4
4
4

lntro. to Political Science
American Government: Processes
American Government: Functions

4
4
4

General Psychology

5

Principles of Sociology
Social Problems
Cultural Anthropology

4
4
4

GEOGRAPHY

121
122
225
230
HISTORY

-·

-

151
152
153
205
206
280
POLITICAL SCIENCE

101
201
202
PSYCHOLOGY

201
SOCIOLOGY

101
202
231

GROUP V: Art, Literature, Music, Popular Culture, Philosophy, Speech
Each student in the Bachelor of Arts degree program is required to complete one course in
literature and four additional courses from at least two of the following areas:
Cr.edit Hours

ART

101
102
145
146
147

Introduction to Art
Art Fundamentals
History of Western Art I
History of Western Art II
History of Western Art Ill

3
5
3
3
3

Response to Literature
World Literature
Literature: (Sub-Title)
Introduction to Poetry
Introduction to Drama
Introduction to Fiction

4
4 each
4
4
4
4

ENGLISH

--~•

150
161-162-163
200
202
203
204
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PHILOSOPHY
100
101
202
204
205
207
230

.~
Experiments in Philosophy
Introduction to Philosophy
Ethics
Aesthetics
Introduction to Logic
Man and Society
The Logic of Science

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

POPULAR CULTURE
160
Introduction to Popular Culture

4

SPEECH
141
202

4
4

The Theatre Experience
Oral Interpretation

'

GROUP REQUIREMENTS: BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS DEGREE
Each student in the Fine Arts baccalaureate program (art, history, ceramics, crafts, design,
drawing, painting, and sculpture) must complete the Group Requirements listed below as
nearly as possible in the freshman and sophomore years.
GROUP 1: English Composition

Credit Hours

English 112

4

English 113

Varieties of Writing
or
Writing with Creative Emphasis

4

GROUP. II: Foreign Languages

Same as foreign language group requirements listed under Bachelor of Arts degree group
requirements.
GROUP Ill: Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics, Physics

Each student must complete two courses in one or more of the subjects listed under Group
Ill Mathematics and Science, Bachelor of Arts degree. At least one of the science courses must
include laboratory experience.
CROUP IV: Social Sciences

Students must complete at least three courses in one or more of the subjects listed under
Group IV, Social Science, Bachelor of Arts degree.
CROUP V: Art, Music, Philosophy, Speech

Each student must complete five courses in this area, at least one from each of the four
disciplines. See listing of acceptable art, philosophy, and speech courses in Group V
Requirements for Bachelor of Arts degree.

GROUP REQUIREMENTS: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
Each student in the Science baccalaureate programs should complete the Group
Requirements as nearly as possible in the freshman and sophomore years.
The following Bachelor of Science degree Group Requirements are offered at Firelands
Campus:
GROUP.I: English Composition
Credit Hours
English 112
Varieties of Writing
4 Required
Speech 102
Principles of Speech
4 Recomm.
GROUP II: Foreign Languages

Same requirements as described in Group II Bachelor of Arts degree.
CROUP Ill: Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Computer Science, Geology, Mathematics,
Physics

A student is required to complete a minimum of 65 hours of credit in two or more of these
fields including:
(1) A major in biological sciences, chemistry, computer science, geology, mathematics,
physics, or psychology.
(2) Math 130: Precalculus Mathematics, 5 credits or four years of high school mathematics,
or proficiency test equivalent to Math 130.
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GROUP IV: Social Science
Each student is required to complete four courses in one or more of the areas indicated in
Group Requirements, Bachelor of Arts degree.
(Psychology credits may fulfill group requirements only if the student is majoring or
minoring in psychology.)
GROUP V: Art, literature, Music, Philosophy, Popular Culture, Speech
Each student for the Bachelor of Science degree is required to complete one course in
literature and three additional courses from at least two of the areas I isted under Group V,
Bachelor of Arts Group Requirements.

GROUP REQUIREMENTS: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS
ADMIN ISTRA liON
The following Bachelor of Science in Business Administration Group Requirements are
·
offered at Firelands Campus:
GROUP 1: Communication Arts
English 112
Introductory Writing
;
A minimum of one of the following communication courses is required:
102
Principles of Speech
202
Oral Interpretation
203
Small Group Communication
204
Argumentation: Inquiry
205
Advanced Public Speaking

•

GROUP II: Mathematics, Science, and Quantitative Measurements
Students are required to complete each of the four sections indicated.
MATHEMATICS
124
Basic Calculus I
125
Basic Calculus II
or
Analytical Geometry & Calculus
131
231
Analytical Geometry & Calculus

STATISTICS
111

Elementary Statistical Methods I

Credit Hours
4 Required

4
4

4
4
4

Credit Hours

5
5
5
5

4

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
160
Introduction to Data Processing
3
Eight credits from any of the following:
Science (lab or non-lab). See science listings in Bachelor of Arts Group Requirements Ill:
or
Mathematics at 200 level or above (excluding Math 210, 231, 241, 245),
or
Computer Science: 101, 102, 201, 203.
GROUP Ill: Social and Behavioral Sciences
Each student is required to complete twelve credit hours from any of the following areas:
geography, history, political science, psychology, and sociology.
See Bachelor of Arts, Group IV specific courses for these areas.
GROUP IV: Humanities
Each student is required to complete eight credit hours from areas of art, foreign language,
literature, music, philosophy, popular culture, and theatre.
GROUP V: Non-Business Electives
Each student is required to complete 15 to 19 additional hours in non-business fields. It is
recommended that the student discuss selection for Group V Requirements with his/her
academic adviser. A student, for example, may wish to broaden his/her education in
psychology or foreign languages or computer science to fulfill Group V non-business electives .

•
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GROUP VI: Pre-Professional Core
By the end of the sophomore year, each student in the baccalaureate program in Business
Administration is required to complete the following courses (20 credits):
ACCOUNTING
Credit Hours
221
4
Principles of Accounting
222
Principles of Accounting
4
ECONOMICS
201
Principles of Economics
4
202
Principles of Economics
4
STATISTICS
212
4
Elementary Statistical Methods II

GROUP REQUIREMENTS: EDUCATION
-:.l

The following Bachelor of Science in Education Group Requirements are offered at Firelands
Campus:
GROUP 1: Composition, Literature, and Speech
Credit Hours
English 112
Varieties of Writing
4 required
Speech 102
Principles of Speech
4 required
In addition, each student is required to complete a course in English literature from the list
of Group V Requirements, Bachelor of Arts degree.

.
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GROUP II: Science and Mathematics
Fourteen credit hours are required from Group II, including at least two different sciences or
a science and a mathematics. (See listing in Group Ill, Bachelor of Arts degree.)
Also included are:
GEOGRAPHY
Credit Hours
125
Weather & Climate
4
4
126
Vegetation & Soils
127
Landform Development Distribution
4
213
Meteorology
4
Elementary Education majors need to take:
MATHEMATICS
241
Mathematics for Elementary Teachers
5
242
Mathematics for Elementary Teachers
5
or
243
Mathematics for Elementary Teachers
5
GROUP Ill: Social and Behavioral Sciences
Ea<;:h student must complete 14 hours of course work in the social sciences from the
following areas: economics, geography, history, legal studies, political science, psychology,
and sociology.
See Bachelor of Arts, Group IV, for specific courses for these areas. The course work must
be in at least two social science areas and be in addition to Psychology 201 (5), which is
required.
GROUP BV: Fine and Applied Arts
Each student is required to complete 9 hours of credit in one or more of the following fields:
art, business education, crafts, drama (including radio and television), foreign language, home
economics, industrial education and technology, library science, literature, modern dance,
music, and philosophy.
See the Bachelor of Arts degree, Group V, for specific course ofierings for these areas at
Firelands Campus.

/
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·ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

Three associate.degrees are offered by Firelands Campus. Pre-baccalaureate students may
enrol! in the Associate of Arts program. This degree may also serve as a terminal program for
·those who do not plan to complete a baccalaureate degree at a four-year campus.
The Associate of Applied Business and Associate of Applied Science degrees are primarily
intenped to prepare students for employment directly upon graduation. Although termed career
ec;lu(ation, they are articulated with similarly oriented four-year programs, and a student may
expect to continue toward a baccalaureate degree with little or no loss of credit.

ASSOCIATE DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
Students who seek an associate degree must complete both general requirements and
specific requirements for the degree sought.
I. Ceneral Requirements. A candidate for an associate degree at Firelands must satisfy the
:following general· requirements:

0

A. Earn a minimum of 93 hours of credit with at least a 2.0 (C) cumulative average.

"B. Earn at Firelands Campus a minimum of 30 credit hours of the final 36 hours counting
toward the degree.
C. Fulfill the stated requirements of one of the degree programs.
D. Apply for ,graduation under the schedule listed earlier in this bulletin.
II. Degree Programs
A. Associate of Arts. This degree is awarded to a student who completes one of the prescribed
cur(icula, inCluding group requirements listed below and complies with general degree
requirements cited above.
Group Requirements.
1. Communications. Each student is required to acquire proficiency in written expression
and oral communication. English 112 is required. Those with an American College Test
·score of 18 or below or who have been graduated from high school for three or more
years must also complete English 111. Speech 102 is required.
2. Mathematics/Science. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 credit hours in
mathematics and science.
3. Social Science. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 credit hours in courses
designated social science.
4. Fine and Applied Arts. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 credit hours in
courses designated fine and applied arts including one course in English literature.
5. Physical Education. Three academic quarters of physical education (HPE 100) are
required of each student for a minimum of 3 credits. This requirement may be waived for
a student who has attained the age of 21 at the time of initial registration, by written
statement from a personal physician, or if a veteran of the military service. Exemption
from physical education does not excuse a student from meeting the 93 quarter hours
minimum graduation requirement.
44
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MAJOR AREAS OF STUDY
Arts and Sciences
1. Humanities
2. Liberal Studies
3. Science
4. Social Science
Business Administration
1. Pre-Business
Teacher Preparation
1. Elementary Education
2. Secondary Education
B. Associate of Applied Business. This degree is awarded to a student who successfully
completes the career-oriented programs listed below and the general requirements cited above:
1. Business Management Technology
2. Computer Science Technology
3. Executive Secretarial Technology

C. Associate of Applied Science. Awarded to a student who successfully completes one of the
career-oriented programs listed below and the general requirements cited above:
1. Electro-Mechanical Technology
2. Electronics Engineering Technology
3. Engineering Design Technology
4. Environmental Health
5. Medical Record Technology

•

•
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ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DE"GREE·P-ROGRAMS

HUMANITIES
This degree program provides the foundation of a Bachelor of Arts program with
concentrations in approved humanities areas within the framework of Firelands course
offerings.
Group Requirements
I. Communications. Each student is required to acquire proficiency in written expression and
oral communication. English 112 is required. Those with an American College Test score of 18
or below or who have been graduated from high school for three or more years must also
complete English 111. Speech 102 is required. Eight hours minimum .

•

II.Mathematics/Science. Each student must complete both (a) and'(b) below. Fifteen hours
mm1mum.
a. One of the following:
Three and one-half years of high school mathematics or equivalent proficiency as
demonstrated on a placement test;
Mathematics 122 or 124 or 130;
Mathematics 121 and Philosophy 205 or Computer Science 100 or 101;
Three years of high school mathematics and Computer Science 100 or 101.
b. At least eight hours of laboratory courses in the same science elected from biological
sciences, computer science, chemistry, geology, and physics.
Ill. Social and Behavioral Science. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 hours from at
least two departments including a minimum of 8 hours in one department. Eligible
departments include: economics, geography, history, political science, psychology, and
sociology.
IV. Fine and Applied Arts. Each student must complete a minimum of 28 hours from at least
three of the following departments: art, English, philosophy (except Philosophy 205 used to
apply to Group II), and speech. One course in English literature must be included.
V. Other Requirements. Each student must complete 3 hours in HPE 100.
VI. Electives. Each student must select a sufficient number of electives to earn a minimum of
93 hours. A student planning to pursue a baccalaureate degree in Arts and Sciences is
encouraged to take a foreign language .

•
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First Year
English 1111112
Math elective
Science
Social Science
Fine & Applied Arts
HPE 100
Speech 102
Electives

Typical Schedule
Second Year
4-8
English Literature
Social Science
5
Fine and Applied Arts
8-10
Electives
8
8

0

/

4
7
16
18
45

3
4
8-10
48-56

ILBBERAL STUDIES
This curriculum permits the undecided student to sample a variety of disciplines while
insuring a well-rounded background in preparation for continuing study. A student can obtain
a degree in Liberal Studies and a foundation in journalism or another profession or a two-year
terminal degree.

.

,
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Group Requirements
I. Communications. Each student is required to acquire proficiency in written expression and
oral communication. English 112 is required. Those with an American College Test score of 18
or below or who have been graduated from high school for three or more years must also
complete English 111. Speech 102 is required. Eight hours minimum .
II. Mathematics/Science. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 hours in at least two
sciences or a science and a mathematics combination.
Ill. Social and Behavioral Sciences. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 hours
chosen from the following departments: economics, geography, history, political science,
psychology, and sociology.
IV. Fine and Applied Arts. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 hours from the
following departments: art, business education, English, French, home economics, industrial
education and technology, philosophy, Spanish, and speech. One course in English literature
must be completed.

.'~I
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V. Other Requirements. Each student must complete 3 hours in HPE 100. In addition, each
student must complete 24 hours at the 200 level.
VI. Electives. Each student must select a sufficient number of electives to earn a minimum of
93 hours. A student planning to pursue a baccalaureate degree in Arts and Sciences is
encouraged to take a foreign language.
1
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First Year
English 1111112
Math/Science
Social Science
Fine & Applied Arts
HPE 100
Speech 102
Electives

Typical Schedule
Second Year
4-8
English literature
10
Math/Science
Social Science
8
7
Fine & Applied Arts
3
Electives
4
6-8
42-48

4
5
7
4
25
45

SCIENCE
The program provides the foundation for a Bachelor of Science degree in such areas as
biological sciences, computer science, chemistry, geology, physical geography, mathematics,
and physics.
Group Requirements
I. Communications. Each student is required to acquire proficiency in written expression and
oral communication. English 112 is required. Those with an American College Test score of 18
or below or who have been graduated from high school for three or more years must also
complete English 111. Speech 102 is required. Eight hours minimum.
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II. Mathematics/Science. Each student must complete a minimum of 30 hours including a
concentration of four courses in a major field and two courses in a cognate field. Eligible
departments include: biological sciences, computer science, chemistry, geology, physical
geography, mathematics, and physics. Mathematics 130 or 131, depending on a student's
preparation, is required.
Ill. Social and Behavioral Science. Each student must complete a minimum of 21 hours
including Psychology 201 and courses from at least two other departments. Eligible
departments include: economics, geography, history, political science, and sociology.
IV. Fine and Applied Arts. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 hours from at least
two of the following departments: art, English, philosophy, and speech. One course in English
literature must be included.
V. Other Requirements. Each student must complete three hours in HPE 100.
VI. Electives. Each student must select a sufficient number of electives to earn a minimum of
93 hours. A student planning to pursue a baccalaureate degree in Arts and Sciences is
encouraged to take a foreign language.
Typical Schedule
First Year
English 1111112
Math 1301131
Science
Social Science
Fine & Applied Arts
HPE 100
.
Speech 102
Electives

•

4-8

5
15

8
7
3
4

Second Year
Eng Iish Iiterature
Science
Psychology 201
Social. Science
Fine & Applied Arts
Electives

4
15

5
7
4
10
45

4-8
50-58

SOCIAL SCIENCE
This curriculum offers the foundation of a Bachelor of Arts degree program with
concentrations in approved social science areas chosen from Firelands courses.
Group Requirements
I. Communications. Each student is required to acquire proficiency in written expression and
oral communication. English 112 is required. Those with an American College Test score of 18
or below or who have been graduated from high school for three or more years must also
complete English 111. Speech 102 is required. Eight hours minimum.

II. Mathematics/Science. Each student must complete both (a) and (b) below. 15 hours
minimum.
a. One of the following:
• Three and one-half years of high school mathematics or equivalent proficiency as
demonstrated on a placement test;
• Mathematics 122 or 124 or 130;
• Mathematics 121 and Philosophy 205 or Computer Science 100 or 101;
• Three years of high school mathematics and Computer Science 100 or 101.
b. At least 8 hours of laboratory courses in the same science elected from biological
sciences, computer science, chemistry, geology, and physics.
Ill. Social and Behavioral Science. Each student must complete a minimum of 28 hours from at
least three departments including an approved concentration. Eligible departments include:
economics, geography, history, political science, psychology, and sociology.
IV. Fine and Applied Arts. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 hours from at least
two of the following departments: art, English, philosophy (except Philosophy 205 used to
apply to Group II), and speech. One course in English literature must be included.
V. Other Requirements. Each student must complete 3 hours in HPE 100.
VI. Electives. Each student must select a sufficient number of electives to earn a minimum of
93 hours. A student planning to pursue a baccalaureate degree in Arts and Sciences is
encouraged to take a foreign language .

•
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first Year
English 1111112
Math Elective
Science
Social Science
Fine & Applied Arts
Speech 102
HPE 100
Electives

Typical Schedule
Second Year
4-8
English literature
Social Science
5
8-10
Fine & Applied Arts
12
Electives

8
4

4
16
3
22
45

3
4-8
48-58

PRE-BUSINESS

•I
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This program of study includes the general studies requirements and offers business
foundations in mathematics, accounting, economics, and statistics.
Group Requirements
I. Communications. Each student is required to acquire proficiency in written expression and
oral communication. English 112 is required. Those with an American College Test score of 18
or below or who have been graduated from high school for three or more years must also
complete English 111. Speech 102 and an additional course in speech communication is
required. Twelve hours minimum.
II. Mathematics/Science. Each student must complete a minimum of 26 hours including
Statistics 111 and 212, Information Systems 160, and one of the following:
a. Mathematics 124 and 125 and a science (15 hours); or
b. Mathematics 131, 231, and 232 (15 hours)
Ill. Social and Behavioral Sciences. Each student must complete a minimum of 23 hours
including Psychology 201 or Sociology 101 and Economics 201 and 202. The remainder may
be chosen from the following: geography, history, political science, psychology, and sociology.
IV. Fine and Applied Arts. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 hours from at least
two of the following departments: art, foreign language, English, philosophy, and speech. One
course in English literature must be included.
V. Other Requirements. Each student must complete Accounting 221 and 222, and HPE 100
(3 hours).
VI. Electives. Each student must select a sufficient number of electives to earn a minimum of
93 hours.
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first Year
English 111/112
Math 1241125, or
131/231
Science/Math
Social Science
Fine & Applied Arts
Speech 102
Statistics 111
HPE 100

Typical Schedule
Second Year
4-8
English literature
Psychology 201 or
10
Sociology 101
Information Systems 160
5
Economics 201, 202
8
Accounting 221, 222
8
4
Fine & Applied Arts
4
Speech Communication
Social Science
3
46-50
Electives

4
4-5
4
8
8
3
4

4
____§:§_
45-48

!ElEMENTARY EDUCATION

-!

This curriculum provides course,s prescribed by colleges of education to students seeking
certification in elementary education. These courses are those designated for the first two years
and insure a broad background of study. An observation of a course being taught in
elementary school must also be made and a report written for approval.

f~
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Group Requirements
I. Communications. Each student is required to acquire proficiency in written expression and
oral communication. English 112 (minimum grade of C) is required. Those with an American
College Test score of 18 or below or who have been graduated from high school for three or
more years must also complete English 111. Speech 102 is required. Eight hours minimum.

•

II. Mathematics/Science. Each student must complete both (a) and (b) below. Twenty-two hours
minimum.
a. Mathematics 241-5 hours
Mathematics 242-4 hours
b. Biological Sciences 101 or 104-5 hours. In addition, one course from two different
physical science departments with a minimum of 8 hours chosen from the following:
chemistry, geology, physics, and physical geography.
Ill. Social and Behavioral Science. Each student must complete all courses listed below plus
one additional social science course, except from geography or history. Twenty-nine hours
minimum.
Geography 121, 122
8 hours
History 205, 206
8 hours
History 151 or 152 or 153
4 hours
Psychology 201
5 hours
Social Science elective
. 4 hours
IV. Fine and Applied Arts. Each student must complete Art 101 and an English literature
course. Two additional courses must be selected from the following areas: art, business
education, English, French, home economics, industrial education and technology, philosophy,
Spanish, and speech. Fifteen hours minimum. Interpersonal Communication 202 and
Philosophy 205 are recommended.
V. Other Requirements. Each student must complete the following:
HPE 109, 110
5 hours
HPE 100
3 hours
VI. Electives. Each student must select a sufficient number of electives to earn a minimum of
93 hours .

••

F1rst Year
English 111/112
Biological Sciences 101 or 104
Physical Science
Geography 1 21, 122
History 151 or 152 or 153
HPE 109, 110
HPE 100
Art 101
Speech 102
Electives

Typical Schedule

4-8
5
4
8
4

5
3
3
4
8-10
48-54

Second Year
English literature
Math 241, 242
Physical Science
History 205, 206
Social Science elective
Fine & Applied Arts
Electives

4
9
4
8
4
8
8
45

SECONDARY EDUCATION .
Students in this program have the opportunity to complete the general education
requirements of colleges of education and to meet major and minor requirements in courses
offered at Firelands.
Group Requirements
I. Communications. Each student is required to acquire proficiency in written expression and
oral communication. English 112 (minimum grade of C) is required. Those with an American
College Test score of 18 or below or who have been graduated from high school for three or
more years must also complete English 111. Speech 102 is required. Eight hours minimum.
II. Mathematics/Science. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 hours in at least two
sciences or a science and a mathematics combination.

•

Ill. Social and Behavioral Sciences. Each student must complete a minimum of 20 hours,
including Psychology 201, chosen from the following departments: economics, geography,
history, political science, psychology, and sociology .
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IV. Fine and Applied Arts. Each student must complete a minimum of 15 hours from at least
two of the following departments: art, business education, English, French, home economics,
industrial education and technology, philosophy, Spanish, and speech. One course in English
literature must be included.
V. Other Requirements. Each student must complete 3 hours in HPE 100. Each student should
consult an adviser for information concerning courses required in various secondary teaching
fields.

VI. Electives. Each student must select a sufficient number of electives to earn a minimum of
93 hours.
First Year
English 111/112
Math/Science
Social Science
Fine & Applied Arts
HPE 100
Electives (major/minor)

Typical Schedule
Second Year
4-8
English literature
10
Math/Science
Social Science
8
Fine & Applied Arts
7
Electives (major/minor)
3
16-20
48-56

·.j
....
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4
5
7
4

.12
45

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED BUSINESS DEGREE
PROGRAMS

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
The two-year Business Management Technology program prepares students for assistant
positions in business and industrial est(lblishments, professional and governmental agencies.
The program· is designed to give students the necessary general business knowledge and ski lis
to attain positions as management trainees and as assistants in business departments such as
production, traffic, personnel, general office, production control, office services, and inventory.
Courses in communication, business theory, psychology, sociology, and economics enhance
the students' opportunities for career flexibility and advancement. Many college credits
received in the two-year program are applicable for transfer should the student decide to
continue study toward a four-year degree.
ltUSII~~SS. MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM

first Yea:r
FALL QUARTER
BAT
200
BAT
102
MATH
124
. Ef\JGL
111

Principles of Management
Introduction to Business
Basic Calculus I
Introductory Writing

4
4
5
4

17
WINTER QUARTER
BAT
201
MATH
125
IS
160
ENGL
112

Personnel Management
Basic Calculus II
Introduction to Computers
Varieties of Writing

SPRING QUARTER
BAT
203
BAT
204
STAT
111
SPCH
102

Production Management
Marketing
Elementary Statistical Methods I
Principles of Speech

Secon~

4
5
4
4
17
4
4

4
4
16

Year

FALL QUARTER
BE
335
Office Systems and Procedures
ECON
201
Principles of Economics
221
IntroduCtion to Accounting I
ACCT
ELECTIVE or STAT 212

3
4
4

4

15
54
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WINTER QUARTER
BAT
ECON
ACCT
BA

•

205
202
222
303

4
4

Human Relations in Business
Principles of Economics
Introduction to Accounting II
Business Communications

4

4
16

SPRING QUARTER
BAT
BAT
LEGS

soc
or
PSYCH

206
207
101

Systems, Standards, and Work Design
Business Finance
Business Law
Principles of Sociology

201

General Psychology

301

4
4
4

4-5
16-17

COMPUTER SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY

•

The two-year associate degree program in Computer Science is designed to prepare the
graduate for a position as a programmer/analyst in business, industry, education, government,
or public service. The program will provide a solid foundation in basic mathematics,
accounting principles, and both oral and written communication skills. The major
characteristics of the program are the development of proficiency in computer programming
and systems analysis.
The program begins with the presentation of the principles of computer logic and
decision-making and progresses into computer languages.
The computer science and computer science technology courses are supported by data
processing laboratories where the student will apply the techniques learned in the classroom.
Each student may elect to conclude his/her program with a field project that will allow
application of his/her data processing skills to a practical problem in business, industry, or
some other appropriate situation.
The curriculum is designed to decrease emphasis on unit record equipment courses and
emphasize electronic data processing.

COMPUTER SCIENCE TECHNOlOGY CURRICULUM

First Quarter
FALL QUARTER

cs

TO!

AMS

110

or
BAT
102
111
ENGL
ELECTIVE

5
5

Introduction to Computing I
Developmental Mathematics

4
4
3-5
16-19

Introduction to Business
Introductory Writing

WINTER QUARTER

cs

MATH
ENGL
SPCH

102
130
112
102

Introduction to Computing II
Precalculus Mathematics
Varieties .of Writing: Business Emphasis
Principles of Speech

5
5
4
4
18

SPRING QUARTER

cs
cs
STAT
ELECTIVE

•

210
360
111

Logical Foundations of Computing
Techniques of COBOL Programming
Elementary Statistical Methods
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4
4
4
3-5
15-17

S,econ.d Year

FALL QUARTER

cs

CST
ACCT
STAT
CST

201
221
221
212
231

Assembler Language Programming
Systems and Procedures I
Introduction to Accounting I
Elementary Statistical Methods II
Techniques of RPG Programming

4
3
4
4
2
17

WINTER QUARTER

cs

CST
ACCT
PSYCH
or

soc

202
232
222
201

Systems Programming
Systems and Procedures II
Introduction to Accounting II
General Psychology

101

Principles of Sociology

4
4
4
5

4
16-17

SPRING QUARTER

cs

390
352
PSYCH
MGMT
300
ELECTIVES

Practicum in Computer Science
Work Effort and Satisfaction
Introduction to Production and Operations Management

1-4

3
4
6-8
14-19

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL TECHNOLOGY
The two-year Executive Secretarial Technology program at Firelands Campus prepares
students for secretarial and administrative assistant positions in business and industrial
establishments, professional offices, and government agencies. Upon the successful completion
of the two-year program, students receive an associate degree in applied business.
The program is designed to give students specific office skills necessary to attain positions as
secretaries and/or administrative assistants. In addition, courses in communication and
advanced business theory enhance students' opportunities for career flexibility and
advancement. The program is flexible to meet the needs of both beginning and advanced
secretarial students, and credits received may be applied toward a four-year baccalaureate
degree in a related field.
This course of study is intended as a general guide subject to the availability of courses and
individual needs of the student. Courses without prerequisites, as identified from the University
General Bulletin, may be taken at any time during the student's program with approval from
the program adviser.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAl TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM

First Year

FALL QUARTER
BUSE
BUSE
BUSE
BAT

101
111
213

102

Business Mathematics
Beginning Typewriting
Beginning Shorthand
Introduction to Business

4
3
3
4
14

WINTER QUARTER
BUSE
BUSE
BUSE
ENGL

112
211
214
111

Intermediate Typewriting
Office Reproduction
Intermediate Shorthand
Introductory Writing: Secretarial Emphasis

3
3
3
4

13
SPRING QUARTER
BUSE
BUSE
BUSE
ENGL
SPCH

210
215
220
112
102

Advanced Typewriting
Advanced Shorthand
Data Processing I
Varieties of Writing
Principles of Speech

3
3
3
4
4
17
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Second Year
•

FALL QUARTER
BUSE
BUS!l
BUSE
ACCT
ELECTIVE

230
311
321
221

3
3
3
4
3-5

Records Management
Dictation and Transcription
Data Processing II
Introduction to Accounting I

16-18

WINTER QUARTER
BUSE
BUSE
ECON
BA

312
240
200
303

Advanced Dictation and Transcription
Business Problems of the Consumer
Introduction to Economics
Business Communications

3
4

4
4

15

SPRING QUARTER
BUSE
314
BUSE
401
LEGS
301
ELECTIVE

1-3
5
4
3-5
13-17

Internship
Secretarial Administration
Business Law

CLERICAL PROGRAM

•

The one-year Clerical Program at Firelands Campus prepares students for clerk/typist
positions in business and industrial establishments, professional offices, arid government
agencies.
The program places emphasis on typing and machine transcription. In addition, courses in
business math, records management, business communications, and office machines provide
the students with the knowledge and skills related to general office duties.
Programs may be arranged so that credits received in the one-year program are transferable
if a student later decides to continue working toward a two- or four-year degree in a related
field.
To receive the Clerical Certificate, the student must successfully complete a comprehensive
examination at the conclusion of the course work and have at least a 2.0 average for all
work attempted.

ClERICAl PROGRAM CURRICUlUM
FALL QUARTER
BUSE
BUSE
BUSE
BAT
ELECTIVE

101
111
230
102

Business Mathematics
Beginning Typewriting
Records Management
lntroduGtion to Business

4
3
3
4
3-4
17-18

WINTER QUARTER
BUSE
BUSE
BUSE
ENGL

112
211
240
111

Intermediate Typewriting
Office Reproduction
Business Problems of the Consumer
Introductory Writing: Secretarial Emphasis

3
3
4
4

14

SPRING QUARTER
BUSE
BUSE
BUSE
SPCH

210
220
401
102

Advanced Typewriting
Data Processing I
Secretarial Administration
Principles of Speech (Secretarial Emphasis)

3
3
5
4

15
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ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE DECREE
PROGRAMS
.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

•

The objective of the curriculum in environmental health is to prepare technicians capable
of assisting sanitary engineers, sanitarians, water and sewage treatment plant operators,
pollution law enforcement personnel and others directly associated with air, water, solid
waste, and environmental sanitation control. Other aspects of public health, land use, and
environmental decision-making are included.
·
The course content is designed to improve communication skills, identify current health
and pollution problems, and develop the technical expertise to deal with the control
functions of these problems. It is ;J<;sumed that knowledge and skills learned on the job will
further develop specific abilities and result in growth and advancement.
Employment opportunities exist with local, state, and federal health, pollution control, and
enforcement agencies. The possibility of employment by private industrial concerns as a
pollution abatement or environmental health technician also exists. Finally, opportunities lie
in both public and private research and development activities, including design and
refinement of pollution equipment and control processes.

ENVIRONMENTAl HEAlTH CURRICUlUM
First Year

FALL QUARTER
ENG
CHEM
or
CHEM
AMS

111
111

Introduction to Writing: Technical Emphasis
Elementary Chemistry

4
4

121
111

General Chemistry
Mathematics - Physics I

5
6
14-15

WINTER QUARTER
ENVT
ENVT
CHEM
or
CHEM
AMS

141
160
112

Contemporary Problems in Ecology
Environmental Sanitation
Elementary Chemistry

122
122

General Chemistry
Mathematics - Physics II

5
3
4

5

6
18-19

SPRING QUARTER

•

ENVT
ENVT
ENVT
ENGL

110
121
142
112

Microbiology for Water and Food
Environmental Law
En vi ron mental Botany
Varieties of Writing: Technical Writing

59

5
3
3
4

15

Second Year
· FA,LL QUARTER
ENVT
211
~NVT
214
ENVT · 220
SPCH
102

WINTER QUARTER
ENVT
226
ENVT
222
POLS
101
ECON
200
SPRING QUARTER
ENVT
225
ENVT
260
soc
101
ELECTIVE

·~.·

•.

Biological Examination of Water and Wastewater
Sanitary Chemistry for Water
Water Supply and Treatment
Principles of Speech

Institutional Health and Sanitation
Wastewater Treatment
Introduction to Politics
Introduction to Economics

Environmental Health and Protection
Air Pollution Surveillance and Control
Principles of Sociology

: ·1

5
5
3
4

17
3
5
4
4

16
3
5
4
1-5
13-17

HECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
The development of reliable semiconductor and microelectronic devices has led to an
.explosive growth of applications in the home, business, and industry. An associated growth
in demand has resulted for engineering technicians to design, apply, and service these
electronic devices and systems.
The associate degree program in electronics engineering technology provides the student
with a solid background in mathematics and science upon which to build engineering
· . technology competencies. The technology courses include the basics of electricity and
t;!lectronics, electrical power systems, communication circuits and systems, electrical
instrumentation and measurements, industrial control systems, microwaves, and computer
logic and circuitry.
Graduates of this program are qualified to pursue a career in many areas of business and
industry such as radio and television, mobile communications, industrial instrumentation,
proce5s control, manufacturing of electrical and electronic devices, computer applications
and servicing, and the electrical power industry.
Typical occupational titles would be engineering technician, research and development
technician, sales representative, customer service representative, electronics instrumentation
technician, and junior engineer.

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM
First Year
FALL QUARTER
IE& T
104
IE&T
113
111
AMS
ENGL
111

Design and Engineering Graphics I
Materials Processing I
Mathematics - Physics I
Introductory Writing: Technical Emphasis

4
4

6
4

18
WINTER QUARTER
IE&T
114
IE&T
147
AMS
122
ENGL
112

Materials Processing II
Electricity
Mathematics - Physics II
Varieties of Writing: Technical Writing

4
5
6
4

19
SPRING QUARTER
It&T
191
IE& T
148
AMS
133

EPIC - Mechanization
Electronics
Mathematics - Physics Ill

4
5
6
15
~

' ' . ;;J

''

·~
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-Second Year
-FALL QUARTER
IE& T
IE& T

cs

SPCH

245
247
101
102

Communication Syslems·
Electrical Measurements and Instrumentation
Introduction to Computing
Principles of Speech

3

5
5
4

17

WINTER QUARTER
IE&T
244
IE&T
246
ELECTIVES

3
5

Communication Circuits
Electrical Amplifiers

8-10
16-18

SPRING QUARTER
IE& T
248
IE&T
249
ELECTIVE

Industrial Equipment and Controls
Special Electronic Design Problems

5
4
4

13
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
This program of study includes subjects from electrical, electronics, and mechanical fields
with supporting courses in applied sciences, machines and machine processes, mathematics,
technical report writing, mechanical measurements, communications, and industrial
management and supervision. Emphasis is placed on the practical application of
electro-mechanical devices. Instruction provides preparation for the design, development, and
testing of electro-mechanical devices and systems such as automatic control systems and
servo-mechanisms.
Graduates from this area of study will find employment as technicians in a variety of
manufacturing, service and research organizations, and government agencies. Some may be
employed as laboratory technicians in support of scientific research and others may become
engineering aides in the electro-mechanical field. Typical occupational titles include
.development engineering technician, manufacturing process technician, process control
systems technician, customer service representative, and sales representative.

ELECTRO-MECHANICAl TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM

First Year
FALL QUARTER
IE&T
IE& T
AMS
ENGL

104
113
111
111

Design and Engineering Graphics I
Materials Processing I
Mathematics - Physics I
Introductory Writing: Technical Emphasis

4

4
6
4

18
WINTER QUARTER
IE&T
IE&T
AMS
ENGL

114
147
122
112

Materials Processing II
Electricity
Mathematics- Physics II
Varieties of Writing: Technical Emphasis

4

5
6
4

19
SPRING QUARTER
IE&T
IE&T
AMS
SPCH

191
148
133
102

EPIC - Mechanization
Electronics
Mathematics - Physics Ill
Principles of Speech

4

5
6
4

19
Second Year
FALL QUARTER
IE& T
IE& T

cs

242
247
101

Mechanics (Statics)
Electrical Measurements and Instrumentation
Introduction to Computing

4

5
5

14
61

Second Year

FALL QUARTER
MRT
SPCH
MRT
. MRT

211
102
201
102

Medical Record Science Ill
Principles of Spee.ch
Medical Record Directed Practice I
Medical Transcription

4
4
4
3

15
WINTER QUARTER
ECON
MRT
MRT

soc

200
212
202
101

Introduction to Economics
Medical Record Science IV
Medical Record Directed Practice II
Principles of Sociology

4

4
4
4

16

SPRING QUARTER
MRT
·PSYCHLEGS
IS

203
201
301
160

Medical Record Directed Practice Ill
General Psychology
General Business Law
Introduction to Information Systems

4
5
4
4

T7
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS AND
CURRICUlA

110.
COLLEGE ALGEBRA (5). A stuq~
of algebra through the eq.u.ivalent C.. . )
high
school
advanced
algebra~..../
Includes sue h topics as the real
number systea, f ract.ion s and graphs •
exponential and logarithmic tunctiona,
systems ot equations and
inequalities,
poiynoaials
and
sequences.
Prerequisite:
Applied
l'latheetics and Science 090 or passing score on the matheaa~ics placement exam~ section Xo

' .,

111.
I!ATHEMATICS-PHYSICS I
(&) o
Applications of algebra, graphical
analysis.
logarithms, geometry and
trigonometry; scientific notation.
measurement units. computation aids
and techniques.
Laboratory emphasizes techniques ot measurement and
application ot mathematical ideas.
Two 2-hour lectures and two 2-hour
laboratories.
Prerequisite:
Applied Mathematics and Science 090 or
passing score on the mathematics
placement exam, section I.

.;

rhe Arabic number in paren~heses
following the title of
the course indicates the number of
hours
of
credit given for the
course.

immedi&tely

A course which is preceded by the
letter E is ~ffered by the Extension
Programs Office in Bowling Green.
Requests for scheduling of these
c:>urses and-or information concerning the 111 is available from the Program Advisement Office at Pirelands
or
from
the Extension Program.s
·Office at Bowling Green.

. 1

·'

121.
ELEI'IENTABY FUNCTIONS (PRECALCULUS) (5o) stu dying. graphing and
solving polynomial, trigo.nolietric 0
exponential and logarithmic equa~
tions.
Prerequisite:
& pplied
Mathemtics and Science '¥10 or a
passing score on the matnematics
placement exam. section II.

·.~

(6)
122.
MATHE!'! ATICS-P HYSICS II
Vectors, kine sa tics~ dynamics, rotational dynamics, statics, co!lservation laws; application of calculus
to maxima and !ili.niiila • all:eas a& d
approximation. Laboratory emphasis
on
mechanical
measurements
and
devices. Tva 2-hour lectures and
two 2-hour laboratories. Prerequl.site:
Applied
Mathematics
and
Science 111 or equivalent.

courses numbered 300 and 40 0 u but
n:>t carrying an E designa.tion u may
be
scheduled,
on demand 0 by the
Assistant Oeanos Office at Firelands
campus.
F3r further
information
_"concerning these courses please contact the Assistant Dean°s Office at
·Fire lands.

0

APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND
SCIENCE

>l
. ;

.

(

'

.·
. ·.

.

133.
MATHEI'IATICS-PHYSICS III (6,.
Thermal phenomena, wave motion ana
sound~
light and optics alld coB=
tinned applications trom previous
ma them tics; laboratory emphas1zes
thermal, sound and optical measurements and devices. Tvo 2-hour lectures and tvo 2-hour laboratories.
Prerequisite:
Applied Mathematics
and Science 122 or equivalent •

Hhere a course is listed as a
·prerequisite to another course, a
grade of c or better is required.
·This requirement is in the best
interest of the student and exceptions· are made only with consent o.f
the instructor and the Chainan of
the
Natural and Social Sciences
.Department,
0·90.
DEVELOPfiENTAL Bl\.THFMATICS
(45).
A review of basic mathematics
;including 11hole numbers, fractions,
decimals.. square roots, ratio and
proportion. the metric system, basic
algebra and plane geometry.
Graded
on an S*tJ basis only. !j,pecial fe~
1i~_addi~~ to req~~it
hour
~a~~_!lQ~
No prerequisite,

ART
101.'
INTRODUCTION TO
ART
(3)o
Introduction- to the basic princi_ples
of art f or•, including experiences
with the elements ot graphic expression; a foundation course open to

66
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~y

non-major.

Two

lectures

and

concepts specifically related
to
interior anil exterior spaces. Six
studio hours.
Prerequisite:
Art
10Q or consent ot the instructor.

~i'our studio.

102. ART FUNDAI'IENTALS (5).
Introduction to the basic principles of
art form, including experiences with
tne elements of graphic expression;
a foundation course open to an a.r.t
major or minor.
Two lectures and
three 2-hour studios.

*320.
ENAI!ELING ON COPPER (3). The
fundaaentals of vitreous enameling
techniques on metal,
with emphasis
on aesthetics and design tor plaques, plates, and bowls.
Students
must pre-register v1th instructor to
order supplies. Kay be repeated to
6 hours.
Six studio hours.
Prerequisite:
Art 10Q,
or consent ot
instructor.

133.
DRAWING
(3). Observation of
natural objects as an aid to expressive
draftsmanship.
Six studio
h:>urs.
Prerequisite or parall.el:
Art 1 0 1 or 1 02 •

*321. BEGINNING JEWELRY DESIGN (3)
The use of aetals in jewelry making,
with emphasis on design and fabrication techniques such as soldering,
sawing, filing,
chasing,
repousse,
and stone setting. :>ne lecture and
four studios.
Prerequisite:
Art
101 or 102, 112.

104.
DRAWING
(3).
Art 103 continued.
Principles of
pictorial
structure.
Six studio hours.
Prerequisite:
Art 103.
112.
BEGINNING DESIGN (3).
Design
theories as a
basis for artistic
expression.
An
introduction . to
three-dimensional design.
Six stu'"
dio hours.
Prerequisite or parallel.:
~rt
.101 or 102 or consent of
the instructor.

*322. JEIIELR Y DESIGN (3). Emphasis
on centrifugal casting ot si.lver,
gold, brass, and bronze je velr y and
related objects, using wax, plastic
and organic models.
Sill:
studio
houx;s. Prerequisite: Art J:l1.

145. WESTERN ART I (3). History of
ancient and early medieval art.

*325.
CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
(j).
The use of photography for the development of personal creative expression. Individual perception, articulation
and
interpretation
is
eaphasized.
Six studio hours.
Prerequisite: Art 101 or Art 102 or
consent of instructor.

146.

WESTERN.ART I I (3) History. of
.~.ieval,
Renaissance,
Baroque an.d
oco art.
147. if ESTERN ART III ( 3) History of
art from the mid 18th century to the
present.
205.
BEGINNING DRAWING FRO!'! LIFE
(3).
Principles and practice i.!l
creative and structural
drawi.ng;
development
of the concepts and
techniques required to accomplish
competent graphic expression.
Si.x
studio hours.
Prerequisite:
Art
104.

*3Q3.
ART FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
(3)
IV.
Experience
vith
art
materials and problems based primarily on the needs of children.
Not open to art majors.
*371. BEGINNING WATERCOLOR PAINTING
( 3)
Er. plorat ion of technical possibilities of va te reo lor as a aediua.
Six
studio hours.
Prerequisite:
Art 10Q, 112.

INTER~EDIATE
DESIGN
(3).
*211.
Practice in problems
of
formal
design,
lettering, and layout.
Six
Prerequisite:
Art
studio hours.
or
1 02 or consent of the
101
instructor.

*372.
ADVANCED WATERCOLOR PAINTING
(3).
Art 371 continued, stressing
the
aesthetic
and
techn1cal
approach.
Six studio hours.
!'lay be
repeated to ~ hours. PrereqU1S1te:
Art 371.

* 212.
INTER~EDIAT1i
D'FSIGN
(3).
Exploration problems vi th an orientation toward product design.
Six
studio hours.
Prerequisite:
Art
1:>4 or consent of the instructor .•
*213.•
Studio

•

INr ERI'I EDIAT E
problems· in

C:n.

BEGINNING OIL PAINTING
Indivtiual
problems
chosen
or
assigned to acquaint the student
with the possibilities and liaitations of the oil medium as a means
of achieving e xpre ssi ve art tor• •
Six studio hours.
Prerequis1te:
Art lOQ, 112.

*313.

t:FSIGN
(3).
environmental

* Offered upon demand
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107,
GENERAL ZOOLOGY (,Jt.. fllnd~
mental principles ot zoology at i:,
organismic level; processes, mor.pho--logy;
life cycles and pbyloqeny
animals. Tvo lectures and one· 2hour lab on tory.
Aay be taken concurrently with Biology lOb.

*374.
OIL PAINTING
(3). Art 373
continued with attention to individu~l
approach.
Six studio hours.
aa,{.·be ~epeated to 9 hours.
Prere.quisite: Art 373.

ot'

*441.
AMERICAN ART I (3). History
crf
American
art
from
Colonial
thnough. the Hudson River School,
em·p,hasizinq architecture,
painting,
ana ·sculpture.

201.
CONCEPTS IN BIJLOGY (5).
A
discussion ot fundi men tal principles
and concepts ot cell biology, genetics and development. Three 1-hour
lectures, two 2-hour laboratories.

AMERICAN ART II (3), ·History
of Amer ic& n art from Got.hic Revival
t:> the present e11pbasiz ing architect.Ur'e, · pi inti ng, a nii sculpture.

"*.f4'.42~

202,
CONCEPTS IN BIOLOGY (5).
A
discussion of fundamental physiologic systems and tbe taxonomy and
phylogeny
ot
living
organisms,
Three 1-hour lectures,
two 2-hour
laboratories,
Prerequisite: Biolc>gy 201.

150. .INTRODUCTION TO THE L !BRARY
(11
I,
II, III.
Introduction to
basic research techniques for fresh,.
ma"n and sophomore students including
.inforlliat: ion retrieval, use of basic
reference
sources and materials.
A:v-a ilab le· for s;u credit only.
ci-edit· not
applicable
to
library
science m:\ j ors and minors. All the
research will be done for a term
pa"per. although a completed paper
wiH not· be required,
A field
trip
ta'· t·ha··sowling Green campus library
is·.inc.luded.

203,
CONCEPTS IN BIOLOGY (~).
A
discussion of fundamental ·Principles
of evolution and ecology.
Three
1-hour lectures, one 3-hour and one
2- hour lab ora tory.
Prerequ·isi te:
Biology 202.
331.
HUMAN ANATOBY AND PHYSIOLOGY
(5).
Basic anatomy and physiology
of skeletal, mus::·ular, and nervou·s
systems. Three 1-hour lectures, .~~
2-hour laboratories,
PrerequisH; · ·)
Biology 1 OIJ or 202.
' . ./

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

332.
HUMAN ANATJSY AND PHYSIOLOGY
(5). Basic anatomy and physiology
of circulatory, respiratory, d19~~
tive, excretory,
endocr1J;1e 0
and
reproductive systems.
Three lec'"
tures, t vo
2- hour
1a.botator1es.
Prerequisite:
Bioloq y 1011.,

l01. GENERAL BIOLOGY:
BAN AND HIS
ENV'IBONMENr
(5).
Fundamental princil.:fles: of bio-logy and their rel~tion
to":man ~na his e-nvironment.
Emphasis on present environmental problems of air, water and land pollu-tion, human reproduction, population
dy.namics and modern health problems.
Four 1- hour lectures,
one 2-hour
lar)::>rat:>ry·. Not accepted toward a
biology major or minor,

*1142. SYSTEMS ECOLOGY (IJ). Development of a· total systems approach
toward the study ot ecological problems at the population, commun·ity.,
and ecosystem levels.
I'Jodeling and
simulation of var1.ous aq.uat1.c and
terrestrial syste!lls,
Four 1-:-holir.
lectures.
Prerequisite:
a cour~e
in .ecology and college algebra
consent of instnlCtor,

104.

BASIC BIOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES
course in fundamental prinCi,ples
an<:} concepts of biology.
Pout: 1-houc lectures,
one 2-hou.r
la'boi:a.~tory.
Not accepted toward a
bi~logy major or minor.

(5).

1\

or

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

106, :SENERAL BOTANY AND MICROBIOLOGY· (3).
Fun dam ental principles of
botan-y
and
microbiology at the
::H:ganismic level; processes, morpbolQ'gy;, life cycles and phylogeny of
plants i nd microorganisms. Two lectu~es
and one 2-hour laboratory.
!My
be tiken
concurrently
with
Biology 107.

102.
INTRJDOCTION TO BUSINESS (4) •
A background for Amer1.can business the market, competition and chan,g.~,
the nature and central role ot management,
our business environment.
Open
only
to
a
freshman
or
sophomore.
·~.
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3:J3,

BUSINESS

COMMUNICATIONS (4),
effective communica~
~on
in writing business messages
such as letters, data
sheets and
reports.
Emphasis is
placed upon
building oral and written communication skills for use in business and
public ot:ganizations.

Three class
laboratories.

~inciples of

240,
BUSINESS PB:>BLEMS OF THE CONSUMER (4). Relationship ot business
practices to consumer activJ.ties.
Ways of improving standard ot living
of individu:tls and groups through
developing competencies in buying.
using
goods and
services,
money
management.

101.
BUSI:NESS
MATHEMATICS
(4).
Math em at ics of fina.nce,
merchandising,
business ownership, taxation,
and consumet: problems.
111.
BEGINNING TYPEWRITING . (3),
Pt:inciples of touch typewriting tor
personal and business use.
Four
class periods.

311.

DICTATION AND TRANSCRIPTION
Dictation at high speed rates
with emphasis on rapid and accurate
transcript ion.
Prerequisite:
Business Education
112,
21~
:>r
equivalent.
(3).

112,
I:NTERMEDIATE TYPEWRITING (3),
Development of skill through improvement of technique and solving special pt:oblems.
Four class periods.
Pt:erequisite:
one year of
high
school
typewriting or Business Education 111.

312.
ADVANCED DICTATION AND TRANSCRIPT ION
(3) •
Development of
a
techni::al vocabulary, short cuts to
speed dictation. anli oft.ice-style
dictation.
Prerequisite:
Business
Education 311.

210.
ADVANCED
TYPEWRITING
(3),
Typewt:iting problems and projects
with emphasis on office production
standards.
Four
class periods.
et:equisite:
two years. of
high
hool typewriting or Business Edu~
tion 112.
.

313.
SPECIALIZED
DICTATION
AND
TRANSCRIPTION
(3).
Development ot
shQrthand and transcrJ.ption competency in working
w1. th spec1. ali zed
areas--medical,
legal,
scientJ.tic.
Prerequisite:
Business Education
312.

211.
OFFICE
REPRO GRAPHICS
(3).
Uses,
limitations, costs of .modern
office reproduction equipment and
pt:ocesses including development of
skill in their use.
Prerequisite:
Business
Education
112
or
equivalent.
213,

BEGINNING

(3).

I' rinciples

plus assigned

230.
RECORDS MANAGE~ENT (3).
Principles of paperwork control in an
organization
from the creat1.on at
records to their f1.nal storage or
destruction.

BUSINESS EDUCATION

-

periods

314.
INTERNSHIP IN BUSINESS
EDUCATION
(1-3).
supervised experience
in local ottices or
businesses.
Forty clock hours ot work requ1.red
for each hour of college credit.
May be repe!ted to 3 hours.
No aore
than 1 hour of cre1it aay be granted
for
war k in any
one ottice or
business firm.

SHORT HAN 0
~ HEOR Y
of Gregg Diamond

Jubilee shorthand.
INTEBMEDU.TE SHORTHAND THEORY
A continuation of the principles of :>regg shorthand
vi th
an
introduction to transcription.
PrereJuisite:
one year of high school
shorthand or Business Education 213.
214.

321.
DATA
Introduction
input-output
processing.
ters
and
Three class
la borat or ies.

(J).

215,
ADVANCED SHORTHAND THEORY (3).
Development of speed in recording
dictation and transcribing. Prerequisite:
two years of high school
shor~hand or Business Education 214.

PROCESSING
II
(3) •
to punch card and other
media in automated data
Introduction to compucomputer
programaing.
pe rioel s plus ass1.gned

III
(3).
322.
DATA
PROCESSING
Principles of electronic liata processing anli programming.
Use of the
computer to process business and
educational
data.
Three
class
periods
plus
ass1.gned
projects.
Prerequisite:
Business Education
321 or equivalent.

220.
DATA PROCESSING I (3),
Introduction to
machine processing of
data using various small calculators
,-rotary, printing, and electronic.
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335,
(3),

OFFICE SYSTEMS AND

Fundamentals of prod·uc·tion, desi~
of production systems, operation; : ...
coordination and control .ot produl, ..,;.-:i
tion activity, an:i njor anal ytidt!
tools for management.
Prerequisite
or concurrent registration: stid:is•
tics 11 1.

PROCEDURES

Analysis of information flow
h the office and the rol.e of th.e
wo_rk.e.r
in
the office function.
Emphasis is given to considering
current problems involving offic.e
el!l.ployees.
401.
(5),

SECRETARIAL

204.
I'IARKETING (4) • .Introducti-on
to organization, management,
and
practice of marketing by business
firms.

AD!ilNISTRATION

An intensive study of the
procedures, skills, and knowledge
. )llh_ich. are t.he. basis for. administra·tive level· positions.
Prerequisite:
Blisl,n!'!ss Education 210, 311.

HUI'IAN RELATIONS IN BUSI.JES.S
Analysis
ot
reactions,
interactions. attitudes and actid.ties
of
indi vU uals and groups
within a g<>!l-seeking organization.
Includes
leadership,
m'orale and
goal-oriente:i
bemaVi.or.
course
includes consideration of business
relationships among supervisots arur
subordinates,
intormal
group~.
business and its
clients,
with
emphasis on development of effective
human relations.
205.

(U}.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
tECHNOLOGY
:ourses
rechnology

in Business ~anagement
are not applicable to
ba-ccahure:~.te
programs
in
the
Dllege of Business Administration
wi'th the exception of Business l'lanageaent Technology 102.
Where appropriate, students with credit
in
Business
Management
Technolog.y
C>urses may attempt to earn creditby-examination in similar College of
Busi.ness Administration courses.

206._
SYSTE!'I S, S'rANDARDS AND lfOBK
DESIGN (4}.
Effective utilization
!l.nd
measurement of human eftort
through a study of systems, plann1.ng
theory,
process snalySi.s, methods
analysis and job design. Prerequl.si te : BAT 20 3 •

f:l2. ·INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
(4).
!In introduction to

business technical processes includ. -l.ng the structure of business and
thfi! functions o_f marketing, producti~n. finance.
personnel, and technical processes of control as well as
tlie responsibilities of business.
200,

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGE!lENT

207. BUSINESS FINANCE (4).
Fun~,
allocation and acquisition proceL:>~
of the firm.
Introduction to t.J.nan-'(<'
cial planning, C!l.p1tal budgeting,·:~
capital
structure, long-term and
short-term financing.
Prerequisite:
Economics 201, Accounting 2~1.

(4).

Introduction
to
basic concepts,
pri·nci·ples. processes, and functions
of ma'n'lgement and administration.
current· practices and problems ar.e
used
for
illustration.
Topics
grouped for. instructional purposes
U\ld:er planning, organizing, leading
and
controlling.
Objectives and
decisions
receive
emphasis
throughout.
~iH,

PERSONNEL

IUNAGEI!ENT ( 4) •

CHEMISTRY
Students enrollinq
in
chemistry
courses should do so a.t a J.evel.
appropriate
to
their
previous
experience
and
interest.
All
courses except Chemistry 100 must be
taken in sequence, begJ.natng only i·n
the tal! quarter~

A

st~dy

· of ho~ management obtains,
ae·vel"ops. utilizes and maintains an
effective vork force.
The co.urse
inc.ludes a survey of recruitment and
·selec-tion
of employees, t:esting,
:inter.vielfing, counseling, developing
.and compensating
employees
with
·emp·hasis· on complex human problems
thai arise in work situations and
al£ernative
ways of c~ping with
"them.
2)3.
PRODUCT ION l'lAN A GElHNT
I!:nalyze
operations of the

The Chemistry 121-122-123 sequence
is the traditional college . level
chemistry and assUiies that the student has had high school chemistry
and al<jebra •
The Chemistry 1 n-112-213 seqaenc·e
is a less demanding pro<Jram ror
Nursing • Home Economics and. som"e
technology majors.
I.t assumes. no
previous
chemistry
coursesand
requires less background in matbes.atics.
Students who do well in Che-

(4).

firm.
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mistry 111 :t.re permitted to continue
. . . the ~::egular prog~::am by enrolling
~ : hemistry 122.

with consent of instructor, Chemistry 123.
Not
recoamended
tar
science majors. Three lectures and
one four-hour labor a tory per week.

Chemistry 100 is a terminal course
designed for students in business,
educati:>n
and
other
non-science
related programs,

306. ORGANIC CHEIIISTRY (5).
Survey
of organic chemistry; not open to .a
chemistry major for credit. Four
lectures and three hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1l3
or 133,

100,
INTRODUCTION TO CHFIIISTRY (4),
Principles of chemistry are presented in relationship to show how
man uses them
for
his
betterment.
Designed for the non-science studen.t
t:>
help him understand the application of chemistry in the changing
world,
Four hours of lecture, no
laboratory,
Not open to a major or
minor in chemistry.

. 343, ORGANIC CHEIIISTRY (4).
Fundamental concepts of the structure and
reactivity of oqanic substances.
·Four lectures per week.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 123 or 133.
344, ORGANIC CHEIIISTRY (~,
Continuation of Chemistry 343.
Four
lectures and one 4-hour laboratory.
Prerequisite: a grade of c or better in Chemistry 343.

111,
ELEMENTARY
CHEIIISTRY
(4).
Thcee lectures
and
one
3-hour
laboratory.
Not accepted toward a
chemistry major or minor unless followed by Chemistry 122.
Prerequi- ·
site:
two years of high school
science and;or mathematics.

345,
ORGANIC CHEI!ISTRY (5),
Continuation ot Chemistry 344.
Four
lectures and one 4-hour laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 344,

112,
E:LEIIENTARY
CHEIIISTRY
(4).
Chemistt:y 111
continued.
For continuation see Chemistry 213,
Three
lectures 1
one 3-hour laboratory.
Prer-equisite: Chemistry 111 or 121.

Note: A student may not rece~ve
credit for more than one course ~n
any of the following groups: Chemistry 100, 111, 1l1;
Chemistry lll,
122.

1.
:>E NERA L CHEIIISTRY (5),
Three
one
recitation,
three
. .ctuces,
hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite:.
high school algebra and geometry or
equi v:t.lent plus high school chemis"try or consent of instructor.

COMPUTER SCIENCE

122.
:iENERAL CHEMISTRY (5).
Chemistry 121 continued,
Three lectures,
one
r-ecitation,
three hours of
laboratory.
Prerequisite: a grade
of
C or better in Chemistry 121 or
Chemistry 111
with
consent
of
instructor,

100.
COIIPUTER
BASICS
(4),
An
introduction to computer technology
and the related
ial issues.
students will do some programming using
on-line terminals :and the BASIC language. Hardware, software, applications in diverse areas.
Probless
concerning computerized
sec vices,
data banks,
governmental controls.
No prerequisite. !lot open to students
with
cre1it
in computer
Science 101 or QAC 160. cred~t not
applic:able toward major or m~nor ~n
Computer Science.

so=

123,
:>Et-IERAL CHEIIISTRY (5),
Chemistt:y 122 continued, including qualit:t.tive analysis.
Three lectures,
one recitation, three
hours
of
laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemist q 122.
201, QUANTITATIVE CHEMICAl ANALYSIS
(5).
Gravimetric and
volumetric
analysis.
rhree lectures, six hours
of
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Chemistry 123.

101. INTRODUCTION TJ COIIPUTING I
(5). Algorithms; flowcharting; basic elements ot a higher-level language; in trod uc tion
to
computer
organization and machine language.
Analysis of sever:t.l numerical and
non-numerical
problems and the~r
solutions us~ ng a higher level language.
Use of an interactive programming system. No prerequ~site,

213,
BIO-ORGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR NONIUJORS
{4).
Chemistry 112
continued.
A brief introduction to
organic chemistry, and biochemistry.
Prerequisite:
Chemistry 112
or,

•
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1)2,
(5·) •

INTRODUCTION. TO

COMPUTING

COMPUTER SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY

II

::::anti nua Uon of the higher·l·evel la·nguage introduced in Computer Science 101.
Programming projects in several areas, including
sim.ulation and string manipulation.
I.n.troduction of a
.second higher·le.v'el language. Prerequisite:
Com·puter Science 101.
201,

221.

ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE PRCGRAMMING

(4).
Basic computer organization~
data
represe,nta tions;
addressing
t:echniques.
System software: boot·strap loaders, assemblers,
relocatabl.e . loaders.
Introduction to the
as~embler
language of a
typical
large computer,
Prerequis.ite:
computer Science 102.
11ay be talten
concurrently with cs 102.
2)2.

SYSTEMS

PROGRAMMING (4).

360.

Con-

232.

SYSTEMS

AND PROCEDURES II

(4,.

Continued study ot principles in the
design and a pplicati.ons ot .data pr:>cessing systems in business. Analysis ot cost controls, operations
research and the integrated management inform:~. tion system. Two hours
of lecture and four hours ot laborr0tory.
Prerequisite:
CST 221 at.:;· ·
computer Science 360 or co.nsent :)t···
instructor.

LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUT-

ECONOMICS
200.

rECHNIQUES OF
COBOL
PROGRA!'l(4).
Detailed study of the

INTRODOCTION TO ECONO!HCS

(lt)o

Alterm ti ve economic goals:
economic growth, full emplo}'lDent,- price
stability, fair income du3tri.buti·on •.
econ~mic security, econom1.c tree<1o111, ·
consumer sovereignty,
etticiency.
Not open to the student wbo is
required to complete Economics &01.

COBOL programming language and techniques for .its use; execution-time
pc:>~fr:am
structures; segmentation:
ove_t:hys: report generation; table
han,dling:
sorting; file handling
techniques: comparison
'<fith other
languages; COBOL standards. Prere·quisites: Computer Science 102 or
Quantit~tive
A-nalysis and control

201.

PRINCIPLES

OF ECONOMICS

(14).

Nature of econo111ics; fundamentals Q.t
supply and demand; na tiona I incoiae
and employment; the banking system:
monetary and fiscal pollcy; econom1.c
growth and stabilization. Prerequi•
site: sophom.ore standing.

16 ;j.

. 390,
PRACriCUM IN CO!'IPUTER
(1-4).
Intended p-rimarily

o

TECHNIQUES JF RPG PROGRARAING
Basic elements in program;111ig.g·
techniques using the RPG II .Language. Further work on file organization, table loolt-up, JCL, cbaining, records and error analysis.
A
problem-oriented language to ~axi~
mize time spent on solutions rather
than machine characteristics.

(4)..
Boolean algebras and mini··miza tion
techniques.
Turing
algo.rithms.
Graph theory combinatorics. Introduction to the propositional
and predicate calculus.
Prerequisite: Computer science 102.

MI.~G

(3)

(2).

~NG

•

I

231.

tirtUAtion of the assemb·ler language
introduced in Computer Science 201.
Ptinciples of programming:
loops,
subrou·t.1mes and macros, recursion
and reen tr.a·n cy. Assembler const ruction. Interpreters. Input, Output,
_and ·backup
storage.
channels,
.interrupts, and I/O software.
Prere;uisite: computer science 201.
210.

SYSTEMS AND PROCED{JRFS

Analysis ot business
intorma tion
systems with consideration given -to
designing a business system, til_e
design and audit controls. Techn1ques for implementing basic systems
such as prt.nciples ot tlowchartt.ng·,
systems documentation and busineSs
forms control. Two hours. of l~e<:ture
and two hours of laboratory. Prerequisite:
Knowledge of a programming
language.

SCIENCE

for students· '<forking in
an
industrial
.inte,rnship
program.
A
writte.n
report is required. In some cases,
·an··:oral presentation will also be
r~quested.
_Available for s-u only.
I:J-a._y be repeated up to a total of
-fau.r- hours credit.
Prerequisite:
consent of department.

202.

PRINCIPLES OF

ECONOl'liCS

(14J •

Economics 20 1 contt.nued. Theory ot
price and product market a.nalys;is;
factor markets and distribut-ion o.t
income;
international
econom1.cs;
current economic problel!IS .and public
policy.
Prere qut. site:
sophomore
standing.

~

1·
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-_~

Flaubert, Chekhov, Dostoevski,
Katk a, and S artr e.
No prereguisi te.

~UCATION

CURRICULUM AND
WJSTRUCTION

200.
LITERATURE:
(Sub-title) (4).
A course organized on a single
top-

0'11.
READING
HI PROVE!'! ENT
( 3),
Principles
underlying
efficient
reading applied in daily practice;
designed
to improve skills involved
in comprehension, vocabulary, study
techniques,
and r:ate of purposefu_l
reading on the college level.
Credit
earned in this course is rec~
rded on the student's
per:manent
r:ecor:d but is not aFplied to meeting
the tot~l
hours of credit required
for graduation.
Lab ora tory fee of

ic,
such as Black Literature, Women
in Literature,
Science
F ict1.on
Literature :tnd Film, Poetry and !'!us=
ic.
C:t n be repeated once for: credl.t
if topic is ditferent.
Accepted
toward the English 11ajor or minor as
an elective.
Prerequisite:
English
112 or 113.
202.
INTRODUCTION TO POETRY
(4),
Study of poetry as a type of liter:tture through a selection ot great
poems, past and present.
Prerequisite:
English 11l.
Designed tor
English majors and minors.

$11·

ENGLISH
111.
INTRODUCTORY
WRITING
(IJ),
Spontaneous and
structured
essay
wr:iting with emphasis on basic writing skills.
Placement by AC~ scores
and essay.

203,
INTRODUCTION TO DRAI!A
(4) •
Study of dnma as!. type ot literature through a selected group ot
repre~ nta ti ve
pl:t ys, past and present.
Prerequisite:
English 112.
Designed
tor English
majors and
minors.

112.
VARIETIES OF
WRITING
(IJ),
Development
of
writing
skills,
including docu~~entation,
with specific 5Uoject sub-titles
(Creative
Writing,
American Values in Transition, for example).
Placement by
Act scores and essay or successful
completion of English 111.

•

INTRODUCTION TO FICTION
(4) •
A study of fiction designed to develop appreciation ot the short story
and the novel as literary torms.
Pre reguisi te:
Eng!1.sh
11l •
Designed tor English majors
and
minors.
201J,

WRITING WITH CREATIVE EI'IPHASIS
Practice in expository writing
w1.th supplemental practice in
writing snort
fiction and poetry.
Can
be substituted for English 112.
3.

(~).

205,
THE CRAFT JF POETRY (IJ),
An
introductory literature course 1.n
which tradi tiona! and contemporary
poetry is studied with emphasis on
the ny the poetry is made,
Though
required for majors and minors in
the B.F.A.
creative vrit1.ng program, course f ultl.lls
the
sa•e
requirements as Eng11.sh lU2.
Prerequisite:
English 112, 113.

15:>.
RESPONSE TO LITERATURE
(IJ).
An
introductory course designed for
all students; response to themes in
poetry, dram a, fiction, non-fiction,
and otner literary types.
Accepted
toward English major or minor as an
elective.
No prerequisite,

206,
THE CRAFT JF FICTION (IJ).
A
look at the way fiction
works, tile
impulses creating it, hOV it turns
out.
Emphasis on style and tor• 1.n
traditional and contemporary t1.ction
as a way of understanding mean1.ng.
Though required for Englis~ majors
and students in the B. F. A.
creative
writing program, course tultills the
same requirements as English lU4.
Prerequisite:
Engll.Sh 112, 11J.

161.
WORLD LITERATURE (!I),
!!asterpieces
of
world
literature of
ancient Greece and
Rome including
sucn authors as Homer,
the Greek
tngedhns,
Plato,
Virgil,
Petronius,
and st.
Augustine,
N.o
prere~uisite.
~ORLD LITERA'!'ORE (IJ),
!!asterpieces of
world
literature
of
Medieval
1nd Renaissance periods
including such authors as Dante,
tloccaccio,
Erasmus,
Cellini.,
and
Cervantes
along
with
anonvmous
romances
and
epics.
No
prerequisite,

152,

207.
INTERMEDIATE
WRITING
(4),
Primarily advanced exposition.
Prerequisite:
English 11l or 11J.

163,
liORLD LITERATURE (!I),
!!asterpieces of world literature of Neo.assical,
Romantic
and
!'!odern
_
riods in~luding such authors as
ltaire,
Moliere,
Goethe, Balzac,

208,
CREATIVE WRITING (IJ),
Supervised writin:J
in both poetry and
fiction,
with group discussion and
concentration on the shorter torms.

73

be repeited once.
English 112 or 113,

~ay

Pre requisite:

concern for uses at
literature a~
its influence on Eng.Ltsh and Amerr· }
can cui tural tra dittons.
Prerequ •. _.
site:
any
200-.Leve.L literatut"e
course.

251.
ii RITING
ABOUT
FILMS .(4).
A
writing course in which
the
same
a~ount
of writing is included as in
English 207, but it deals entirely
with
film
theory,
films,
film
scripts, novels on which films are
based, and film reviews.
Equivalent
of English 207.
Prerequisite:
English 112 or 113.

30ij,

CREATIVE
(!))
WRITING
writing
vi th attention
to fiction and poetry.
Class: discussion and indivtdual conferences,
Prerequisite: a grade ot B or better in English 20M or wtth approval
of
instructor.
f'lay
be repeated
once,

3:) 1,
SHAKESPEARE {4),
Representative comedies, history plays, tragedies and tragicomedies, and the sonnets,
Prerequisite:
any
200-level
literature course.

309, ENGLISH LITERATURE SURVEY TO
1660 (5).
Major autb.ors in tb.e
context of tb.e major ltterary traditions from Anglo-S'!. xon times t hroug b
the age of f'lilton,
Emphasis on the
developing ideas made memorable by
their expression
in
literature.
Prerequisit~:
any lOU-level literature course.

303.
AMERICAN LITERATURE TO 1850
(5),
aoots of
American literary
traditions and growth of national
independence of expression:
religious,
political, and philosophical
sources at
American
imagination,
based on texts of representative
~riters
including
Edwards,
Paine,
Irving, Cooper,
Poe, Bryant, Emers:>n, rhoreau, and Hawthorne.
Prerequisite:
1ny 200-levP.l literature
course.

310. ENGLISH LITERATURE:
lbbO-Hll q
(5).
Major authors in the context
of the
majoir literary tradttions
from the Restoratton through the
Romantic age.
Though a contt.nuation
of English 30Y, this course need not
be taken in sequence, Prerequtsite:
any 200-level literature course.

304.
AMERICAN LITERATURE:
1BS0190J
(5).
Literary patterns
of
idealism, skepticism, and emergent
matet"ialisl!l in
American literature
from approximately 1850 to 1900.
Based oa texts
of representative
~I:"itet"s
such as f'lelville, Whitman,
Dickinson,
Twain,
James,
and
Howells,
plus such literary movements as local-colorism and realism,
Prerequisite: any 200-le vel literatut"e course.

.f

0

I mag ina ti ve

311,
1824

ENGLISH
TO PRESENT

LITERATURE
(5).

SURVF~

Major autno·L

.,/f

in the context of the major literary
traditions tram the Victorian age to
the present.
Though a
continuatton
of English JOY and 310, this course
need not be taken in sequence,
Prerequisite: any 200-level literature
course.
320. MODERN POETRY (4),
A study ot
English and American poetry
and
European poetry in translatton, trom
1 YOO
to 1 9q5 11i th emphasts on those
writers and works most stgnificantly
influencing the development of poetic torms.
Prerequisite:
any lU:Jlevel literature course.

305,
Al'IERICAN LIT!RATfJRE:
1900 TO
PRf!SENT · (S).
Rise of naturalism and
new directions
in American writing
fc~m 1900 to the
pt"esent.
Concentration on representative authors of
the
period,
with
attention to
Imagism, Harlem Renaissance, 1930's
s~cial Protest, and Post ww II writing.
Prerequisite:
any 200-level
literatut"e coucse.
Td E BIBLE
(5) ,
The li!lllll
as a literary classic and its
development
and
influence
on
literacy
culture.
Prerequisite:
any
100 or 200-level
literature
COUI:"Se,

323.
I'IODERN
FICTION (4).
A study
of fiction,
with emphaSls on the
novel,
including American and English works as veil as works 1n
translation, from 1900 to 1945, with
particular :~.ttention to t:b.ose vorli:s
which represent the development ot
the forms ot tiction.
Prerequisite:
any lOU-level literature cours•

307,
GREAT BOOKS (4).
Aasterpieces
selected fcom such authors as Confucius, Lucretius, Plutarch, Aurelius,
Erasmus,
V~ltaire,
Hugo, Gogol, and
Nietzsche, read in translation, ~ith

325,
MODERN DRA5A (~),
Drama as a
literary fot"m through critical consideration of representattve modern
continental, English,
and Americ:t.n

30 6.

BiQ.l~

~

74

·;

•

ay s to 1945.
Prerequisite:
)-level literature course.

any

143.
ENVIRONMENTAL ZOOLOGY
(.J).
General survey of the animal kingdom
with emphasis on those groups 11ost
associated with environmental
problems and
the
technolog~st.
Two
hours ot lecture and two hours ot
laboratory.

342.
CHILDREN'S LITERATORE
(5).
Wide reading and evaluation of books
f3r
children
from
nursery school
through
junior high
school
with
emphasis on novels, folklore, informational
literature,
poetry,
and
bibliographical sources.
Not open
t3 a student with credit for Library
Science 342.
Prerequisite:
junior
standing in one's college.

160.
ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION (3).
Introduction to ep~demiology,
coamunicable disease control, water and
sewage tre:~tment,
milk,
and
to~d
sanitation.
Insect and rodent control and public health planning and
administration.

372.
UTERATORE OF MINOFITIES
(5).
Survey
of
minority
literary
expression-its aims,
methods
and
ac::c3mplishments.
Prerequisite:
any
2))-literature course or permission
of instructor.

211. BIOLOGICAL EIAI'IINATION OF WAfER AND WASTEWATER (~).
Quantitative
and
qualit'itive analysis ot bacteria, algae, an1 common aquatic
organ~s ms in water,
wastewater, and
bottom materials.
Three hour:s 3t
lecture and tour hours ot laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Environmental
Technology 11 o.

421.
WOMEN'S STUDIES IN LITERATURE
(4).
Selected topics such as a
women poets or women novelists, depiction of ilomen in works by
men,
feminist criticiism.
Primary ·concero with British and American writers.
May be repeated to 8 hours if
topics are different.
Prerequisite:
ally 2JJ-level literature course.

~VIRONMENTAL

214.
SANITARY CREt\ISTRY FOR WATER
{5).
Theory and laboratory techn~
ques tor control
tests ot water
including: turbidity, color:, conductivity, phosphates, pH, alkaJ..in~ty,
hardness,
calcium
carbonate,
chlorides, fluor:ides, DO~
and
llercury.
Three hours of lecture and
four hours ot laboratory.
Prerequisite! Chemistry 1l:l or 122.

HEALTH

~).

MICROBIOLOGY
FOR
WATER
AND
FJJD (5) • An in trod uc tion to the
fundamentals
of microbiology.
Special emphasis on drinking liater
and
dairy foods.
Three hours of lecture
and four hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Chemistry
112 or
122;
one course in biology.

220.

WATER
SUPPLY AND TREATMENT
An introduction to the elementar:y engineering aspects ot water
supply, storage, treatment, and d~s
tribution.
Three hours
lecture,
laboratory, and tield study.
Prerequisite:
Environmental Technology
<!14.
(3).

121.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAII (3).
Discussion of
basic foundations
of
environment:~.l
law.
Deals with hist3r:ic pr:ecedents, cur:rent legislation,
environmental impact statements i nd how to testify in a court
of 1 aw.

TREATI'IENT
222.
WASTEWATER
( S) •
Introduction
to
tile
ele11entar:y
engineering aspect ot
wastewater
collection,
removil, treatment, and
disposal.
Four: hours of lecture and
3
hours ot
laboratory and tield
study. Pr:erequisite:
Environmental
Technology 110, 211, and <!111.

141.
CONTEMPORARY PROBlE~S IN ECOLOGY (5).
Biological implications
of
man's effect on the environment.
Intr:oduction to envir:onmental
problems of 'iir, water:, and land pollution as they relate to the environmental technologist.

225.
ENVIRJNMENTAL HEALTH AND PRO(31.
Bas~c
concepts
~n
TECTION
solid and l~quid nste d~sposal;
sources, forms, effects, meteoro.t.ogy
and standards ot a~r
polJ..ut~on;
radiation
uses
and
protect~on.
Three-hour lecture, laboratory,
and
field study.

142.
ENVIRONMENTAL
BOTANY
(3).
General survey of the plant kingdom
with emph'isis on those groups most
assoicated with environmental problems and
the
technologist.
Two
ho~r:s
~f
lectur:e and two hou~s of
labo r:a tory •

•

226.
INSTITUTIONAL HEALTH AND SANITATION (3).
Basic concepts ot occupatiorel
health,
satety, noise,
light, and ventil:~tion;
ele11entar:y

75

330. PRINCIPLES OF IN VESTMENT
(4~~
Survey of th.e 1 nvestmen t process , · . .,.)
related to co ll'ml.tment ot tunds in"""
securities.
Risks and reva~ds :>t
difterent investment media..
Fundamentals
ot
inves.tment analys1s,
investment timing,
porttolio con•
struction and superv~sion, Prerequisite:
Finance 300 or permisston
of instructor.

inspection techniques of recreation
at:eas, housing, hospitals.
schools,
tem:pohry residences, and migran.t
lab:>r facilities.
2_60.
UR POLLUTION SUFVEILLANCE AND
CONrROL (5).
Introduction to th.e
fundilmentals of air pollution surveillance, monitoring, analysis, and
control. Th.ree hout:s of lecture and
f<utr \lo11rs of laboratory and field
study.

FIRELANDS

290.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES IN THE
E NVI RONMBNr
( 1-4) •
En vi ron mental
study pi::ojects, workshops, seminars
•na . computer
simulation
classes
·dealing ·with air,
water or land
te.sJurse utilization and planning.

100.
GROW SEIUNAR {1).
A develop·
mental experience course tor entering freshmtn.
As the title 1nd1cates, the seminar tocuses ·on growth
in many dimensions: self-awareness,
academic skills, social skills, leadership
and decision-making.
No
prerequisite.
Graded on. an
s-u
basis only.

291. STUDENT INTERN PROGRA!'I
(6).
ren
weeks of paid field work in
·en v ironmenta 1
hea 1 th
under
the
su'pervis ion 0 f a r:egu latory agency
or a private industrial concern an.d
t~e Director of In~ironmental Health
1.\t
Firelands campus.
Prerequisite:
pecmission of the supec visor.

GEOGRAPHY
121.
WORLD GEOGRAPHY I: EURASIA
AND AFR1CA (4). Gaographical analysis of selected topics in Asia,
Africa, and Europe.
The ecological
aspects of the cultural,
poll.tical,
and
economic
problems ot these
cegions are emphasized.
Open on,~
to a freshman or a sophomore.
( , :;'
.<1r

~XPERIMENTAL STUDIES
rh~

.Expeci~ental
Studies . program
provides· the student vi th an opportu~ity to ear:n
college credit for
unique
exper:iences not otherwise
provided by
campus
programming.
Consult the Firelands Coordinator of
Experimental Studies for program and
registration details.

122.

WORLD
GEJGRAPHY II:
THE
AND THE PACIFIC (q).
Ana~
lysis of aspects of geograpny concerned vith man and his interrelationships vi th his physical en nronment.
Open only to a freshman or
sophomore.
A~ERICAS

101, 301.
SEMINAR (4). Offered on
vacious topics. !'lay be repeated to
16 hours.

125. !lEATHER AND CLI!'IATE (4). Fundamentals of physical geography with
emphasis on earth-sun relationships,
elements ot weather and climate, and
climatic types and tlleir distribution, Three 1-hour lectures and one
2- hour lab ora tory.

INDEPENDENT STUD! ES (1401.
Res ear: ch or a project designed
by· the student under the general
of a faculty member.
sut~ervis ion
jur.ior, or
open to any sophomore,
senior.
20·1.

16) •

126.
VEGETATION AND SOILS
(q).
Fundamentals of physica·l geograph-Y
with. emphasis on distribution and·
classification of vegetation
~nd
soil and the x:epre·se.n't·ation of the
earth on maps.
Three 1-hour lectures and one 2-hour laboratory.

FINANCE AND INSURANCE
300.
BUSINESS FINANCE (4).
Acquisition and allocation of funds in
th.e business enterprise. Fundamen.ta~ls of financial analysis,
current
assets ~anagement, capital budgeting, financial structure, dividend
Policy, ty~es of security contracts,
and. short-term financing.
P.rerequi·site:·
Economics 202, Accounting
222.

127. LAND FORM DEVELOPftENT AND DISTRIBUTION
(q),
Fundamentals c)f
physical geography with emphasis on
processes of. land torm development,
world-wide distribution ot land forms, and physiographic fea·tures and
regions ot the u.s. Tlire.e. one-hour
76

lect u~:es and one two- hour labora. I : y , Geog~:aphy 126 is recommended.

34'J.
SOUTHERN AND SOUTHEAST ASIA
(4). A regional analysis ot the
countries extending from the Ph1l.1ppine r sla nds to Pak.1stan w1th an
emphasis upon the d1tterent cultures, the ut1li zation ot resources,
and future opportunities and problems of development.

213,
IIETEOROLOGY (4).
Fundamental
pb.ysical pi:ocesses of the atmosphere
and theii: I:e la ticnship to the daily
we at he~:
patter-n.
Prer-egu isi te:
Geography 125 or consent of the
insti:uctOL.

346.
MIDDLE EAST (4).
A systemahc
analysis of the contemporary
problems of the ~1ddle East. !'lajor
topics include petroleum development
and impact on society,
tood needs,
population problems, and the spatial
charactecistics
ot
rel1gious and
linguistic groups.

ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY (4),
Sysstudy of world distr-itution
of
the p~:ima~:y, secondar-y, and tertia~:y
activities of mankind vith
emphasis on geogr-aphic and economic
factocs affecting
the distr-ibution
and location of economic activity,
225,

te~atic

347.
AFRICA (4). A regional study
of Africa and the geographic tactors
influencing develop111e11t ot the Afrl.can countries.

CULTURAL
GEOGRAPHY
(5).
Int~:oduction to
cultu~:al
geogr-aphy
sti:essing
definition of cultural
elements of the landscape and their
distributio& and inter-p~:etation.
23:>.

348.
MEXICO,
CENTRAL AMERICA, AND
THE CARR! BBEAN
(41 •
A systemat1c
analysis of problems related to the
contemporary
development
ot
the
societies· of l'lexico, Central Amer1ca, and the West Indies.

325.
POPULATION
GEOGRAPHY (4).
A
systematic spatial analysis of size,
distr-ibution,
density,
migration,
age-sex
composition,
and dynamic
factoi:s of change in majoi: world
population regions and sut-~:egions.

349.
SOUTH A !'IEP.ICA (4),
A systematic analysis ot problems related
to the contemporary development ot
the
societies ot conhnental south
· America.

CONSERVATION
PRINCIPLES OF
ECOLOGY
{4).
An investigation of
princifles necessary in
e basic
nsider-ing
environmental problems
•
and the.ii: application
to various
aspects of conser-vation, using an
interdisciplinary approach that combines the social, biological, physical sciences.
331.

ANGLO-A!'!ERICA (4).
A systematic geognphic analysis ot problems and factors· 1ntluencing the
development of the u.s.
and canada.
350.

OHIO (4).
A geographical analysis
of
historical,
physical,
economic an:l social problem.s related
to the development of the state.
351.

334.
GEOGRAPHY OF DISEASES (4).
A
study of past and present spatial
distribution of diseases.
An analysis of
cultu~:al
and environmental
impacts in the distribution • transmission,
and causes of diseases in
diffe~:ent regions of the world.

425,
FOOD RESOURCES AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT ( 4) •
An analysis ot the
changes and trends in a vailabil1ty •
production and consumption ot
tood
resources.
Discuss1.on ot related
rural problems such as po11ut1.on,
zoning. recreation and tutu.re expectations of
rural areas ·by urban
populations.

341.
SOVIET
UNION
(4),
Regional
study
of
the Soviet Union
with
emphasis on description and interpr-etation
of
geographic factors
~:elated to its present
development.
343.
WESTERN EUROPE (4).
The geogcaphic aspects which help in the
undei:standing
cf
the
present-day
status of the countries of Western
Eucope.

426,
THE A!'IERICAN CITY (II),
Analysis of the internal organ1zation ot
American
cities.
Ecological and
land use problems,
ghetto development, the ur-ban-econom1c base, urban
sp~:awl,
and intra-urban delivery ot
services ar-e
among
the
topics
cove red.

344,
EASTERN ASIA (4),
1\ geographic study of the problems and factors
influencing
the development of the
countr-ies of easte~:n
Asia
with
emphasis on China and Japan •

•

Geographl.c
GEOPOLITICS
(4),
factors .influencing the de vel opmen t

452.

77

sils.
Four lectures and. one 2-'ho~
.. , ..
laboratory.
one
Ueld
trL; \)
required.
Not
open to geolo·~·~::>
majors in the B.s.
deg.ree . pr.ogram •.
Credit is given tor either Geology
302 and 303 or 305,
but not ·t·or
both.

of states ind the inter-relationship
of these countries to each other.
. ~71,
.OCEANOGRAPHY
(~) •
The geograp·hic aspects of oceanography.

GEOLOGY
418,
GEOLOGY OF.OHIO (4). Surv.ey
of the bedrock and surticial geology
of Ohio, with consideration o.t t,he
state's economic m1.neral resources.
Three lectures. One 2-hour l.abor.ator y.
Three full-day tl.eld tnps
are required.
credit not given tor
the M.s. degx:ee in geology. Pr:er.equisite:
Geology 100 or 1UJ and
104, and 105,

100.

IN1RODUCTION TO GEOLOGY
(IJ),
th~
earth;
physical and historical
geology; and
the economic, s'ocial
a!ld . phi.losophic aspects of the subject m:ttter:.
Not open to a geology
major: or minor:,
MATERIALS (4). Introto common rocks and minerals
and their mode of occurrence and
origin.
Three lectures and one 2hour laboratory; one field trip is
required.
Credit is not given for
both Geology 100 and 103.
lJJ.

EAlHH

ductlo~

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

1J4•
OUR CHANGING LANI:SCAPES
(IJ).
Survey of the
physical processes
operating on and in the earth and of
the land for:ms and geologic struc. tur:e's ·developed. Three lectures and
one 2-hour laboratory; one field
trip is required.
Credit is not
given for both Geology 100 and 104.

100.
GENERAL PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
(1),
Each treshman must complete
three units from a vide select ion of
act.ivities such as golf, tennis,
swimming, etc. Two hours a week.
109,
PERSONAL HEALTH (3).
course in personal b ygiene.

105.
OUR PREHISTORIC EARTH
(IJ),
Principles of stratigraphy,
time,
a·nd evolution upon which the reconstruction of geologic history is
based,
Three lectures and one 2hour .laboratory; one field trip is
r:eq u.ir:ed.

A basl.c

110. COI'l!'IUNITY HEALTH (2). A bas~
course in all aspects of coamunif~.::')
health,
·.·~:
313.
ADVANCED FIRST AID AND SU'ErY
EDUCATION (IJ) • Emphasis on accident
prevention and emergency care ot
injuries and sudden illness. satis"'
factory completion results in Red
Cross Certification
in
Advanced
First Aid and Emergency Care.

(4),
205.
GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF !IAN
Evolution, classification, distribution,
paleoeriology, and geologic
history, of prehistoric
hominids.
Four lee tures.

FIRST AID--IRSTRUCTOB 0 S COURSE
(2).
Leads to American Bed Cro.ss
First Aid Instructor •s certit icate.
Prerequisite:
jun1.or standing and
current Rei Cross
Standard
and
Advanced Certificates.
314.

21:)·, . I N'l."RODUCTION TO l\STRONOt'l Y (II).
Description and discussion of the
s:>lar system, local stars and clusters, nebulae, galaxies, and the
universe; modern cosmogonies and the
lil!litations for the existence and
e•ol~tion
of life; and methods of
celestial observations.

HISTORY

!~-·

304,

GEOLOGY OP THE NATIONAL PARKS
Survey of the regional geology
of the u.s. as illustrated in the
national park system.
four lectures
an,d one two-hour laboratory.
Prereqllisite; Geology 100 or 103 and
104.

101,
THE STUD'l :>F HISTORY
(IJ),
Designed to be a :::ornerstone in a
student •s genera~ education, ·this'
course stresses concepts and slt~lls
rather than chronology.
The student
will learn vhy history is important.
as a vay of thinlttng and how the
historian • s
explanation ot huma:n·
beha v:r.or through time links tile perspectives and findings ot
other
fields of study.

~).

3J5.
LIFE Of THE GEOLOGIC PAS'!' (5),
A study of the progt:essive development of life as illustrated. by fos-

78

ture,
conflict
between France and
England for the New world.

THE EMERGENCE OF HUMAN SOCIECONTINUITY AND CHANGE
(4),
A
•
parative
study of
the cultural
patterns and problems
from Paleolithic cave to medieval castle which
laid
the
foundations
of modern
civilization.
•

422.
THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTIONARY
ERA, 17.63-H!1~ (4).
Causes, course,
and conse.quences of
the War
tor
Independence;
the organ1.zation ot
government and
t~e
emergence of a
national
party system;
economic,
social and diploaa tic
problems ot
the young Republic.

152,
THE: RISE OF '!HE WEST: RENHSSANCE ro REVOLUTION (4),
Transformation
of European society:
institutioul 3.nd ideological change, the.
rise of the West to world power.

438.
U,S,
FOREIGN POLICY SINCE
1917
( 4).
An examination ot the
development of u.s.
foreign
policy
from world liar I
to the present,
with particular aaphasis on
t~e
influence of
ideas,
institutions,
and public opinion on the shaping :>f
Americ3. 1 s
rasponse
to
world
problems.
Considerable attention to
Ame rica •s role in World War II, the
development
of the Cold War, anct
American-Asian relations.

153.
EUROPE IN
TH:E MODERN WORLD:
DOMINANCE AND
tECLINE (4),
Impact
of
the
political and
industrial
revolution on
European societr and
culture; 19th century expansion
and
23th ce~tury retreat from world power;
the rise of totalitarianism an.d
world conflict.
205.
THE UNITED STATES TO 1877 (4),
A survey of the political, constituti:>n al, ec:>nomic, and cultural development of the u.s.· from its early
settlement to the close of the Civil
war.

470,
MODERN RUSSIA, 182~-194~
(4).
Traces revolutionary origins; Russia•·s soci:l.l, economic,
political
position in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

206.
rHE UNITED STATES SINCE 1877
(4),
History 205 continued.
surveys
the
reconstruction period,
wth of American industry; agricural problems,
progressive move•
t,
world war I, postwar economic
problems, New Deal,
World
War
II,
and aftenuth.

HOME ECONOMICS
105,
PERSONAL AND FA!'IILY RELATIONSHIPS (4).
Growth
and development
of the college student as an individual :1. nd in social ralationshl.ps in
the family,
college,
community;
activities
and tunctions of the
present-day family.

280.
ASIAN
CIVILIZATION
(4).
A
br:>ad survey of history and civili,za tions of the
major co un t.ries of
Asia fr:>m the beginning to the
present.
Designed
especially
for
beginners.

120.
SURVEY OF CHILD AND FAI'IILY
COMI'IUNITY SERVICES (3).
An introductory survey of tha
instl.tutions
serving young children and families.
con side ration of the principles underlying effective serv1.ces,
including the qualificat1.ons and preparation essenti3.l tor professional work
with people,
Two hours ot lecture
and two hours ot p3.rticipation.
•

306.
HISTORY OF OHIO
(4),
Prec:>l:>nial
background, early exploration, 3.nd settlement; Northwest Terri t:>ry;
Ohio
in the French
and
Indian il ,ir, American Revolution, and
W3.r of 1 812; Ohio• s place in national development.
419.
THE
WESTWARD I'IOVEI'IF.NT IN
AMERICA (4),
Historical development
of the Tr3.ns-Mississippi west during
the nineteenth century, with emphasis on
the American Indian, territ:>rial expansion, sectional conflict
and economic development.

*205.
HO!'IE !'IANAGE!'IENT
(4),
The
effect of v:~.lues and
philosophy on
dec1.sions regarding the use ot taml.ly
resources:
time, energy, knowledge, ability,
skills,
and attl.tudes as they are used to achieve
family goals.
Prl.nciples ot
work
simp! if ica ti on,
history o .t disc ipline,
and
evaluation
l.n
home
management.

421 • . AI'IERICAN COLONIAL
HISTORY,
1492-1763 (4).
European backgrounds
of
American
history, establishment
of E: urope'ln settlements and instituti:>ns, emergence of colonial cul-

•

*Offered upon demand
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320.
Gr:>uth
natal
stage.
2:> 1.

INFANT
DEVELOPEENT
(3).
and development from
prest:~.ges
through the toddler
Prerequisite:
Psychology

ana po11er, simple and complex appll.-r-")
cations are d:~.scussed and anaJ.yzr f
Two hours ot lecture and six hou /
of laboratory. Pre reg nis it e:
Industrial Education !lnd Technology 1~·1
or permission ot instructor.

406.
HOUSING THE FAl'liLY (4).
Procuring, l!lil.intaining, financing • and
adapting housing for families with
varying living
patterns.
House
design and structure; site and neighborhood planning; government role
in nousi ng.

FOUNDllTIONS OF INDUSTRIAL EOOCATION AND TECHNOLOGY
(2) o
Evolution, roles, and inte~reJ.ationshl.ps
of the several forms of educat1.on,
for and about industry, elilpllasizing
relationships to general education
and
technological and industrial
development.
152.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND
TECHNOLOGY

.~,

'

..

,
'

'.,

191.
ENERGY, POIIEB 0
INS'l'RUI!ENTATION.
AND
CONTROL--I!ECHANIZATIOR
(q). study ot mechanization through
the examination of energy conversion
into usetul electr:~.cal, tJ.uid or
mechanical
potter
and associated
transmission, instrumentation, amd
controlling devices.
Experiences :~.n
research and experimentation requiring analysis and iiagnos:~.s ot aut:>mated systems. Teo hours of lecture
and five hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Applied Hatheffiat1cs and
Science 111 or equivalent.

104.
DBSI:>N AND ENGINEEPING GRAPHICS I (4) •
Design as a process
and
engineering
graphics
as a
vehicle to communicate pro.blem solutions.
Design anal y ~is. sketching
and instrument drawing applied to
design problems involving industry
and tee hnology.
T»o hours of lecture and five hours of laboratory.
113.
1'lATERIALS PROCESSING I
(4).
PrQcessing
equipment,
methods,
operations,
procedures and design
utilized in the production of nonQetallic products;
rau
materials
sources; :~.nd methods of con version.
TH:> hours :>f lecture and five
hours
of lab ora tory.

201.
!'l ECHANICU DESIGN (II) o
Design
and selection of mechanicaJ. elements, fasteners, power transmission
devices,
hydraulic
systems. and
tools and dies.
Standard manual~
commercial catalogs, and technic~. )
publications are
uti.!.i zed.
Ttlo
hours of lecture and tive hours ot
laboratory.
Pre reqnisi te:
App.!.ie<t
Mathematics and Science 133 or concurrent registration o

114.
IHTERIALS PROCESSING II (4).
A study of
mate rial
properties,
fabricating equipnent,
and methods
and procedures utilized in the
production of metallic products.
'!wo
hours of lecture and five hours of
lab:>rat:>ry.

202.
f'IECHANICllL DESIGN II (ij) o
A
continuation of Be::hanical Design I.
consideration of economy, .Loading
conditions, stresses, deformat1on.
fits and finishes in design. T~o
hours of lecture and tive hours :>t
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Industrial Education an:1 Technology 201 o

H7.
ELECTRICITY
(5).
Electron
theory; DC and AC electrical units
and concepts; circuit components;
transformers,
gotors,
and generators; RLC circuits; pouer circuit
concepts; 3 phase electric pouer;
introduction to the use of electrical instruments.
Tuo hours lecture
and six bours of laboratory. Prerequisite:
Applied 11a thema tics and
Science 110 or equivalent.
.l

.t

204.
DESIGN AND ENGINEERING GRAPHICS II (~.
Tha appl1cation ot
design analysis and engineering graphics,
to probleos dealing with
mechanical;electr.Lcal products
or
architectural;environmenta! desll.gn.
Emphasis is on produc1ng complete
sets of working drawings to communicate problem solutions to those
involved w1th the production ot the
product or system.
Prerequll.si te:
Industrial Education and Technology
10q or equivalent.

148.
eLE:TRONICS (5).
Electronics
is that branch of technology uhich
de.als eith the use of electronic
devices to process. store, and transmit inform:~. tion. IE & T 148 is an
imtroductory study of the physical
bases of electronic devices, terMinal characteristics of
electronic
devices, and of the use of electronic devices to accomplish seaningful
tasks.
Analog and digital, signal

205. TOOL 1\.ND DIE DESIGN
dy of the importance and

Stueconomies

(ij).

~~
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•

tool design for mass production.
jor areas include the layout and
sign of cutting
tools, gauges,
simple jigs, fixtures and dies.
Two
hours of lecture and five hours of
laborat:>ry.
Prerequis it.e:
Industrial 8ducation and Technology
202.

215.
METALLURGY (4).
Introduction
to the basic concepts ot physical
metallurgy and heat treatment ot
metals.
Topics inc! ude me tal structure, alloys, tempering, tool steels
and powder metallurgy.
Two hours :>t
lecture
and
tive
hours
ot
1 aborator y.

206.
JIG ANt FIXTURE DESIGN (2).
Continued application of the principles of J~g and fixture design,
including drilling, milling, welding
and inspection fixtures; standard
drill jigs,
and economies of jigs
and fixtures.
One hour of lecture
a~d three hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Industrial Education and
Technology 202.

216.
METROLOGY
(14).
Study of
instruments and machines tor measuring diaensions and surface t~nishes
of machine parts to. meet establ~shed
standards.
Discuss~on
ot the concepts and
procedures inYolved ~n
quality control and inspect~on.
Two
hours of lecture and ti ve hours :>t
laboratory.
Prerequ~site:
Applied
Mathematics
and
science 111 :>r
equivalent.

21:>.
FLUID SYSTE"S (3).
A study of
the basic components of h yd.raulic
and pneumatic systems as used for
industrial power control and transmission.
Two hours of lecture and
three hours of laboratory. Prerequisite:
Applied
Mathematics and
Science
122
or
permission
of
instructor.

217.
PRODUCTION PLANNING AND CONTROL (4).
De tailed study of various
production activities and ttJ.e problems associated w1th thea through
the use of case studies and persona.l
experiences ot guest spea.l\:ers.

211.
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
IFORMIN:;
(4).
An introduction to
b:>th traditional and non-traditiona.l
forming processes.
Topics include
spinning, casting, die-casting, for. g and extruding.
Two hours of
t ure
:~.n d
five
hours
of
..
borat:>ry.

218.
MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION
(3).
Discussions ot the responsibilities of management and superYisi:>n
within the manufacturing industries.
Topics include organ~zation, duties
and responsibilities, human relations, training, promotion, quall.ty
and quality control. and managementemployee relations.

212.
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES IICOMBINI!iG (4).
Topics include
tradition:~. I
joining
processes such as
electric arc, inert gas,
submerged
arc and oxygen-acetylene welding;
• and non-traditional processes such
as
plasma arc,
explosive,
laser
ultrasonic :1 nd electron beam methods
of combining materials.
Two hours
of
lecture
and
five hours of
laboratory.

235. CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY
(4).
An introduction to the construction
industry en::: ompassi ng res~dential,
commercial,
industrial and civil
areas,
emphasis on codes,
plans,
specifications,
construction
methods,
materials,
and equipment
used
and
elements
ot
project
control.
241.
ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS
(3).
Investigation ot many topics
in electricity and electronics ot
interest to students majoring in
related technical areas.
Content
ranges from
basic e.lectrici ty to
communication, power systems, and
instrumentation.
Two hours of lecture and three hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Applied l!atheaatics
and Science 111.

213.
NON-TRADITIONAL 1'1 ANUFACTURING
PROCESSES I II (4) •
An introduction
to non-traditional machining
processes including numerical control,
EDM,
ECM,
laser
machining,
ion
a:~.chining
and ultrasonic machining.
Two hours of lecture and five hours
of laboratory.

214.
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES (4).
Processing methods, equipment, tooling organization and control empl:>yed in production of metallic and
non- meh llic products.
Two hours of
lecture and five hours of laborat:>ry.
Prerequisite:
Industrial
Education and Technology 114
or
equivalent •

..

MECHANICS-STATICS
(4).
An
of
tile lavsot stat~c
equilibrium to various coplanar and
noncoplanar force systems.
Algebraic and graphical vector methods of
analysis cover structures, machines,
trusses,
friction,
cento~ds,
and
242.

applic:~.tion
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moment of inertia.
Prerequisite:
Applied Mathematics and Science 122.

Education and T.echnology 'l'H or
mission of instructor.

srRENGTH OF MATERIALS (14).
A
comp~;ehensive
study of simple and
combined
stresses,
deformation,
$hear,
torsion and deflection of
machirie parts and structural members.
Three hours of lecture and
two hours ot lab ora tory.
Prerequisite~
Industrial
Education and
Technology 242.

249. SPECIAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN PROBLEI'IS
(4).
A
study
ot
new
materials, techniques,
components
and devices vhicb. may ha.ve s1gni.ticant influence on the electron1cs
industry.
Digital a.nd analog rc•s
are stressed.
Individual
design
problems encourage students to develop
practical competencies.
S1X
hours
of
recitation-laboratory.
Prerequisite:
In:i ustrial Educati~n
and Tee hnoloqy 214b.

p~
~
-.,__,-;_,¥.')

2~3.

(3)
COMI"'ONICATION CIFCOITS
introduction to fundamental comm~nication circuits.
Topics include
aaplifiers, oscillators,
communication components and
principles of
~ecejvers
ind transmitters.
Two
h~urs
of lecture and three hours of
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Industrial Education and Technology 2145.

2144.

0

A-n

.i

288. FIELD EXPERIENCE (2),
IndiV1dual observat1on ind partic1pation
at various levels and in representative programs in career and technology education.
Graded s-u bas~s
only.
289.

COOPERATIVE INTERNS.HIP~BASI;C
Work and study in business,
industry, service, or a government
agency in a department-approved 1~
week full-time pos1.tion related to
the st~dent 0 s intended area ot concentration.
PrereqUisite: consent
of department.

2~5.
::OHMONICATIONS SYSTEMS
(3).
Applications of the principles of
co'mmunications circuits to large and
coraplex systems.
Techniques
of
transmission and radiation of electro.m"agne ti:;: e ne rg y a ppl ied to pulse •
television and micro~ave systems,
Two hours of lecture and three hours
of laboratory. Prerequisite:
Applied·l'.athematics and Science 111 or
equivalent.

(5).

290, EIPERII'IENTAL STUDIES IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY
(14).
Experime.ntal study project~
seminars, and workshops dealing vi·.·:. '.
topics in industrial education ~ ....:_.~
tee hnolog y.

246.
E LE::TRONIC ARPLil"'ERS ( 5) o
A
study of representative principles
~f
electronic amplification including experience in the techniques and
sltills re~uired for the use and
understinding of the devices encountered in electronic amplification
and ampl i~iers.
Three hours of lecture and five hours of laboratory.
l?r:erequisite:
Industrial Education
and Technology 148.

301.
ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHICS
(~).
Architectural design and construction and the development and use ot
elevation, plan, detail, and perspective drawings in
planning
and
designing residential, business, and
industrial structures.
Two 1-nour
lectu"res and two 3-hour
laboratories.
PrereqUisite:
Industrial
Education and Technology 1014 or permission of instructor.

247.
ELECTRICAL fHASURE!'lENTS AND
INSTRUMENTATION
(5) •
A study of
eLectrical measurement and instrumentation devices,
transducers and
elements; the principles underlying
tlleir design, use and relationships.
Three hours of lecture and five
h~urs of laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Industrial Education and Technology
148.

305.
TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATION
(II).
The study of techn1cal illustration
tor design presentation, assembly,
repair,
and
advert1S1ng.
Experiences vith a variety ot equipment, materials, ·and techniques to
accomplish various ind-ustrial purposes. Two 1 -hour lectures an·d on·e
2-hour and one 3•hour laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Industrial Education
and Technology 1011 or·permission ot
instru:;: tor.

248.
INDUSTRIAL EQUIPPIENT liND CONTQOLS
( 5).
Basic elements of automation and ir.dustrial control principles.
Includes discussion and
application of typical devices such
as time control switches, motor contr~ls,
servomechanisms and photoelectric svitches.
Three hours of
lecture and five hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Industrial

318.
SORVE YING
PRAC.TICE
(~).
Methods and procedures ot survey1ng:
field
and oftice pr,ocedures tor
recording and reel uct1on ot data.
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veyin-J applications to construcn.
Prer-equisite:
competency
. .h
high
school
algebra
and
trigonometr-y.

services.
stan din g.

203. INTRODUCTION TO LIBRARIANSHIP
(4).
Survey
of
profession of
librarian-media specialist, types ot
library-media centers,
jobs
perfocmed,
professional literature and
organizations, history ot libraries
and materials.

JOURNALISM

MANAGEMENT

103.
INTRODUCTION TO !!ASS COI'II'JUNICAr IONS (4).
Survey of modern journalism,
including the
newer mass
c:>IBmunic:ttions
media.
Role and
influence of the press, radio, television, and· related fields of ad vertising and ~ublic relations.

300. INTRODUCTION TO PRODUCTION AND
OPERATIONS I'IANAGE!ENT
(4).
Operations of the firm;
fundamentals ot
operations research; design of production systems; operation, coordination, and control of production
activity; major analytical tools tor
management; plant projects.
Prerequisite:
Statisti.cs
L1L
or
equivalent.

1:>5.
!!ASS C011MUNICATIONS THIDRY AND
PRINCIPLES ( 4) ~
Suney of techniques of pcint and audio-visual journalism,
including language usage,
article and
publication organi zati.on,
photography,
gcaph.ic design,
film,
television, and
multi-media.
pr-esentations.
No precegu~site.

305.

PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION AND
(q).
Fundamentals
of
organization
theory;
objectives,
policies, decision-making authority,
executive development,
leadership,
communication, att1.tucte, and effective human relations as they are
related to management principles.
Not open to business majors.
MANAGE~ENT

•
VISUAL IMPACT IN COM~ONICA
NS (3).
sucvey and analysis of
visual communications techniques and
app 1 icH ions, including photography,
graphic design,
fil~
television,
and multi-media presentations.
3):J.
INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISTIC
IIRir ING
(4) •
Practice in the basic
forms of newspaper, magazine, br-oadcasting, and public relations writing.
Prerequisite:
grade of C or
better in 103 or 105.

MARKETING
300.
I'IARKETING (ql •
An introduction to the marketing ot goods and
services from producer to consumer.
considers m:~. na geme n t ot marketing
activities and inst~tutions.

306.
INTRODUCTION TO PHOTOJOURNALISM
(4).
Emphasis on function of
pictures in newspapers,
magazines,
television,
advertising.
Practice
in picture taking and darkroom
procedures.
One lecture and one 3-hour
laborat:>ry.
The student furnishes
camera and some materials.

340. PERSONAl SELLING (q).
Economic and
behavioral
relationships
among
cu•tomer
needs,
buying
motives,
seller• s
pertorma nee
affecting sales ot 1.n:l ustrial. goods,
consumer goods, intang~bles; theory,
principles, role playing in selling.

LEGAL STUDIES

MATHEMATICS

301.
~ENERAL
BUSINESS LAW
(q).
Historical, political, economic background
to the
study of business
law.
Origin, development, fundamentals of contracts.
Economic role of
contncts in facilitating goo:ls and

..

junior

LIBRARY AND EDUCATIONAL
MEDIA

381.
PliOTOGRAPHY (4).
Camera pr-inciples, portraitur-e pictor-ial,
composition,
lighting,
developing,
pr-inting, enlarging,
and
photofinishing techniques.
Two 1- houc
lectures :1 nd
one 2-nour and one
3-nour laboratory.

•

Prerequisl.te:

The
student should enter the
mathemitics progr:~.a at the point
most appropriate to his preparat~on,
interests,
and course ot study.
Brief descriptions of the var1.ous

83

124.
BASIC CALCULUS I (5) •. Grap~
lines, functions tnc1 dl.f.terentl. · .·
calculus tor functl.ons of 'one vari--'
able,
including appll.cation.
Not
intended tor stu1ents 1.n ph ysica!
sciences.
Not open to students with
a grade of c or better in· Mathematics 1::11.
Prerequisite:
&ppU.ed
l'lathematics and Science 110 or a
passing score on tile matllematics
placement exam, section II~
Recommended
prerequisite:
l'lathematics
130 or
Applied
Mathematics
and
Science 121.

options given below and the mathematics placement exam are designed t.o
facilitate the choice of courses by
tbe st11d.ent and the adviser.

.,·""

Mathematics 131-231-232 is the
traditional calculus sequence tor
the \fell-qualified student and is a
prerequisite for all upper division
mathematics
courses.
~athematics
130 is intended for the student who
has an inadequate mathematics bacltgrollnd for this sequence.
Mathematics 124-125 is a conceptoriented calculus and linear algebra
seguence for students in the social
ana manageria 1 sciences designed to
prepare
them
for
math-oriented
courses in their areas.

125.
BASIC
CALCULUS
II
(5) •
Integral calculus, exponetial and
logarithm functions, partial derivatives, and matux algebra.
Prerequisite:
(a) a grade of c or better
in !ia thematic s 124, or (.b)
a grade
of ·D or better in l'lathematics 131.

aathematics
121 and 122 are termiM.l courses designed to expose the
student to selected topics in modern
mathematics which lend themselves to
treatment at a relatively unsophis·ticated level.
These courses are
not sequentia 1.

130.
PR ECAL CUL US BA-THEI'l ATICS (5) •
Real !lnd complex number systems,
functions, coordinate geometry, and
trigonometry. Not open to the student who presents four years ot high
school mathematics and has an A:T
score of 26 or higher.
Prerequisite:
Applied
Aathem~tics
and
Science 110 or a passing score on
the mat.hematics pl!lcement exal!l. s~
tion II.
\· ,

ii here a course
is listed as a
prerequ·isite to another course, a
grade of c or
better is required.•
This requirement is in the best
interest of the student and exceptions at:e made only with the consent
of the instructor and the Chairman
of the Natural and social Sciences
Depa rtme nt.

131.
CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
I
(5).
Plane analytic geometry and
differential calcuLus with· applications,
including some partial derivatives. PrereqUisite: grade ot c
or better in Aathematics 130 or
Applied Ka the ma tics and Science 121
or a passing score on the mathematics placement exam, section II.

115.
INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS
(5). Description of data, binomial
and normal distributions, estimation
and testing of hypothese-s for means
aad proportions, simple one way analysis of variance.
Prerequisite:
tht:ee years of high school ma thematics or Mathematics 090.

'~

'

1\

'l

"'

210.
INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILirY
(4).
Sample spaces, events, probability functions 6 probability densJ.ty
functions,
expectations.
variance.
Designed to .form a foundation tor further study 1.n st:.atistics.
Prerequisite:
consent ot
department chairperson.

121. TJPICS IN I'JODERN E'IATHE!'!ATICS
(5).
rhe language of sets, introductory logic, number systems and other topics.
Not open to the student
ttho presents tht:ee or more years of
high school mathematics or who has
credit fop any othE!r college mathematics courses.
Prereguisi,te:
Applied Mathematics and Science 090 or
a passing score on the ma the ma tics
placement exam, section I.

231. CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
II (5).
cont1.nuation ot l'!athematics
131.
Integral calculus ot functions
of one
variable.
PrerequisJ.te:
Mathematics 131 or 125.

122.
FINITE MATHEMATICS (5).
Logic; set theory;
finite probability
theory;
vee tors, matrices and other
applications fn probability theory.
P~~requisite:
Afplied flathematics
and Science 090 or a passing score
on
the mathematics placement exam,
section I.

232. CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
III
(5).
Continuation ot !'latheJ!!atics 231.
Additional topics trom
calculus, analytic geometry and vectors.
Prerequisite:
!'Ia th.ematics
2 31.
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CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
(4).
Differentiation and intetion
of functions of several
•
variables;
infifite series, Prerequisite: Mathematics 232.

101,
MEDICAL
TERMINOLOGY
(~,,
VocabUlary and terms used by medical
personnel;
pretix~s, sutt1xes, wocd
roots and their comb1ning torms,
usage
and
spelling; spec1al1zec1
terms and systems.
Development ot a
vocabulary in medi~al and surg1.ca1
specialties.
Five hours lecture.

233,

MATHEMATICS
FOR
ELEMENTARY
TEACHERS (5),
Numeration systems;
set theoretic development of the
whole nulllber system; relations; th.e
system of integers,
Prerequisite:
Applied Mathematics and Science 090
or a passing score on the rna thematics placement exam,
section
I,
Open only to elementary education
majors,t
2!+1.

102.
MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION
(3),
Skill in the use of transcription
equipment and expansion ot medical
terminology.
Pract1.ce in transcribing medical reports and correspondence,
one-hour lecture and toac
hours
laboratory.
Pr-erequisite:
Medical Record Technology 101 and
typing proticienc~

242,
MAT!IEI'IATICS POR ELEMENTARY
TEACHERS
(4),
Continuation
of
Mathemitics 241.
The rational and
real number systems; in forma 1 geol!etcy; basic probability.
Open only
to
elementary
education majors.
Pcere:tuisite: c or better in Mathematics 2!+1,11

111.
INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL RECORD
SCIENCE I (3).
functions and
0 The
relationships of the l!edical Record
Department.
Numbering and fill.ng
systems and methods; record storage,
retrieval :~.nd retention.
Definitions of, standards tor, and development ot the medical record as to
content,
tormat, evaluation, and
completion;
including source- and
problem- oriented records. Record
uses, analysis, and· types; torms
design and control.
Two-hour lecture and one
two-nour laboratory.
Prerequisite: admission to the l!edical Recor-d Technology program •

291,
roPICS IN l'll\THE!HTICS
(1-4),
Offered on demand.
courses offered
undei: this number are designed to
enrich and broaden the student's
view of m:~.thematics by discussing
topics
not
included in existing
courses,
The scheduling of
this
c:>11rse
miy
be initiated by th.e
artment or by a group of students
h departmental consent.
Prere•
~uisite:
consent of the instructor.

112,
MEDICAL RECORD SCIENCE II (41.
The basic principles ot classiticat ion and in1e xing ot diseases and
operations.
current
systems ot
indexing and codin;, including tile
registers and indexes they generate;
maintenance of indexes and r-egisters,
Ace redi ting,
approving,
licensing and certifying agencies;
their requirements tor medical rec:>rds,
Three hours lecture, two hours
laboratory.
Prereguisl.te:
lled1.ca1
Record Tee hno logy 111.

332.
ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA (4),
systems of linear equations, vectors, m:>trices, determinants, linear
transformations, vector spaces rz,
r3,
Applications.
Emphasizes techniques but includes some proofs.
Prerequisite:
Mathematics 231 or
Mathematics
125
or
consent of
department.

201,
MEDICAL RECJRD DIRECTED PRACTICE I
(41.
superv1.sed learning
experience
in
a
medical record
department under supervision ot an
experienced medical record adml.nistra tor.
l\dmi ssions procedure,
prepar-ations of index cards, charts,
correlation ot records,
cod1.ng and
indexing by .ICDA-~.
Sixteen hours
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Biology
322,
Medical
Record Technology 11L
and 1 02.

MEDICAL RECORD TECHNOLOGY
INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH OCCUPATIONS (2), Introduction to the his'tocical development of medicine, the
health care field, governmental and
acccediting agencies, and the medical record profession,
The functions
of departments ·within the hospital
o~ganization and medical staff relationships.
Medical
professional
ethics and trends in
health care
delivery systems.
Two-hour lecture,
1:}).

tNot for Arts and
Sciences
Basiness Administration credit.

•

202.
~EDICAL RECORD DIRECTED
PRA:TICE II
(41 •
supervised 1earn1ng
experie nee in a
medical
record
department under- the supervis1.on ot
an
experienced
medical
reco~d

or
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administrator.
Statistical proced~res,
daily analysis and record
completion
procedures,
pre paring
medical
abstracts,
~ nsu ranee
reports, and answering other medical
correspondence.
Sixteen
hours
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
l'ledical
Record Technology 201 and 211.

PHILOSOPHY
100.
EXPERI~ENTS IN PHILOSOPHY (~.
An examination of various ·topics :a.n
philosophy.
Subject matter will be
des!gna ted in . the t1.111e sclleduie.
Experiments in teaching and subject
matter are encounged.
Restricted
to freshmen and sophomores.

MEDICAL RECORD DIRECTED PRACSupervised learning
experience
in
a medical record
d~partment under the supervision
of
an
experienced
medical
record
administrator.
Legal aspects such
as preparation of records for court,
talting records to court, releasing
of information.
Application
of
state health laws, discharqe procedures.
Maintenance of diagnostic,
operative, physicians indexes.
SixteeD hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: Medical Record Technology 20 2
ana 212.
203.

rr·:E III {4).

INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY
( 4).
A discussion ot the pri.nci:pa 1
problems of philosophy; the existance of God, mind-bOdy, origin and
validity of knowledge, and t reedom
and determinism.
Restricted to a
freshaa n or sophomore s.tudent.
101.

202.
ETHICS (4) o Inquiry into the
meaning of good and ev 11 and right
and wrong in the contex.t ot conteepora ry moral issues.

20q. AESTHETICS (4) •
Nature and
meaning of "beauty" or aesth~tic
value of art and nature, approach
historically and apply to presentday experience •

MEDICAL RECORD SCIENCE III
The study of vital and public
health statistics; in-depth study of
hospital
statistics;
sources,
definitions,
collection:
reporting
and presentation of health data.
Computer programs for medical record
depa~tments;
techniques for medical
·alidit and research. !'!edical record
systems for ancillary service departments.
Two hours lecture, four
hours
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Medical Record Technology 112.
211.
(4) •

.t-j'

205.
LOGIC
(IJ).
An analysis of
logical thinkinq in terms of exploring the rela tionSilips between J.o~~
and language, and examining d,· . ··
1
ferent kinds of arguments and prd-.:./
strategies, fallacies, and deductive
relationships between statements. A
student who llas credit tor Philosophy 30 3 may not register tor this
course.

212.
BEDICAL RECORD SCIENCE IV (4).
Th·e me·d ica 1 record as a legal document; conf~dential
communication;
consents
1nd
authori-zations for
r~l~ase of
medical
information.
-Pref:laration of records for court and
presenting
the record in court.
Principles and roles of the supervisor and stiff in management of a
medical record department; layout,
aork flow, ~nd check points; use of
.mac~ine
transcription.
Current
developments in the medical record
field.
Tvo hours lecture, four
h:>ucs
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Medical Record Technology 211.

PHILOSOPHY OF BAR AND SOCIETY
(4).
concepts such as treedom,
authority, law, the state, and so on
are examined
philosophicalJ.y
to
determine the nature ot "the indiv1dual" and "society" and the relationship that should exist between
them.
Topics in:::lu:le:
violence,
rights (legal and moral) • punisllment, alienation, justice, etc.
207.

230.
THE LOGIC J F SCIENCE (4). il:
survey of con temporary views o t · tile
nature of science J.ncluding 1og1cal
positivism, Popper and Kuh·n. Topics
include:
the J.opc ot the·ori,es,
theory testing and nature ot scientific , concepts,
induction,
.the
growth of knowledge and the relat1on
of scie nee and art.

MUSIC
279.
UNIVERSITY CHORUS (1). Open
to any possessing necessary musical
ability who is interested in singing
11ith large ensembles.
The chorus
makes appearances at school programs
and other public affairs.

313.
CONTERPORARY PHILOSOPHY {~ •
Survey of Western philosophy since
1900, vith emphasis on logical. posit·ivism,
anaJ.ysis,
phenomenology
.~
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,:

: ~.. "'"}
.../

~stentialism,
~.rs

and major
in each schcol.

philoso-

deration of women's part1cipat1.on 1.n
sport.

315,
AMERICAN THOUGHT (4),
A survey of philosophical thought
in
America with emphasis on the praqmatists
(Peirce, James,
Dewey) , an.d
including a treatment of some or all
of the
following:
Natural
Rights
philosophy, transcendentalism, other
major figures such as Royce, santayana, Whitehead,
No prerequisite,

I
I

POLITICAL SCIENCE
101,
INTRODUCTION TO POLITICS (4),
Study ot fundamental concepts and
problems of politics,
The enduring
questions ot politics are examined
by analyzing contemporary political
problems and by compar1ng a
vide
variety of modern p<>ll.tl.cal l.DStl.tutions in uny ditterent cultures.
Restricted
to
freshmen
and
sophomores,

317,
PHILOSOPHY OF REliGION
(4),
An
exaaination of the nature of
religion and of such central religious concepts as those of gods and
God; of faith, revelation, and religious be lief ; of evil and riqh teousness; and of the meaning of lite.
Readings from a variety of sources,
largely
contempor'l ry.
No
prereguisit e.

201,
A~ERICAN
GOVERNeENT:
PROIntroducCESSES AND STRUCTURE (4),
tory study of constitutional bas1.s
and development, political processes
(parties, nominations and elections,
interest groups, public opinion),
and
orga niz! tion ot
the AmerJ.can
governmental system.

PHILOSOPHY IN SCIENCE FICTION
Using
science fiction
as a
point of departure, this course probes ethical
problems such as the
implications for man of the advance~ent of science and the relation
of
the
individual to the state, and
metaphysical problems such as distinguish.ing men from robots,
the
possibility of time
travel.
No
-·reguisite,
33 3,
(4).

290,
INTRO DUCTIJ K
TO POL Ir ICA L
INQUIRY (4),
Concepts and
theories
used by political scientists i.n studying politics,
Both traditional
and bella vi on 1 political sc1.ence are
considered, and the focus ot tne
course
is on the
way politJ.cal
scientists establish and evaluate
concepts and theories used in studying
politics.
Required ot all
majors; should be taken be tore any
300-level course.
Non-majors must
receive permission ot l.nstructor to
·enter the course,

PHYSICS .
214.
:OLLEGE PHYSICS (5),
Forces,
energy and wave motion.
Sound and
geometrical optics.
Four lecturerecitations and one 2-hour laboratory.
Prerequisites: Knowledge of
algebra and trigonometry.

304,

AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT
A me rica n poli. tical thought as
reflected in the colon1.a1, Federalist, Civil war, and recent phases
of American political life,
( 4) •

215. ::OLLEGE PHYSICS (5),
Physical
optics,
electromagnetic radiation.
Atomic and nuclear physics. Relativity,
Four lecture-recitations and
one 2-hour laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Physics 214.

STATE
GOVERN !lENT
331.
Federal-state relations; state constitutions; parties and elections in
the states;
and state legislatJ.ve,
executive, and
judic:Lal branches,
with em ph a st s on Ollio.

216.
:oLLEGE PHYSICS (5), Electrical and basic electronics theory.
Transistors and vacuum tubes, amplifiers and os:;illators with selected
applications.
Four
lecturereel tations and one 3-hour laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Physics 215,

332,
LOCAL GOVERN!IENT (4).
Untts
of local government,
state-local
relations,
mun1cipal corporat1.ons
and charters, forms ot
munJ.cipal
government,
county and metropolitan
problems. Consideration ot political and service functions ot local
government,
EmphasJ.s is on Ohio.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
RECREATION

POWERS
416.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW:
AND RELATIONSHIPS
(4),
supreme
Court cases relating to u.s. gover-

425,
liOriEN AND SPORT ( 4).
Ex amination of nistorical, cultural,
psychological, and physiological consi-

~·
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nmen tal
structure,
relationships.

pavers,

departmental research.
Open
freshman psychology major.

and

to

a
~

,,_ ;)-'-

DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY (.:w.
An introduction to the major concepts, theories, and. princJ.ples .ot.
developmental psychology. · Coverage
includes genetic tactors., prenatal
period, infancy,
and early Ch!.ldhood o
Prerequisite:
Psychology
303.

POPULAR CULTURE
160_.
INTRODUCTION TO POPULAR COLr.URE
(4).
Examination of the basic
theories of, approaches to,
and
t':>pics !:!ithin the study of popular
culture.
Emphasis vill be on several selected topics in popular cul_tuce au d the use of various theories
a:nd approaches in the study of these
topics.

201o

PSYCHOLOGY
OF
PERSONA.LHY
!I.DJUST!!ENT (3). Problems ot personal adjustment. Related. pr.oblems ot
theory and measuresent ot personal1ty.
Prerequis1te:
Psychol.ogy ;io1.
305o

INTRODUCTION TO POPULAF l'ILI'l
An introduction to popular
film ;:,.s a mass entertainment medium.
A survey of topics such as Hollywood
stlldios,
popular
film formulae,
genres,
1nd
the
relationships
between poplllar films and the moviegoing audience. course uill include
the vie!:fing of appropriate films.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OP· VOHEN (4) •
Psychological
characteristics
ot
women, including personalJ.ty, adjustment, identity tormation, intellectua 1
processes,
and
sexuality.
Examination ot theories and. data on
female development.

306.

250.
(4).

307,
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF HUB!I.N SEXUALITY (4) • l\ survey ot t..he psychology of human sexuality. Se.xual physiology,
psycho-soci.a·l aspects ot
sexual behavior. sexual dysfunction
and therapy,
compan.ti.ve
sexua.A.
behavior.
-

POPULH CULTURE !1. ND THE I'IEDIA
(4),
Examination of the various
types of culture and media which
affect :>ur lives--their artistic and
?-esthetic accomplishments and failures, their obvious and subtle forces and inf l ue nee s.
260,

311,
SOCIAL PSYCBJLOGY (3),
Int.ro•
duction to social behaVior coverA
behavior principles, socializati,, . ·/
social i.ntluence, small groups, lea-;;
dership, communic!tion, and att1tudes with emphasis on interpersona·J.
intera:: tion.
Prereq Ui.si te: Psychology 201 or Socioloqy 101o

421.
INTRODUCTION '!'0 FOLKLORE (4).
Traditional British
ballads
and
their American variants, historical
legend, folk tales, folk medicine,
children°s lore,
the supernatural,
superstition, 11ritten
literature,
and scholarly collect ions of folklore.
Not open to a
student with
credit for
Library and Educational
Media .421.
Prerequisite: sophomor.e
standing in .one's college.

WORK EFFORT AND SATISFACTION
(3) o
The
influence
upon
and
interactions W1th performance
at
work of motivation (as formulated by
current theories) • job satistaction,
individual dif~erences, and task and
situational
factors
will
be
examinel1. Emphasis will be placed
upon the evaluation of effort. atti-tudes
and changa.
Prer.equ1stte:
Psychology 201.
352.

424.
TJPI:::S IN FOLKLORE (4).
Indepth stlldy of a single topic in
foLklore studies.
~ay
be repeated
once i f the topics are clearly different.
Prerequisite: Popular culture 1.121 or permission
of
the
instructor.

1.105. PSYCHOLCGY OF ABNOBMAL BEHAVIOR (5).
consideration ot data and
concepts used by psychologists 1n
understanding, labeling, an.d DIO~i,t;y
i.ng behavior which deviates trom
socia 1 expectations. Prerequisite:
Psycholology 201.

PSYCHOLOGY
231.
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
(5)o
l\
broad introductory course which is a
p-reregaisite ·to a11 courses in the
department.
Considerations of the
scientific approach to the study of
behavior, with applications to per·.:?Onal and social behavior.
A student is expected to participate in

1452 o
PERSONNEL
SELECTION
(q).
Methods of selection and assesiaent
for hiring,
promotions. etc.
1n
industrial and other organ1zations
will be examined wi.tb emphasis on
88

_ _ pliance with fair employment pra·ces and equal employment opporn. i ti y reglllat ions.
Prerequisite:
Psychology 20 1.

260.
ADVANCED ELECTRONIC OAT A PROCESSING:
LANGUAGES AND
PROBLEI'IS
(4).
A review an:i extension ot the
PL/1 language and the introduction
of a second language.
Selected problems
applying
the computer to
various
tu nctional
areas
ot
business.
Preregu1site:
Quantitative Analysis and Control 1bU,

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS AND
CONTROL

475. ROLE OF COIIPUTER I.N HEALrH
CA'RE
(4).
A comprehensive coverage
of uses of computers in health care-hospital information and cost systems,
medical
records,
nutr1ent
accounting, c linica.L and diagnost:Lc
handling.
Prereg1l1s1te:
introductory computer course or consent o t
instructor.

Accounting
221,
INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING I
(4),
rhe accounting methodology for
accumuh tion of business data and
reporting
of economic activities
vith emphasis en
the
financial
accounting
system.
Prerequisite:
completion of mathematics requirements or concurrent registration in
Mathematics 125 or 231 or consent of
illstructor.

ROMANCE LANGUAGES
Generally,
one
year of high
school study of a language is equivalent to one quarter ot college
study. Credit toward graduation is
not
allowed tor 101, 102, 1UJ, :.!01,
202, when the equivalent crec11t has
been !ccepted tram high school as
part of the admission credits except
that a student is i.Llowed to duplicate one unit ot high school study
with University credit •

222.
INTROOUCTION.TO ACCOUNTING I~·
(4).
The continuation of 221 with
emphasis on special
proble11s
of
accounting valuation,
Interpretation and use of accounting reports
in
making economic decisions.
Prerei uisit e:
Accounting 221.

•

tistics
French

111,
ELEKENTARY STATISTICAL ~ETRODS
I (4). Elementary ftobability, random variables, probability distributions and decision theory.
Preregllisite:
Mathematics 125 or 231,
or, preferably, concurrent registration in 1\a thema tics 125 or 231;
non-business students without mathematics
prerequisite with consent of
instructor.

101.
ELEKENTARY FRENCH (4),
Beginning oral-a ural study of the language, vith attent1on
to gramaar.
Four class perio:is and scheduled
oral practice each week.
102.
ELEIIENTARI FRENCH (4).
French
101 continued.
Four class periods
and scheduled ora 1
practice each
week.
Prerequisite:
French 101 or
one year of French in h1gh school or
equivalent.

212,

ELEMENTARY STATISTICAL METHODS
(4).
Sampling
distributions,
estimation,
hypothesis
testing,
regression and correlation,
index
numbers and time series.
Prerequisite:
Statistics 111.
II

103, ELE~ENTARY FRENCH (4).
French
102 continued.
Four class periods
and scheduled oral
practice each
week.
Prerequisite:
French 102, or
one and one-half years ot French in
high school, or placement.

Information Systems
160,
INTRODUCTION TO COIIPUTERS (4).
An introductory course in data
pr~
cessing principles, including logical 'analysis, computer programming,
the nature of the computer, and the
nature of
the computer environment
in business.
Language used is PL
/1,
Prerequisite:
12 quarter hours
of college c;redit.

201.
INTERIIECIATE FRENCH (14).
Four
class periods and laboratory.
Prerequisite:
French 103 or tvo years
of French
in
high
school
or
equivalent.
202.
INTER!'IEDIATE
FRENCH
(4).
French 201 continued.
Four class
periods and schedu .Led oral practice

89

each week;
Prerequisite:
French
201 or three years of French in high
school or equivalent.

soc ia 1
problems.
Sociology 101.

231.
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Basic concepts and objectives in
study of culture. A survey ot
range
of c:ultun! phenomena
approaches to their study,

Spanish
101.
ELEMENTARY
SPANISH
(IJ).
Beginning oral-aural study of the
language with attention to grammar.
F~ur
class periods and scheduled
oral pnctice each weelt.

'

l

(II),

the
the
and

301.
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
(4).
An
interdisciplinary approach to the
study of social bebav1oro
Special
emphasis is given to the process ot
interaction
and
interpersonal
influence.
Prerequi.si te: soc1.oJ.ogy
101, Psychology :l01.

1)2.
ELEMENTARY
SPANISH
(IJ),
Spanish 101 continued.
Four class
periods and scheduled oral practice
each week.
Prerequisite:
Spanish
1)1 or one year of Spanish in high
school or equivalent.

-·

Pre requ:n.si tr~

311..
THE COI'IMUNI'li (IJ).
An analysis of communal life t rom 1 ts beginnings in the folk society. emphasizing contemporary urban-metropoll.tan
communi ties, folk- urban· contrasts •
and community types.
Prerequ1.s1te:
Sociology 101.

1J3,
ELEMENTARY
SPANISH
(II),
Span ish 102 continued. Four class
periods and scheduled oral practice
each week.
Prerequisite: span ish
102. one :1. nd
one-half
years
of
Spanish in high school or placement.

341 •
JUVENILE
DELINQUENCY
(IJ),
Analysis and processes ot
development,
treatment, prevention, and
control of juvenile
delinquency.
Prerequisite: Sociology 101.

201.

INTERMEDIATE
SPANISH
(IJ),
class periods and laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Spanish
103 or two
years ~f Spanish in high school or
equivalent.
F~ur

361o
THE PA~ILY (~ o An examina•
tion of tradi tiona! and contemporary
family types vith special consider'~
tion of current similaritles a
differences of family organizati~
in various cUltural environments o
Prerequisite: Sociology 101.

2J2.
INrERfiEDIATE
SPANISH
(4),
Spanish 201 continued,
Four class
periods and scheduled oral practice
ea,ch week,
Prerequisite:
Spanish
2J1 or three years of Spanish in
high school or equivalent.

411.
'SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT (4),
Utilization of sociological concepts
and theories to invest1gate sport as
a social institution and its relationship to oth.er social institutions;
organizational theory aad
small group research applied
to
sport; socia 1 ps:y=hological aspects
of sports. Preregu1.s1te:
Sociology
101.

';

SOCIAL WORK
110. SURVEY OF SOCIAL SERVICES (IJ),
Survey of social welfare progra1s;
descriptions of
the functions of
s~cial
workers
within
these
programs.

441.
CRIMINOLOGY (4) • The nature.
causes, treatment, and prevention ot
crime.
Prerequis1te:
sociology
101.

220.
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK
(4).
Basic concepts, Jtnoveldge base
and methods in social work.
Prerequisite:
Social lilork 110.

SPEECH COMN\UNICATION

SOCIOLOGY

Courses in General Speech
Communication

1)1,
PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY (IJ),
Elements and concepts of
social
~cganization,
social change,
and
group relationships.

102.
PRINCIPLES OF SPEECH COfti'IUNIC AT ION ( 4).
Basic principles . :» t
interpersonal,
small-gro.up,
and
public communication and the t1eld

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
( 4) o
sociological
analysis of con temporary

2)2~

90

~peech

~·

to

262.
INTRO DlJCTIJN
TO
BROADCAST
BLoadcast
announcANNOlJNCING (4),
ing
styles and bas1c principles and
practices
of
announc1ng
includ1ng
articulation,
vocabulary,
and
pron uncia t ion.

communication, with attenindividual needs.

201.
ARTS
AND
SCIENCES OF SPEECH
COM!'IU NIC AT ION ( 3) ,
Ces igned to provide an understanding and insiqht of
the field
of
speech
as
a
whole.
Attention is directed to wan'! basic
issues faced by each of the areas of
speech
communication
and
their
in te rrela t i onshi ps.
Prerequisite:
Speech 102.

464,
16PI!'I FILM !UK ING (4).
Introduction
to
the concepts, theOLies,
and
mechanics
ot
film
producti:>n
with specific attention to the applications of the ci ne11 a
to
telev1sion
news,
documentaries, lntoraal
pLesentations, and teature
and
art
film
production.
Lectures
and
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
perm1ssion of instructor.

Courses in Communication
Disorders
223,
I NTRODUC'UON
TO
SPEECH
AND
HEARIN:i
PROBLEMS (14).
language and
speech development and various types
of speech and hearing abnormalities.

Courses in Theatre
141,
THE THEATRE
EXPERIENCE (II).
The art of the theatre; its heritage
and
contemporary
values
as
a
humanistic
discipl1ne;
its 1Eportance :t.s a cultural
expeL1ence;
an
opportunity
tor some involvement 1n
the theatre
experience.
For
nonrna jors only.

Courses in Interpersonal and Public
Communication
203.

SMALL GROUP CCMMUNICA'!'TON (II).
A study
of
social
interaction in
small groups with
primary emphasis
on problem solving processes,

146,

DRAMATIC PRODUCTION ( 1- 4),
A
laboratory course
tor
the student
who
Jl! rticipates as performer or
technician
in
lJniversity
rheatre
product ions.
PI ay
be repeated to a
total
of
4
hours.
Preregu1s1te:
consent
of theatre depaLtment.
One
or two credits per 'quarter.

204.

AR:iUMENTA'IION:
INQUIRY
AND
ADVOCACY (4).
Basic principles
of
mentation, with emphasis on ana<
s,
evidence,
reasoning,
and
•
u tat ion.
2[)5,
ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING
(4),
Principles
of
public
speaking and
speech composition in
professional,
business,
and educational settings,
with attention to the use of
audiovisual material.

202.

ORAL INTERPRETATION (4),
Logical and aesthetic meaning in drama,
pLose, and poetry for
oral performance; selection
ot
materials f()r
programs;
and
vocal
and
phys1c:t.l
techniques of performance.

3;)3,

PERSUASIVE COMMUNICA'l'ION (4).
Theories and concepts of
persuasive
c:>mmunication,
including
attitude
change, audience analysis, and strategies :>f persuasion.

241.
PRINCIPLES
OF
ACTING
(3).
Basic acting techniques with
emphasis on stage movement and speech and
principles ot ima:J1naUve, e11ot1onal,
and
sensory
respons1 veness.
Three two-hour meetings per week.

306.
INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATION
(4).
rhe study
of purposive twoparty communication with emphasis on
reduction of defensive climates as a
means :>f facilitating effective communication.
Included are
practical
experiences
in information seeking,
persuasiv~, and personal interviews.

243,
STAGECRAFT (4).
Theories and
techniques of
designing,
building
and painting stage settings; organization
and . operation ot production
crews.
Lab ora to~:y
nours
to
be
aLranged.
346.
DRAI'!ATIC PRODUCTION
(1-11),
Same is
146 exc<!pt designed
f:>L
juniors
and
sen1ors.
May
be
repeated to
a
total
ot
4
hoULSo
Prerequ.isite:
consent of
theatre
department.
one or two cred1ts
per
quarter •

Courses in Radio-TV-Film
260.
RADIO
AND
TELEVISION
BROADCA5riNG (4).
The growth and development of r:~.dio and television industries and theiL place in society.

•
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aiRELANDS CAMPUS FACULTY
.atural and Social Sciences Department
Ronald R. Olsen, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry and Natural and Social Sciences,
and Chair of Department of Natural and Social Sciences
Joseph B. Ake, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Natural and Social Sciences
Thomas G. DeCola, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History and Natural and Social Sciences
Donald D. DeGryse, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Natural and Social Sciences
Thomas P. Dence, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Natural and Social Sciences
M. Albert Dimmitt, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Natural and Social Sciences
Kenneth R. Hille, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biology and Natural and Social Sciences
Joseph F. Krauter, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science and Natural and Social Sciences
Richard W. Labdon, M.A., Instructor of Geography and Natural and Social Sciences
Robert F. Marrer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Natural and Social Sciences1and Health and
Community Services
Keith Roberts, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Natural and Social Sciences

Humanities Department
Ronald M. Ruble, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Speech and Humanities, and Chair of
Department of Humanities
john W. Chun, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Humanities
june M. Coughlin, M.S.L.S., Instructor of Humanities (Librarian)
Jeannette C. Danielson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English and Humanities
Frank W. Glann, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Speech and Humanities
Mary Jane Hahler, M.A., Instructor of Romance Languages and Humanities
Julius T. Kosan, M.A.F.A., Assistant Professor of Art and Humanities
Susan R. Mack, M.S., Instructor of Humanities (Librarian)
Glen V. Moser, M.A., Instructor of Humanities
Joel D. Rudinger, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English and Humanities
Larry R. Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English and Humanities
0. Dale Schnetzer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Humanities

Applied Sciences Department
•

bert R. Speers, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Industrial Education & Technology, and Applied
Sciences, and Chair of Department of Applied Sciences
Susan L. Bouffard, B.S., Instructor of Applied Sciences & Director of Medical Record
Technology Program
Gerard P. Colgan, M.S.&P.E., Assistant Professor of Applied Sciences
M. Peter Henning Ill, M.S.&P.E.&R.S., Assistant Professor of Applied Sciences
Teresa A. Marano, M.S., Instructor of Applied Sciences
Robert L. Palasek, M.S., M.A., Instructor of Applied Sciences
A. Malkia Perus, M.A., Instructor of Applied Sciences
Ram N. Singh, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Applied Sciences
Richard E. Remke, M.B.A., Instructor of Applied Sciences
Edward V. Tschappat, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Applied Sciences
Esther R. Walden, Ph .D., Assistant Professor of Applied Sciences
Roger H. Welling, M.Ed., Instructor of Applied Sciences

FIRELANDS CAMPUS BOARD
Mrs. Norman F. Rau, President
Paul C. Moon, Vice President
Royce M. Jennings, Treasurer
Mrs. Donald Loeffler, Secretary
R. Hollis Matherly, Executive Committee
Gerald J. Swank, Executive Committee
Kenneth R. Hille, Faculty Representative
Student Representative
Mrs. Andrew Burns
Dale E. Crossen
Mrs. Howard Fisher
Wallace C. Glenwright
Ralph H. Geer (Honorary)

•

George R. Horton
Jerome Matz
Kenneth H. McFall (Honorary)
Philip Minor
Hollis A. Moore
). Keith Pearson
Mrs. john Russell
Kenneth W. Rothe
Melvyn j. Stauffer
Mrs. C. E. Swanbeck
jay E. Wagner, Jr.
Cecil Weatherspoon
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATION
Bowling Green Campus

.,

1

Hollis A. Moore, President
Richard A. Edwards, Vice President and Assistant to the President
Kenneth W. Rothe, Provost
Michael R. Ferrari, Vice President of Resource Planning
George Postich, Vice President for Operations
James E. Hof, Vice President for Public Services
john E. LaTourette, Vice Provost for Research and Dean of the Graduate College
Charles L. Means, Vice Provost for Academic Services
joseph K. Balogh, Dean of the College of Health and Community Services
John G. Eriksen, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
David G. Elsass, Dean of the College of Education
Karl E. Vogt, Dean of the College of Business Administration
Robert B. Glidden, Dean of the College of Musical Arts
Richard R. Eakin, Vice Provost for Student Affairs
Sheldon Halpern, Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs
Paul R. Nusser, University Treasurer and Controller
Elton C. Ringer, Associate Vice President for Resource Planning
Glenn I. Van Wormer, Assistant Vice President of Institutional Planning
John W. Martin, Director of Admissions

Firelands Campus

< l

George R. Horton, Acting Dean
M. Albert Dimmitt, Assistant Dean
Charles C. Stocker, Business Manager
Roy L. Shafer, Director of Admissions and Public Affairs
Robert F. Marrer, Director of Counseling and Placement
John P. Hartung, Assistant Director of Ac;lmissions, Coordinator of Veterans Services and
Financial Aid
Judy Goetz, Director of Student Development and Program Advisement
Susan Mack, Director of the Library
James H. McBride, Coordinator for Community Services
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR
•

all Quarter, 1976
September
September
September
September

1, Wednesday
7, Tuesday
7-1 0
4, Saturday

September 13-21
September 21, Tuesday
September 22, Wednesday
September 24, Friday
September 29, Wednesday
October 1, Friday
October 8, Friday
October 11 , Monday
October 15, Friday
October 29, Friday
November 1, Monday
November 12, Friday
November 24, Wednesday
November 29, Monday
November 29-December 31
December 1, Wednesday
December 4, Saturday

December 6, Monday
December 9, Thursday
December 11, Saturday

Fall quarter application for admission deadline
New student orientation 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
New student registration
Career Planning Profile (CPP) at noon
CLEP General Examination at 9:30a.m.
Open registration
Deadline for fall quarter fee payments without penalty
Classes begin at 8 a.m.
90% refund of fees ends
Last day to add a class
80% refund of fees ends
60% refund of fees ends
Last day to drop a class with a "W"
Application deadline for winter quarter graduation
40% refund of fees ends
Last day to drop a class with a "WP"
Pre-registration for winter quarter begins
Pre-registration for winter quarter ends
Thanksgiving recess begins 8 a.m.
Classes resume at 8 a.ni.
Open registration for winter quarter
Deadline for winter quarter application for admission
Special new student registration for winter quarter
Career Planning Profile (CPP) at noon
CLEP General Examination at 9:30a.m.
Examinations begin at 8 a.m.
Fall quarter ends
Commencement

.inter Quarter, 1977
December 31, Friday
january 3, Monday
january 7, Friday
january 10, Monday
january 14, Friday
january 21, Friday
januar.y 28, Friday
February 1-11
February 11, Friday
February 23-March 25
March 1, Monday
March 5, Saturday
March
March
March
March

12,
14,
1 7,
19,

Saturday
Monday
Thursday
Saturday

Deadline for winter quarter fee payments without penalty
Classes begin at 8 a.m.
90% refund of fees ends
Last day to add a class
80% refund of fees ends
60% refund of fees ends
.Last day to drop a class with a "W"
40% refund of fees ends
Pre-registration for spring quarter
Last day to drop a class with a "WP"
Open registration for spring quarter
Dead I ine for spring quarter application for admission
Career Planning Profile (CPP) at noon
CLEP General Examination at 9:30a.m.
Special new student registration for spring quarter
Examinations begin at 8 a.m.
Winter quarter ends
Commencement

Spring Quarter, 1977
March 25, Friday
March 28, Monday
April 1, Friday
April 4, Monday
April 8, Friday
April 15, Friday

•

Deadline for spring quarter fee payments without penalty
Classes begin at 8 a.m.
90% refund of fees ends
Last day to add a class
80% refund of fees ends
60% refund of fees ends
Last day to drop a class with a "W"
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April 22, Friday
May 9, Monday
May 16, Monday
May 27, Friday
June 4, Saturday
june 6, Monday
june 9, Thursday
june 11, Saturday

40% refund of fees ends
Last day to drop a class with a "WP"
Continuing student pre-registration for fall quarter,
1977 and summer open registration begin
Continuing student pre-registration forfall quarter ends
Career Planning Profile (CPP) at noon
CLEP General Examination at 9:30a.m.
Examinations begin at 8 a.m.
Spring quarter ends
Commencement

Summer Quarter, 1977
june 13, Monday
june 17, Friday
june 20, Monday
July 4, Monday
july 22, Friday
july 25, Monday
August 26, Friday
August 27, Saturday

Workshops and intensive courses begin
Deadline for first term and summer quarter fee payments
without penalty
Classes begin at 8 a.m.
Holiday, no classes
First summer term ends
Deadline for second term fee payments without penalty
Second term begins 8 a.m.
Summer quarter ends
Commencement
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